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Abstract. An effective Chebotarev density theorem for a fixed normal extension L/Q provides an
asymptotic, with an explicit error term, for the number of primes of bounded size with a prescribed
splitting type in L. In many applications one is most interested in the case where the primes are
small (with respect to the absolute discriminant of L); this is well-known to be closely related to
the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta function of L. In this work we prove
a new effective Chebotarev density theorem, independent of GRH, that improves the previously
known unconditional error term and allows primes to be taken quite small (certainly as small as
an arbitrarily small power of the discriminant of L); this theorem holds for the Galois closures of
“almost all” number fields that lie in an appropriate family of field extensions. Such a family has
fixed degree, fixed Galois group of the Galois closure, and in certain cases a ramification restriction
on all tamely ramified primes in each field; examples include totally ramified cyclic fields, degree n
Sn-fields with square-free discriminant, and degree n An-fields. In all cases, our work is independent
of GRH; in some cases we assume the strong Artin conjecture or hypotheses on counting number
fields.
The technical innovation leading to our main theorem is a new idea to extend a result of Kowalski
and Michel, a priori for the average density of zeroes of a family of cuspidal L-functions, to a family
of non-cuspidal L-functions. Unexpectedly, a crucial step in this extension relies on counting the
number of fields within a certain family, with fixed discriminant. Finally, in order to show that
comparatively few fields could possibly be exceptions to our main theorem (under GRH, none are
exceptions), we must obtain lower bounds for the number of fields within a certain family, with
bounded discriminant. We prove in particular the first lower bound for the number of degree n
An-fields with bounded discriminant.
The new effective Chebotarev theorem is expected to have many applications, of which we
demonstrate two. First we prove (for all integers ` ≥ 1) nontrivial bounds for `-torsion in the class
groups of “almost all” fields in the families of fields we consider. This provides the first nontrivial
upper bounds for `-torsion, for all integers ` ≥ 1, applicable to infinite families of fields of arbitrarily
large degree. Second, in answer to a question of Ruppert, we prove that within each family, “almost
all” fields have a small generator.
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1. Overview
Studying the distribution of prime numbers is a central problem in analytic number theory, with
many important variations and applications. In this paper we prove a new effective Chebotarev
density theorem, that is, we prove an explicit asymptotic, with an effective error term, for the
number of rational primes below a certain height, which exhibit a specified splitting behavior in a
fixed normal extension L/Q. In particular, our Chebotarev theorem holds for “almost all” fields in
many types of infinite families of number fields. The strength of this result is that without assuming
GRH, we can count primes as small as an arbitrarily small power of the absolute discriminant of
L, and the error term in the asymptotic does not exhibit the effect of an exceptional zero of
the Dedekind zeta function of L. The technical novelty of our method of proof is a new, general
strategy for extending a result of Kowalski and Michel on the density of zeroes in a family of cuspidal
automorphic L-functions to non-cuspidal families; unexpectedly, a key tool in this approach is the
ability to count number fields with fixed degree and fixed discriminant. Thus our work builds new
techniques rooted in each of three equally important sources: the classical effective Chebotarev
argument of Lagarias and Odlyzko, considerations for automorphic families motivated by Kowalski
and Michel, and counts for fields both of bounded discriminant and of fixed discriminant. We expect
the new effective Chebotarev theorem for families to have many applications, and we exhibit two.
First, we prove the first ever nontrivial bounds for `-torsion in class groups for “almost all” fields in
infinite families of number fields of arbitrarily large degree. Second, we prove a result on the density
of number fields with a small generator.
1.1. Historical introduction. For any fixed number field k and normal extension L/k of number
fields, consider the counting function of prime ideals of bounded norm in Ok and specified splitting
type in L, defined by
(1.1) piC (x, L/k) := #{p ⊆ Ok : p unramified in L,
[
L/k
p
]
= C ,Nmk/Qp ≤ x},
in which
[
L/k
p
]
is the Artin symbol (defined in §4.4.1) and C is any fixed conjugacy class in Gal(L/k).
A central goal is to prove an asymptotic for piC (x, L/k) that is valid for x as small as possible (relative
to the absolute discriminant of the number field L), which is a regime in which many interesting
applications arise. The celebrated Chebotarev density theorem [Tsc26] provides the main term in
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the asymptotic, that is
(1.2) piC (x, L/k) ∼ |C ||G|Li(x),
as x → ∞, where Gal(L/k) ' G and Li(x) = ∫ x2 dt/ log t. When L = k = Q, this is the familiar
Prime Number Theorem for pi(x), counting rational primes of size at most x; when L = k, this
is the Prime Ideal Theorem, counting prime ideals p ⊂ Ok with Nmk/Qp ≤ x; when k = Q and
L = Q(e2pii/q), this provides Dirichlet’s theorem, counting rational primes p ≡ a (mod q) with
p ≤ x, for any (a, q) = 1.
In applications, it is highly desirable to have an effective form of the asymptotic (1.2), that is,
an asymptotic with an explicit error term, which holds for x larger than an explicit quantity, in
which any dependence on the degrees and absolute discriminants of k and L is specified, and all
constants can be computed. Such an effective Chebotarev theorem was proved by Lagarias and
Odlyzko, which we now state in two versions. Conditional on the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis,
their result is:
Theorem A ([LO75, Theorem 1.1]). Let L/k be a normal extension of number fields, with Gal(L/k) '
G, DL = |Disc L/Q| and nL = [L : Q]. There exists an effectively computable positive absolute con-
stant C0 such that if GRH holds for the Dedekind zeta function ζL, then for any fixed conjugacy
class C ⊆ G and every x ≥ 2,∣∣∣∣piC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C0 |C ||G|x1/2 log(DLxnL).
(This is a slightly refined version of [LO75, Theorem 1.1] due to Serre [Ser82, Théorème 4], which
removes an error term of size O(logDL).)
Lagarias and Odlyzko also proved an unconditional result:
Theorem B ([LO75, Corollary 1.3]). Let L/k be a normal extension of number fields. If nL > 1
then ζL(s) has at most one zero s = σ + it in the region
(1.3) σ ≥ 1− (4 logDL)−1, |t| ≤ (4 logDL)−1.
This exceptional zero, if it exists, is real and simple, and we denote it by β0. Further, there exist
effectively computable absolute constants C1 and C2 such that
(1.4)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G|Li(xβ0) + C1x exp(−C2n−1/2L (log x)1/2),
for all
(1.5) x ≥ exp(10nL(logDL)2),
with the understanding that the β0 term is present only if β0 exists.
We notice two contrasts between Theorem A and Theorem B. It is well-known that the error
term in a prime-counting asymptotic depends on the breadth of the zero-free region one knows (or
assumes) for a corresponding zeta function; thus, the error term in Theorem A is significantly better,
as the zero-free region of ζL is assumed to be maximally large, under GRH.1 But secondly, Theorem
B only holds for x rather too large for certain applications, in that it certainly requires x ≥ D10nLL ,
a large power of the discriminant. Recent work that considers lower or upper bounds for piC (x, L/k)
instead of asymptotics also leads to thresholds for x that are too large for certain applications. For
example, [TZ16b], [TZ16a, Eqn. 1.6] prove lower bounds for piC (x, L/k) that require x to be as large
as a relatively large power of DL; lower bounds for piC (x, L/k) have been obtained in the classic
work [LMO79, Thm. 1.2] for x ≥ C exp{(logDL)(log logDL)(log log logDL)}, for some constant C,
with improvements e.g. in [TZ16a, Deb16].
1See remarks in §5.9 on removing the β0 term unconditionally, for extensions with no quadratic subfields.
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1.2. New results I: effective Chebotarev theorems. In the present work, our aim is two-fold:
first, to remove the term corresponding to the exceptional zero in (1.4), and second, to obtain an
asymptotic with an effective error term, which holds at least for x as small as DδL for any small
fixed δ > 0 (for DL sufficiently large). Both of these aspects will be critical in applications, such as
our new bound for `-torsion in class groups.
Of course, it is unlikely that we could accomplish these goals for all choices of fields k, L without
proving something significantly new toward GRH; instead, we prove that within appropriate families
of fields, “almost all” of the fields in the family satisfy such an asymptotic effective Chebotarev
theorem. The first step in our approach is to prove an effective Chebotarev density theorem that
assumes a specific zero-free region for ζL/ζk, but is otherwise unconditional. In particular, we do
not assume the Artin conjecture, and we allow the Dedekind zeta function ζk of the base field k
to have a possible exceptional zero in its standard zero-free region. In the following, given any
field extension F/Q we let nF denote the degree of the extension over Q and set DF = |DiscF/Q|.
Below, note that we assume nL = nk|G| ≥ 2 so that L/Q is a nontrivial extension.
Theorem 1.1 (Chebotarev conditional on zero-free region). Let k be a fixed number field. We recall,
for any number field k the standard zero-free region for ζk with associated constant ck and possible
(real) exceptional zero β(k)0 (Lemma 4.19), and for the particular case k = Q the Vinogradov-Korobov
zero-free region for ζ with associated constant cQ (and no exceptional zero, Lemma 4.18).
Let A ≥ 2 be fixed. Let 0 < δ ≤ 1/(2A) be a fixed positive constant. Let n ≥ 1 be a fixed
integer and let G be a fixed transitive subgroup of Sn. (We assume nk|G| ≥ 2.) Then there exists a
parameter
(1.6) D0 = D0(δ, ck, β
(k)
0 , nk, n, |G|, C1, C2, A),
such that the following holds: for any Galois extension of number fields L/k with Gal(L/k) ' G
such that DL ≥ D0 and the Artin L-function ζL(s)/ζk(s) is zero-free in the region
(1.7) [1− δ, 1]× [−(logDL)2/δ, (logDL)2/δ],
we have that for any conjugacy class C ⊆ G,
(1.8)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| x(log x)A
for all
(1.9) x ≥ κ1 exp{κ2(log log(Dκ3L ))2}
for parameters
κi = κi(δ, nk, ck, β
(k)
0 , Dk, nL, |G|, C5, C6, A).
If moreover k = Q, (1.8) holds for all
(1.10) x ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν3L ))5/3(log log log(D2L))1/3}
for parameters
νi = νi(δ, cQ, nL, C5, C6, A).
The parameters κi, νi are given explicitly in (5.44). The absolute constants C1, C2 originate in
Theorem B and the absolute constants C5, C6 originate in the work of Lagarias-Odlyzko in equations
(5.12), (5.20). Explicit references for the parameter D0 in (1.6) may be found in Remark 5.8.
Remark 1.2 (Parameters and explicit constants). In computational work, it can be convenient to
fix an explicit small prime for which certain properties (such as a splitting type) are known; thus we
consistently specify the dependencies of all parameters, and compute them explicitly in an appendix
in §12. Notating these dependencies leaves open the possibility of optimization, but we do not now
aim for optimization of effective constants and parameters (e.g. compared to recent work conditional
on GRH in [GM17]), as it is not relevant for our current applications.
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Once we have proved Theorem 1.1, the next critical step is to show that for many infinite families
of fields, “almost all” of them admit a zero-free region of the form (1.7). We achieve this by employing
a result of Kowalski and Michel [KM02] on the density of zeroes within appropriate families of L-
functions. A technical barrier in previous applications of the Kowalski-Michel result (such as an
effective prime ideal threom in [CK14] and e.g. several related works [CK13]) is that it applies to a
family of cuspidal automorphic L-functions, whereas the L-functions we encounter when studying
normal extensions L/Q will typically factor into many Artin L-functions. One significant novelty
of our present work is that we develop a general framework (sketched in §1.5) in which we may
apply the Kowalski-Michel result to families of non-cuspidal automorphic L-functions with much
more flexibility than has been achieved before.
In general, we construct a set (or “family”) of fields as follows. We fix an algebraic closure Q.
Given a number field k and a degree n extension K of k, we will denote the Galois closure of K
over k within Q by K˜. Given n ≥ 1 fixed, and a transitive subgroup G ⊆ Sn in its permutation
representation acting on a set of n elements, we will write Gal(K˜/k) ' G if Gal(K˜/k), viewed as a
permutation group on the n embeddings of K into K˜, is permutation isomorphic to G. If K/Q has
degree n and Gal(K˜/Q) ' G in the above sense, we will say that K is a degree n G-extension of
Q, or degree n G-field.
We then define the family of such fields by
Zn(k,G;X) = {K/k : degK/k = n,Gal(K˜/k) ' G,Nmk/QDiscK/k ≤ X},
in which all these extensions of k are inside Q. For each fixed X ≥ 1, Zn(k,G;X) is a finite set; we
are interested in the behavior of the infinite family as X → ∞. Formally we will use Zn(k,G) to
indicate the infinite set of fields attained as X →∞ (but where it will not cause confusion we may
also denote this infinite family by Zn(k,G;X)).
For our main results we will ultimately work over Q, and study families of the form ZIn (Q, G;X),
defined to be the subset of those fields K ∈ Zn(Q, G;X) such that for each rational prime p that
is tamely ramified in K, its ramification is of type I , where I specifies one or more conjugacy
classes in G. By this we mean the inertia group of p, which is cyclic if p is tamely ramified in K,
is generated by an element in the conjugacy class (or classes) specified by I . (See §2.3 for more
background on this type of restriction.) Both the use of Q and this ramification restriction will play
a large role in our method of proof, as we will outline in §1.5.
As a simple example of such a family, we note that if we consider for a fixed n ≥ 2 all degree
n extensions K/Q with square-free discriminants, then each of these fields satisfies the property
that the normal closure K˜/Q has Galois group ' Sn, and every prime ramified in K is tamely
ramified and has inertia group generated by a transposition in Sn (see Remark 1.7 and §2.6 for
further details).
Within a certain family ZIn (Q, G), we say a subset E is zero density if it is known that for some
β > 0 and some constant c1,
(1.11) |ZIn (Q, G;X)| ≥ c1Xβ, for all X ≥ 1,
while it is known that for some 0 ≤ α < β and some constant c2,
(1.12) |E(X)| ≤ c2Xα, for all X ≥ 1.
(Here by E(X) we naturally mean E ∩XIn (Q, G;X).) Each of our main results takes the form of
an effective Chebotarev density theorem that holds for each field within a family of fields, except for
fields belonging to a possible zero density subfamily. In all cases, proving an upper bound (1.12) is
a significant part of our new work; in many cases, proving a lower bound (1.11) is also a significant
part of our new work. (From now on, instead of specifying constants such as in (1.11), (1.12), we
will frequently use Vinogradov’s notation: A B denotes that there exists a constant C such that
|A| ≤ CB, and Aκ B denotes that the constant C may depend upon the parameter(s) κ.)
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It will be convenient to have an explicit definition for a field K such that ζK˜/ζ violates the
zero-free region used in Theorem 1.1:
Property 1.3 (δ-exceptional field). For a fixed 0 < δ < 1/2, a field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G) is δ-exceptional
precisely when the Dedekind zeta function of the Galois closure K˜ of K over Q has the property that
ζK˜(s)/ζ(s) has a zero in the region
[1− δ, 1]× [−(logDK˜)2/δ, (logDK˜)2/δ].
(Under GRH, no field is δ-exceptional for any 0 ≤ δ < 1/2.) For each fixed small δ, Theorem
1.1 provides a Chebotarev theorem for piC (x, K˜/Q) for every field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G) that is not δ-
exceptional (and has sufficiently large discriminant).
1.2.1. Unconditional results. Our main Chebotarev theorems for families of fields show that “most”
fields are not δ-exceptional. We first state the cases that are completely unconditional. (Recall that
cQ is the constant in the currently best-known zero-free region for ζ; see Lemma 4.18.)
Theorem 1.4. For each family ZIn (Q, G) specified below, there exist parameters 0 < β ≤ d such
that for all X ≥ 1,
(1.13) Xβ n,G,I |ZIn (Q, G;X)| n,G,I Xd,
and there exists a parameter τ with 0 ≤ τ < β, such that for every arbitrarily small 0 < ε0 ≤
min{1/2, d/4}, there exists a constant
(1.14) D3 = D3(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0)
such that for all X ≥ 1, there are at most D3Xτ+ε0 δ-exceptional fields in ZIn (Q, G;X), where
(1.15) δ =
ε0
5m|G|/2 + 2d+ 4ε0 ,
where m is the maximum dimension of an irreducible representation of G.
Let A ≥ 2 be fixed. For every such ε0 that yields δ ≤ 1/(2A), there exists a constant
(1.16) D5 = D5(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0, cQ, C1, C2, A)
such that for all X ≥ 1, aside from at most D5Xτ+ε0 possible exceptions, each fieldK ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)
has the property that for every conjugacy class C ⊆ G,
(1.17)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, K˜/Q)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| x(log x)A ,
for all
(1.18) x ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν3K˜ ))
5/3(log log log(D2
K˜
))1/3},
for the parameters νi = νi(δ, cQ, |G|, C5, C6, A) as specified in Theorem 1.1, with δ as specified above.
The families ZIn (Q, G;X) are defined by:
(1) G a cyclic group of order n ≥ 2, with I comprised of all generators of G (equivalently,
every rational prime that is tamely ramified in K is totally ramified). In this case
|ZIn (Q, G;X)| ∼ cnX1/(n−1)
as X →∞, for a certain positive constant cn, while τ = 0, so that for all sufficiently small
ε0 > 0, the zero density exceptional set is at most of size D5Xε0.
(2) n = 3, G ' S3 acting on a set of 3 elements, I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of
transpositions. In this case, for all X ≥ 1,
c3X ≤ |ZI3 (Q, S3;X)| ≤ c′3X
for certain positive constants c3, c′3, and τ = 1/3, so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0,
the zero density exceptional set is at most of size D5X1/3+ε0.
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(3) n = 4, G ' S4 acting on a set of 4 elements, I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of
transpositions. In this case, for all X ≥ 1,
c4X ≤ |ZI4 (Q, S4;X)| ≤ c′4X
for certain positive constants c4, c′4, and τ = 1/2, so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0,
the zero density exceptional set is at most of size D5X1/2+ε0 .
(4) n = p an odd prime, G = Dp the order 2p dihedral group of symmetries of a regular p-gon,
I being the conjugacy class
(1.19) [(2 p)(3 (p− 1)) · · · (p+ 1
2
p+ 3
2
)]
of reflection about a fixed vertex. In this case, for all X ≥ 1,
X2/(p−1) p |ZIp (Q, Dp;X)| p,ε X3/(p−1)−1/(p(p−1))+ε
and τ = 1/(p − 1), so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0, the zero density exceptional set
is at most of size D5X1/(p−1)+ε0.
(5) n = 4, G ' A4 as a subgroup of S4 acting on a set of 4 elements, I comprised of the two
conjugacy classes in A4 specified by the sets
(1.20) {(1 2 3), (1 3 4), (1 4 2), (2 4 3)}, {(1 3 2), (1 4 3), (1 2 4), (2 3 4)}.
In this case, for all X ≥ 1,
X1/2  |ZI4 (Q, A4;X)| ε X5/6+ε,
and τ = 0.2784..., so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0, the zero density exceptional set is
at most of size D5X0.2784...+ε0.
Remark 1.5 (The density of δ-exceptional fields). Within a fixed family ZIn (Q, G), note that as we
choose ε0 smaller (so that δ correspondingly decreases), the density of potential δ-exceptional fields
decreases, in accord with the fact that the requirement that ζK˜(s)/ζ(s) be zero-free in a box to
the right of <(s) = 1 − δ becomes less stringent, and fewer fields would be expected to violate it.
Simultaneously, as δ and accordingly the width of the zero-free region decreases, the lower-bound
threshold (1.18) for x increases, as the explicit expressions given for the parameters νi depend on
1/δ. This is also as expected.
Remark 1.6 (Cyclic fields of prime degree). If G is a cyclic group of prime order p ≥ 2, then for
each normal extension K/Q with Galois group ' G, every tamely ramified prime is totally ramified
by necessity, so that in this case ZIn (Q, G;X) is simply the family Zn(Q, G;X).
Remark 1.7 (degree n Sn-fields with square-free discriminant). Alternatively, we could have stated
the results for S3, S4 in cases (2), (3) of Theorem 1.4 (and later Theorems 1.10 and 1.13 for Sn with
n = 5, n ≥ 6) as holding for all degree n extensions of Q with square-free discriminant. Indeed,
for each n ≥ 2, the family ZIn (Q, Sn;X) with I = [(1 2)] includes all degree n Sn-fields with
square-free discriminant, which are known in the case of n = 3, 4, 5 (and conjectured for n ≥ 6) to
be a positive proportion of all degree n Sn-fields; see §2.6 for further comments.
Remark 1.8 (degree p Dp-fields). It is conjectured that |Zp(Q, Dp;X)| ∼ cDpX2/(p−1) (see [Mal04],
[Klü06a, p. 608]); assuming this is the true order, our family of degree p Dp-fields exhibited in (4)
is a positive proportion of all degree p Dp-fields.
Remark 1.9 (degree 4 A4-fields). Based on heuristics as well as numerical evidence, it is conjectured
that |Z4(Q, A4;X)| ∼ cA4X1/2 logX (see [CDyDO02, §2.7], [Mal04, Ex. 3.2]); assuming this is the
true order, our family of degree 4 A4-fields exhibited in case (5) of Theorem 1.4 just fails to be a
positive proportion of all degree 4 A4-fields.
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1.2.2. Results for degree n Sn-fields, n ≥ 5. We next state a result for quintic S5-fields.
Theorem 1.10 (Quintic S5-fields). Consider the family ZI5 (Q, S5) for I being the conjugacy class
[(1 2)] of transpositions, in which case for all X ≥ 1,
(1.21) c5X ≤ |ZI5 (Q, G;X)| ≤ c′5X
for certain positive constants c5, c′5. The conclusions of Theorem 1.4 hold for ZI5 (Q, G) if we assume
(i) the strong Artin conjecture holds for all irreducible Galois representations over Q with image
S5,
(ii) it is known for some $5 < 1 that for every fixed integer D, there are at most  D$5 fields
K ∈ Z5(Q, S5) with DK = D.
In this case, τ = $5, so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0, the zero density exceptional set is at
most of size D5X$5+ε0.
Remark 1.11. For an alternative statement of this theorem which does not directly assume the
strong Artin conjecture but instead calls on the work of Calegari [Cal13], see §7.6.1.
Remark 1.12. Manjul Bhargava has suggested (personal communication) that a suitable adaptation
of the methods of [Bha10] may be able to verify the truth of the above property (ii) with$5 = 39/40.
For reasons of length, we do not pursue such a result here.
Next, we state our main result for degree n Sn-fields with n arbitrarily large:
Theorem 1.13 (degree n Sn-fields). Consider for n ≥ 6 the family ZIn (Q, Sn) with I being the
conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions, in which case for all X ≥ 1,
X1/2+1/n n |ZIn (Q, Sn;X)| n Xexp(C
√
logn).
The conclusions of Theorem 1.4 hold for the family ZIn (Q, Sn) if we assume
(i) the strong Artin conjecture holds for all irreducible Galois representations over Q with image
Sn,
(ii) it is known for some $n < 1/2 + 1/n that for every fixed integer D, there are at most
n,$n D$n fields K ∈ Zn(Q, Sn) with DK = D.
In this case, τ = $n, so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0, the zero density exceptional set is at
most of size D5X$n+ε0.
Remark 1.14. Bhargava [Bha14] has conjectured (in the essentially equivalent setting of degree
n Sn-extensions with square-free discriminant) that |ZIn (Q, Sn;X)|  cnX for all n ≥ 2 (and
has proved this for n ≤ 5, see §2.6). If this is known, in Theorem 1.13 we can merely assume
(ii) is known to hold for some $n < 1. More generally, if we know a lower bound of the form
|ZIn (Q, Sn;X)| n Xβn , then to deduce that the possible exceptional set is zero density, we need
only know (ii) for some $n < βn.
1.2.3. Results for simple groups. Next, we state a result for degree n An-fields, in which we addi-
tionally prove the first lower bound for the number of degree n An-fields with bounded discriminant.
Theorem 1.15. For each n ≥ 5, consider the family Zn(Q, An) (with no restriction on inertia type,
that is, I = G). In this case, there exists a positive exponent βn > 0 such that for all X ≥ 1,
Xβn n |ZIn (Q, An;X)| n Xexp(C
√
logn)
for a certain absolute constant C. In fact, we may take βn = (1− 2/n!)/(4n− 4).
Then under the assumption that the strong Artin Conjecture holds for all irreducible Galois rep-
resentations over Q with image An, the conclusions of Theorem 1.4 hold with τ = 0, so that for all
sufficiently small ε0 > 0, the zero density exceptional set is at most of size D5Xε0 .
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Finally, we state a result for families of fields parametrized by a fixed simple group; here we
simply assume that any lower bound that grows like a power of X is known for the number of such
fields.
Theorem 1.16. For n ≥ 2 and a fixed transitive simple group G ⊂ Sn, the conclusions of Theorem
1.4 hold for the family Zn(Q, G) with no restriction on inertia type (that is, I = G), if we assume
(i) the strong Artin conjecture for all irreducible representations over Q with image G
(ii) a lower bound of the form |Zn(Q, G;X)| n,G Xβ for some β > 0, for all X ≥ 1.
Then
Xβ n |Zn(Q, G;X)| n Xexp(C
√
logn)
for an absolute constant C, and τ = 0, so that for all sufficiently small ε0 > 0, the zero density
exceptional set is at most of size D5Xε0.
Note that we provide a general result on how to obtain such a lower bound for |Zn(Q, G;X)|, if
an appropriate generating polynomial is known, in Theorem 2.8.
Remark 1.17 (Non-cyclic abelian families). The reader may note that we do not treat families of
(Galois) extensions defined by fixing a non-cyclic abelian group; we remark on a difficulty encoun-
tered in this setting in §11.5.
We encapsulate two useful consequences in all the settings described above:
Corollary 1.17.1 (Quantitative counts for small primes). Let ZIn (Q, G;X) be fixed to be one of
the families of fields considered in Theorems 1.4, 1.10, 1.13, 1.15 and 1.16, and correspondingly
assume the hypotheses (if any) of the relevant theorem. Let the parameters β, τ, d be those proved
to exist for that family in (1.13), and for any sufficiently small ε0 > 0, let δ ≤ 1/4 be defined as in
(1.15), dependent on n, |G|, d, ε0. Let
D3 = D3(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0)
be defined as in (1.14). Recall that for every X ≥ 1, at most D3Xτ+ε0 fields K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) are
δ-exceptional.
(1) For any σ > 0, there exists a constant
D6 = D6(n,G,I , d, τ, cQ, C1, C2, C5, C6, ε0, σ)
such that for every X ≥ 1, every field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) that has DK ≥ D6 and is not δ-exceptional,
has the property that for any fixed conjugacy class (or finite union of conjugacy classes) C in G,
there are at least
(1.22) C ,G,n,σ D
σ
K
logDK
rational primes p ≤ DσK with Artin symbol
[
K˜/Q
p
]
= C .
(2) For any σ > 0, there exists a constant
D8 = D8(n,G,I , d, τ, cQ, C1, C2, C5, C6, ε0, σ)
such that for every X ≥ 1, every field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G,X) that has DK ≥ D8 and is not δ-exceptional,
has the property that for any conjugacy class C of G,
(1.23) piC (2DσK , K˜/Q)− piC (DσK , K˜/Q) ≥ 1.
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1.3. New results II: counting number fields. It is clear that these new effective Chebotarev
theorems for families of fields rely on having a quantitative understanding of the number of fields
with bounded discriminant within each family. Moreover, as will become clear only within the
application of the Kowalski-Michel zero density theorem, we require a second type of quantitative
information on each family of fields: in order to control the possible exceptional subfamilies, we also
require an upper bound for how many fields have any given fixed discriminant. Proving quantitative
results of these two types occupies Part I of this paper.
Counting number fields with bounded discriminant is the arena of Malle’s conjectures and the
Malle-Bhargava principle, and many questions remain open. For certain of the families of fields
we consider, we prove the first lower bounds for the number of fields. In particular, we highlight
Theorem 2.7, in which we prove a lower bound (that grows like a power of X) for degree n An-
extensions of Q with discriminant at most X. This result may be of particular interest since we
develop a very general method that may be expected to provide a lower bound for the number of
degree n G-extensions of Q with bounded discriminant, for any group G for which an appropriate
generating polynomial is known. While not necessarily sharp, in many cases such as G = An, this
would be the first such lower bound.
Counting number fields with fixed discriminant is certainly related, but of quite a different flavor.
To make things precise, we define the following property (always defining extensions within Q):
Property 1.18 (Dn(G,$)). Let n ≥ 2 be fixed and let G be a fixed transitive subgroup of Sn. We
say that property Dn(G,$) holds if it is known that for every fixed integer D > 1, for every ε > 0
there exist at most n,G,ε D$+ε fields K/Q of degree n and Gal(K˜/Q) ' G such that DK = D.
Moreover, we say that property Dn($) holds if it is known that for every fixed integer D > 1, for
every ε > 0 there exist at most n,ε D$+ε fields K/Q of degree n such that DK = D.
A very strong version of Property Dn($) has been conjectured to hold for all degrees n. Specif-
ically, Duke [Duk98, §3] and Ellenberg and Venkatesh [EV05, Conjecture 1.3] conjecture:
Conjecture 1.1 (Discriminant Multiplicity Conjecture). For each n ≥ 2, Dn($) holds for $ = 0.
Of course, in the case of n = 2, for any fixed integer D, there is at most one quadratic field with
D as its (fundamental) discriminant, so that Property D2(0) holds. But for n ≥ 3, much less is
known toward Conjecture 1.1.
In our new Chebotarev theorems for families of fields, a critical innovation is that we can show
the possible exceptional subfamily is zero density within the original family ZIn (Q, G,X) as long
as we know Property Dn(G,$) for a sufficiently small $. More precisely, we use results toward
Conjecture 1.1 to count Dedekind zeta functions that share one or more cuspidal automorphic L-
functions as factors. In §2 we survey the known results we will use toward Conjecture 1.1 and we
prove new results for D4(A4, $) and DIp (Dp, $), in the latter case assuming a certain ramification
restriction.
The way Conjecture 1.1 arises in our work on families of automorphic L-functions appears to
be novel. But in fact Conjecture 1.1 occupies a rather central role in number theory. First, the
“pointwise” counts encapsulated in Property Dn($) relate to “average” counts for the number of
extensions of degree n with bounded discriminant. In one direction, this is trivial: knowing Property
Dn($) implies immediately that there are at most n,ε X1+$+ε degree n extensions of Q with
discriminant at most X. It may be surprising that there is also an implication in the other direction;
this has been proved by Ellenberg and Venkatesh [EV05], and we will return to this circle of ideas
in §8.1.
Second, questions aboutDn($) are closely connected to questions about `-torsion in class groups,
for primes `. As just one example (see Duke [Duk95]), quartic fields of fixed discriminant −q (q
prime) can be explicitly classified by odd octahedral Galois representations of conductor q, and the
number of such fields can be expressed as in [Hei71] as an appropriate average of the number of 2-
torsion elements in the class groups of cubic number fields of discriminant −q. More generally, there
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is a tight link between the Discriminant Multiplicity Conjecture and the main pointwise conjecture
for upper bounds for `-torsion in class groups (Conjecture 1.2 below). Our first application of the
new effective Chebotarev density theorems is to `-torsion in class groups, and thus in §8.1 we make
quantitatively precise the relationships between Conjecture 1.2, conjectures about `-torsion, and
the Cohen-Lenstra-Martinet heuristics for the distribution of class groups.
1.4. New results III: applications. We expect that the new effective Chebotarev theorems for
families of fields will have many applications, and in Part III we exhibit two. First, we prove
nontrivial bounds for `-torsion, for all integers ` ≥ 1, in class groups of “almost all” fields in each
of the families to which our Chebotarev theorems apply. In many cases, these are the first ever
nontrivial bounds for `-torsion, and in particular the first that apply to families of fields of arbitrarily
large degree. As a second demonstration of the broad applicability of the new effective Chebotarev
theorems, we prove a result on the density of number fields with small generators, spurred by a
question of Ruppert. Further applications will be addressed in later work.
1.4.1. Application to `-torsion in class groups. Let K be a finite extension of Q. The ideal class
group ClK , defined to be the quotient group of the fractional ideals by the principal ideals, is a finite
abelian group that encodes information about arithmetic in K. (For example, |ClK | = 1 if and only
if unique factorization holds in the ring of integers OK .) Interest in the class number |ClK | has a
long history, going back to the Gauss class number conjecture, early attempts at proving Fermat’s
Last Theorem, and Dirichlet’s development of the class number formula, which unites class numbers
with L-functions. Landau observed the upper bound
(1.24) |ClK | ≤ n!
nn
(
4
pi
)r2
D
1/2
K (logDK)
n−1,
since each ideal class in ClK includes an integral ideal with norm bounded by the Minkowski bound
(see e.g. [Nar80, Theorem 4.4]). Via the analytic class number formula, and an understanding of
the relevant L-function, (1.24) can be shown to be (essentially) sharp (see [ABC56, MW77, Duk03,
Dai06, Cho14] for precise statements).
In the direction of lower bounds, proving an explicit lower bound for |ClK | in terms of the
discriminants of imaginary quadratic fields lay at the heart of resolving the Gauss class number
problem [Gol85, GZ86]. In contrast, for other types of fields, such as real quadratic fields (or indeed
fields of prime conductor), it is conjectured that infinitely many such fields have class number one
(see also [CL84, p. 58] for an even stronger claim). At present, this deep question remains open.
We focus on the `-torsion subgroup of ClK , defined for any integer ` ≥ 1 by
ClK [`] := {[a] ∈ ClK : [a]` = Id}.
For any number fieldK/Q of degree n and absolute discriminant DK = |DiscK/Q|, we may trivially
bound the `-torsion subgroup by applying (1.24), so that
(1.25) 1 ≤ |ClK [`]| ≤ |ClK | n,ε D1/2+εK ,
for any integer ` ≥ 1, and ε > 0 arbitrarily small. But in fact this trivial bound is thought to be
far from the truth, leading to the following well-known conjecture:
Conjecture 1.2 (`-torsion Conjecture).
Let K/Q be a number field of degree n. Then for every integer ` ≥ 1,
|ClK [`]| n,`,ε DεK
for every ε > 0.
There are several motivations for this conjecture. It has been recorded by Brumer-Silverman
[BS96, “Question CL(`, d)”], where it is motivated by counting elliptic curves with fixed conduc-
tor. Conjecture 1.2 is also implied by the heuristics of Cohen-Lenstra [CL84] and Cohen-Martinet
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[CM90], which are expected to predict, for “good” primes `, the distribution of class groups and
the `-torsion subgroups as K varies over number fields of fixed degree; we make this implication
precise in §8.1. Conjecture 1.2 has also been recorded by Duke [Duk98], motivated by its relation
to Conjecture 1.1, which we make quantitatively precise in §8.1. (See also Zhang’s statement of
Conjecture 1.2 in the context of equidistribution of CM-points on quaternion Shimura varieties,
[Zha05, Conjecture 3.5].)
While Conjecture 1.2 is of central interest, progress toward it has been limited so far. We survey
previous unconditional results toward Conjecture 1.2 in §8.2; to provide immediate context for our
new results, we only mention at present a result of Ellenberg and Venkatesh, which is conditional
on the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, and currently stands as the most universally applicable
nontrivial upper bound for |ClK [`]|.
Theorem C ([EV07, Prop. 3.1]). Let K/Q be a number field of degree n and ` ≥ 1 an integer.
Assuming GRH,
(1.26) |ClK [`]| n,`,ε D
1
2
− 1
2`(n−1) +ε
K ,
for every ε > 0.
The key insight underlying Theorem C is that the existence of many appropriately small rational
primes that split completely in K shaves a corresponding power off |ClK [`]|. To find small primes
that split completely in K it is sufficient to find small primes that split completely in the Galois
closure K˜ of K over Q. For Gal(K˜/Q) ' G, Chebotarev’s original (ineffective) asymptotic density
theorem shows that a positive proportion of rational primes split completely in K˜. But in fact, the
proof of Theorem C requires that p ≤ D1/(2`(n−1))K , so that as n, ` grow large, we must be allowed
to count primes as small as any fixed positive power of DK . This in particular illuminates why
previously known lower bounds for piC (x, L/k), such as obtained in the recent work of Thorner and
Zaman [TZ16b], [TZ16a, Eqn. 1.6], or even the result of Theorem B (assuming no exceptional zero
β0 exists), do not suffice for our application. Instead, the threshold (1.18) achieved by our new work
suffices. (Indeed, even the somewhat larger threshold (1.9) which we obtained over any number field
k in Theorem 1.1 would have sufficed in this particular application.)
Now, with our new effective Chebotarev theorems for families of fields, we can achieve results
as strong as (1.26), for all but a possible zero density subfamily of fields, without assuming GRH.
Recall the notion of a δ-exceptional field in a family ZIn (Q, G), as defined in Property 1.3.
Theorem 1.19. Let ZIn (Q, G) be fixed to be one of the families of fields considered in Theorems
1.4, 1.10, 1.13, 1.15 and 1.16, and correspondingly assume the hypotheses (if any) of the relevant
theorem. Let the parameters τ < β ≤ d be those proved to exist for that family in (1.13). For any
ε0 > 0 sufficiently small, let δ be defined as in (1.15), dependent on n, |G|, d, ε0.
Then for every integer ` ≥ 1, there exists a parameter
D7 = D7(n, `,G,I , d, τ, cQ, C1, C2, C5, C6, ε0)
such that for for every X ≥ 1, aside from at most D7Xτ+ε0 exceptions, every field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)
satisfies
(1.27) |ClK [`]| n,`,G,ε D
1
2
− 1
2`(n−1) +ε
K
for all ε > 0.
Recalling that for each family considered we have shown that |ZIn (Q, G;X)| n,G,I Xβ with
β > τ , the exceptional family is zero density, once ε0 is taken to be sufficiently small. In §8.4,
we have also encapsulated the results of Theorem 1.19 in terms of averages of `-torsion over the
relevant families. The argument in §8.3 will show that any quantitative improvement to the exponent
obtained in Theorem C is expected to be similarly reflected in the exponent obtained in (1.27).
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For example, Theorem 1.19 shows unconditionally that the following fields satisfy (1.27) for all
integers ` ≥ 1:
(i) almost all degree p cyclic extensions of Q (p prime)
(ii) almost all totally ramified non-prime-degree cyclic extensions of Q
(iii) almost all degree p Dp-extensions (with assumed ramification type I as in (1.19), p an odd
prime)
(iv) almost all degree 4 A4-extensions (with assumed ramification type I as in (1.20)).
These are the first results to prove unconditional nontrivial upper bounds for `-torsion, for all ` ≥ 1,
for almost all fields in infinite families of fields of arbitrarily high degree.
Furthermore, Theorem 1.19 shows that for every n ≥ 2, almost all degree n Sn-extensions of Q
with square-free discriminants satisfy (1.27) for all ` ≥ 1, where this result is
(iv) unconditional if n = 2, 3, 4
(v) if n = 5, conditional on the strong Artin conjecture and D5(S5, $5) for some $5 < 1
(vi) if n ≥ 6, conditional on the strong Artin conjecture and Dn(Sn, $n) for some $n < 1/2 +
1/n.
For n = 2, 3, 4, 5, and sufficiently large `, such results were already known to hold, unconditionally,
for almost all degree n Sn-fields (without any ramification condition), due to work of Ellenberg and
the first and third authors [EPW17], albeit with a weaker upper bound on the possible exceptional
family as ` increased; see §8.2 for details.
Finally, we note that Theorem 1.19 shows (among other results for simple groups) that
(vii) for every n ≥ 5, almost all degree n An-extensions of Q satisfy (1.27) for all ` ≥ 1, conditional
on the strong Artin conjecture.
Remark 1.20. At the time of posting, the authors learned of the works of Frei and Widmer [FW17]
and Widmer [Wid17]. Frei and Widmer also obtain the upper bound (1.27) for `-torsion for almost
all totally ramified cyclic extensions of Q, albeit with a larger upper bound for the possible excep-
tional family of fields. Frei and Widmer use the sieve method of Ellenberg and the first and third
authors [EPW17] combined with new counts for the number of totally ramified cyclic extensions
with a finite number of specified local conditions. Notably, their method also works for totally
ramified cyclic extensions of any fixed number field F . Moreover they remark, building on [Wid17],
on the possibility of sharpening to 1/2−1/(`(n+1)) the exponent in (1.26) for almost all fields in a
family Zn(Q, G;X) that is sufficiently dense (e.g. |Zn(Q, G;X)|  X). Of the families we consider,
the latter strategy could conceivably similarly improve the exponent in (1.27) only for the family
ZIn (Q, Sn;X), conditional on such a lower bound being known for the family. We thank Frei and
Widmer for sharing their preprint [FW17].
1.4.2. Application to the density of number fields with small generators. For our second application,
we turn to a question of whether all number fields have a “small” generator. Given a number field
K/Q of degree n (inside our fixed algebraic closure Q), one can ask for the element α ∈ K of smallest
height H(α) such that K = Q(α); here H(α) denotes the absolute multiplicative Weil height. (See
§9 for the definition of the Weil height; by Northcott’s theorem [Nor49, Thm.1], there are finitely
many elements in K with height at most any fixed real number, and thus an element of smallest
height does exist.)
In terms of lower bounds, it is known by Silverman [Sil84, Thm. 1] that for each n ≥ 2, for all
fields K/Q of degree n, for any element α ∈ K such that K = Q(α),
(1.28) H(α) ≥ B1D
1
2n(n−1)
K ,
where we may take B1 = B1(n) = n
− 1
2(n−1) . This lower bound played a key role in the proof of
Theorem C of Ellenberg and Venkatesh (see [EV07, Lemma 2.2]), and led to the numerology of the
savings in the exponent in Theorem C.
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In terms of upper bounds, Ruppert asked two questions [Rup98, Questions 1, 2] of increasing
strength:
Question 1.1. Does there exist for each n ≥ 2:
(1) a positive constant B2 = B2(n) such that for every field K/Q of degree n there exists an
element α ∈ K such that K = Q(α) and
H(α) ≤ B2D
1
2n
K ?
(2) a positive constant B3 = B3(n) such that for every field K/Q of degree n there exists an
element α ∈ K such that K = Q(α) and
H(α) ≤ B3D
1
2n(n−1)
K ?
(Ruppert posed these questions in terms of the naive height, but up to constants this is equivalent
to the form given here, for which we cite the presentations of [VW13, VW15].) The second question
is effectively asking whether the exponent in Silverman’s lower bound (1.28) is sharp.
For degree n = 2 the two questions are equivalent, and Ruppert [Rup98, Prop. 2] answered
them in the affirmative. Moreover, [Rup98, Prop. 3] verified (1) for totally real fields K of prime
degree. Recently, Vaaler and Widmer [VW13, Thm. 1.2] verified (1) for all number fields with a
least one real embedding, with a constant B2(n) ≤ 1. In contrast, they provided in [VW15], for
each composite degree n, an infinite family of fields violating (2).
It remains open whether for each n ≥ 3, the bound in Question 1.1 case (2) is true for “most”
fields in some appropriate sense. But as an application of our effective Chebotarev density theorem,
we can now show that within the families of fields our methods apply to, (1) is true for “almost all”
fields.
Theorem 1.21. Let ZIn (Q, G) be fixed to be one of the families of fields considered in Theorems
1.4, 1.10, 1.13, 1.15 and 1.16, and correspondingly assume the hypotheses (if any) of the relevant
theorem. Let the parameters τ < β ≤ d be those proved to exist for that family in (1.13). For any
ε0 > 0 sufficiently small, let δ be defined as in (1.15), dependent on n, |G|, d, ε0.
Then there exists a parameter
D9 = D9(n,G,I , d, τ, cQ, C1, C2, C5, C6, ε0)
such that for for every X ≥ 1, aside from at most D9Xτ+ε0 exceptions, every field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)
contains an element α with K = Q(α) such that
H(α) ≤ 2D
1
2n
K .
The proof, which we briefly sketch in §9, is a simple adaptation of an observation of Vaaler and
Widmer in [VW13, Thm. 1.3] that the bound in Question 1.1 case (1) holds whenever ζK˜ satisfies
GRH, via an application of the conditional Lagarias-Odlyzko effective Chebotarev theorem.
1.5. Overview of the proof of the effective Chebotarev theorems. Before beginning our
work in earnest, we briefly summarize how Theorem 1.4 and further variations follow from Theorem
1.1, as this is the most novel aspect of this paper.
We must prove that within one of our families ZIn (Q, G;X) of interest, almost all of the associated
Galois closures have Dedekind zeta functions that obey the zero-free region (1.7). To this end, we
apply a result of Kowalski and Michel [KM02], which shows that within an appropriate family of
cuspidal automorphic L-functions, “most” of the L-functions are zero-free in a certain region (see
Theorem O §6.1 for a precise statement). The central problem we face is that since we are working
with Galois closures, the Dedekind zeta functions we encounter will typically yield automorphic
L-functions that are not cuspidal and potentially include frequent redundancy in the factors that
appear as the Galois closures vary over the family. This contrasts with previous applications of
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the Kowalski-Michel result, such as [CK14, Theorem 2.6], which proves an effective prime ideal
theorem for almost all members of certain families of fields (for example, cyclic extensions of prime
degree). Cho and Kim restricted their attention to families in which each relevant Dedekind zeta
function yielded a cuspidal automorphic L-function, or perhaps products of cuspidal automorphic
L-functions that satisfied a strong type of uniqueness across factors (see Remark 6.9 for details).
To demonstrate our general strategy, let ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρs denote the irreducible representations of
G, with ρ0 being the trivial representation. Then for each K ∈ Zn(k,G;X), we may write ζK˜(s) as
a product of Artin L-functions
ζK˜(s) = ζk(s)
s∏
i=1
L(s, ρi, K˜/k)
dimρi .
Roughly speaking, we wish to think of the family of Dedekind zeta functions ζK˜ as K varies over
Zn(k,G;X) as splitting into s families of Artin L-functions,
L (X) = {ζK˜(s)}K∈Zn(k,G;X) ←→

L0 = {ζk}
L1(X) = {L(s, ρ1, K˜/k)}K∈Zn(k,G;X)
...
Ls(X) = {L(s, ρs, K˜/k)}K∈Zn(k,G;X).
Supposing we have carried out this construction of the factor families in a well-defined way, we
would then wish to apply the Kowalski-Michel result to each of the families Li(X) for i = 1, . . . , s.
(The singleton L0 = {ζk} we would simply deal with according to its best-known zero-free region,
with or without one fixed exceptional zero.) To see that each L-function in Li(X) is automorphic,
we would need the truth of the strong Artin conjecture, which is either known, or we assume it case
by case. Via the factorization process, we inherit that within each family Li(X), each L-function
is cuspidal (under the strong Artin conjecture) since ρi is irreducible. So far so good.
Applying the Kowalski-Michel result, we would then show that within each family Li(X), aside
from at most a zero density exceptional set of possible “bad” L-functions, the L-functions are zero-
free within a certain region. The difficulty now comes in showing that the Dedekind zeta functions
ζK˜ that inherit one of these (potential) “bad” L-functions from the i-th representation (for at least
one index i) are zero density among the family L (X). This is entirely nontrivial, and it appears
that for certain k,G it need not be true, at least according to known results (see Remark 7.7).
(Of course, if GRH is true, there are no such “bad” L-functions to begin with, but we are working
without GRH, and so cannot rule out their existence, at which point we are simply left with trying
to show they do not propagate too much among the Dedekind zeta functions.)
At its heart the question is: for a fixed irreducible representation ρi of G, for how many fields
K1,K2 ∈ Zn(k,G;X) can we have L(s, ρi, K˜1/k) = L(s, ρi, K˜2/k)? It turns out that if k = Q, we
can translate this into a question of counting how often K1,K2 ∈ Zn(k,G;X) are such that the fixed
fields K˜1
H
= K˜2
H
collide, where H = Ker(ρi). This then becomes a problem of counting number
fields, and by imposing a carefully chosen ramification restriction on tamely ramified primes, and
thus narrowing our attention to certain families ZIn (Q, G;X), we are able to carry out the necessary
field counts via Property Dn(G,$), and to show that such collisions must be relatively rare.
In general, our approach can be seen as a new strategy for applying the result of Kowalski
and Michel to families not of cuspidal automorphic representations but of isobaric automorphic
representations, which we expect will be relevant to other problems of interest. It is also possible
that our methods may be generalizable to certain other fields k and groups G, but for k 6= Q
additional technical considerations must be resolved; see Remark 7.5.
1.6. Organization of the paper. Part I focuses on counting number fields. We state the key new
results on counting number fields in §2, and prove them in §3.
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In Part II, our main aim is to prove the Chebotarev theorems: Theorem 1.1 and Theorems 1.4,
1.10, 1.13, 1.15 and 1.16. In order to make the methods accessible to a broad audience, we recall
in §4 certain facts about the many types of L-functions we will use. Experts may turn immediately
to §5, in which we prove Theorem 1.1, conditional on a zero-free region. In §6 we then introduce
the Kowalski-Michel result on zeroes of families of automorphic L-functions. In §7, which is the
most technically innovative portion of Part II, we show how to control the propagation of “bad”
L-function factors.
In Part III, we exhibit two applications of the Chebotarev density theorem for families. Our
main application is to bounding `-torsion in class groups. First in §8.1 we provide a quantitative
perspective on the relationships between the `-torsion Conjecture 1.2, the Discriminant Multiplicity
Conjecture 1.1, and the Cohen-Lenstra-Martinet heuristics. Then in §8.2 we summarize previously
known results on `-torsion, and in §8.3 we prove Theorem 1.19. In §9 we prove a second application,
Theorem 1.21, on the density of number fields possessing a small generator.
We reserve certain technical verifications, explanations, and motivations to three appendices
gathered in Part IV.
Part I: Counting Number Fields
2. Statements of results: counting families of fields
In this section we record all the quantitative results we require for counting number fields, both
within a family (including ramification restrictions on all tamely ramified primes) and of fixed
discriminant. In this section, we label as “Proposition” or “Theorem” any result that is newly
obtained in this paper. Notably, this includes the first lower bound for the number of degree n
An-fields with bounded discriminant (Theorems 2.7, and a more general statement, Theorem 2.8).
We reserve all proofs to §3.
2.1. Notation. Given an extension of number fields L/k, we write NmL/k for the relative norm
and DiscL/k for the relative discriminant, which is an integral ideal in k. For any number field
L, we write DL = |DiscL/Q| for the absolute discriminant, and nL for the degree [L : Q]. We fix
an algebraic closure Q. Given a number field k and an extension K of k within Q, we will denote
the Galois closure of K over k by K˜. When we fix a transitive subgroup G ⊆ Sn, unless otherwise
specified, we refer to G, and to Sn, in its permutation representation acting on a set of n objects.
2.2. Counting families: Malle’s conjecture. Recall for a fixed number field k the definition
Zn(k,G;X) = {K/k : degK/k = n,Gal(K˜/k) ' G,Nmk/QDiscK/k ≤ X},
in which all these extensions of k are inside Q. The set Zn(k,G;X) is known to be finite for each
X ≥ 1 (Hermite’s finiteness theorem e.g. [Ser97, §4.1]). To describe the expected size of the set
Zn(k,G;X) as X →∞, we recall that for a permutation element g ∈ G, the index is defined by
ind(g) = n− number of orbits of g on {1, . . . , n},
and we set
ind(G) = min{ind(g) : 1 6= g ∈ G}.
We then define a(G) = ind(G)−1, so that 1/(n−1) ≤ a(G) ≤ 1. (By convention, for the trivial group
G = {1}, a(G) = 0. We also note that a(G) depends on the chosen permutation representation for
G.)
Remark 2.1. Example 1: any transposition g ∈ Sn has ind(g) = 1, so that a(G) = 1 for any
subgroup G ⊆ Sn that contains a transposition. Example 2: if p is an odd prime and Dp is the
dihedral group of order 2p (the group of symmetries of a regular p-gon), then each nontrivial element
of Dp has order 2 (a reflection) or p (a rotation). For g of order 2, g has one fixed point, so that
ind(g) = (p− 1)/2, while for g of order p, ind(g) = p− 1; thus a(Dp) = 2/(p− 1).
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A well-known conjecture of Malle [Mal02] posits that a(G) controls the asymptotic size of
Zn(k,G;X):
Conjecture 2.1 (Weak Malle Conjecture [Mal02]). Let k be a fixed number field and G a transitive
subgroup of Sn. For all ε > 0, there exist constants µ1 = µ1(k,G) and µ2 = µ2(k,G, ε) > 0 such
that for all X ≥ 1,
(2.1) µ1Xa(G) ≤ |Zn(k,G;X)| ≤ µ2Xa(G)+ε.
Here we note that in the case that a(G) = 1, ε may be set to zero. While the above conjecture
has been refined [Mal04] to include powers of logX, the refined version has known counterexamples,
such as [Klü05]. Nevertheless, the original “weak” conjecture we state here is expected to be true,
and for our work we can use known results, or prove the results we require, toward this weak form.
2.3. Ramification restrictions for tamely ramified primes. Our principal concern is families
of the form ZIn (Q, G;X), defined to be the subfamily of those fields K ∈ Zn(Q, G;X) such that for
each rational prime p that is tamely ramified in K, its ramification type is I , where I specifies
one or more conjugacy classes in G. We will crucially require an upper bound for the size of
ZIn (Q, G;X), which can be an overestimate, and a lower bound for ZIn (Q, G;X), which we aim to
make as sharp as currently feasible, given known results or conjectures.
We now explain precisely what we mean by specifying a ramification type I . We recall that a
rational prime p is ramified in K if and only if p|DK . Moreover, if (p) splits in OK as
(p) = pe11 · · · pegg
then p is said to be tamely ramified in K if and only if for each 1 ≤ i ≤ g, (ei, p) = 1 (otherwise p is
wildly ramified in K). Furthermore, for Gal(K˜/Q) ' G, we recall that if p is tamely ramified in K,
then for any prime P in K˜ lying above p, the associated inertia group I(P) ⊆ G is cyclic, generated
say by the element pi ∈ G (see e.g. [FT93, Chapter III, Theorem 28 and Corollary]). Of course the
inertia groups for any of the primes of K˜ lying above p are conjugate, so we should properly say that
the ramification type of p is specified by the conjugacy class of pi within G. But we will informally
speak of the inertia group of a tamely ramified prime being generated by an element pi ∈ G, with
the above in mind.
Remark 2.2. For the family ZIn (Q, G;X) to be infinite as X →∞, we note that the conjugacy class
(or classes) specified by I must generate G (see §10.5). This will play a role in our later choices
for I , which countervailing pressures in §7.3.2 will encourage us to choose quite restrictively.
We now state results for counting families ZIn (Q, G;X) for various choices of n,G,I .
2.4. Cyclic groups. Malle’s conjecture is known in full for abelian groups. The strategy for count-
ing abelian extensions goes back to Cohn [Coh54]; an asymptotic count for abelian extensions is
due to Mäki [Mäk85] (over Q) and Wright [Wri89] (over global fields), and has been more recently
developed in [Woo10, FLN15].
We only require the case of G cyclic of order n ≥ 2 (in its regular representation); in this case,
letting g denote the smallest prime divisor of n, then upon setting a(G) = n−1(1− g−1)−1, it may
be found in Wright and many other references that
(2.2) |Zn(Q, G;X)| ∼ cXa(G)
for a certain constant c = cG. We require the following refinement:
Proposition 2.3 (Cyclic groups). Let n ≥ 2 be fixed and let G be a cyclic group of order n. Let
ZIn (Q, G;X) count those fields K ∈ Zn(Q, G;X) such that every rational prime that ramifies tamely
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in K is totally ramified in K, that is, the inertia group is generated by an element that is of full
order in G. Then there exists a constant cG such that
(2.3) |ZIn (Q, G;X)| ∼ cGX
1
n−1 .
Furthermore, Property Dn(G,$) holds for $ = 0, that is, for every fixed D ≥ 1, for every ε > 0,
there are at most Dε fields K/Q with Gal(K/Q) ' G such that DK = D.
Remark 2.4. We note that if |G| = n is prime then a(G) = 1/(n−1); indeed if K/Q is an extension
of prime degree n then the ramification index of any rational prime must be either 1 or n; see
also Remark 1.6. However, when |G| = n is not prime then ZIn (Q, G;X) is itself zero density
in Zn(Q, G;X), by comparison of (2.2) and (2.3); for example if n = 2p with p an odd prime,
|Zn(Q, G;X)| ∼ cX1/p while |ZIn (Q, G;X)| ∼ c′X1/(2p−1).
2.5. Dihedral groups. For p an odd prime, let Dp be the order 2p group of symmetries of the
vertices of a regular p-gon. Klüners [Klü06a, Theorem 3.5 and 2.7] obtained the expected lower
bound
(2.4) |Zp(Q, Dp;X)|  X
2
p−1
as well as a weaker unconditional upper bound
(2.5) |Zp(Q, Dp;X)| ε X
3
p−1 +ε.
(Klüners also showed that the desired upper bound X2/(p−1)+ε follows from a special case of the
Cohen-Lenstra heuristics, [Klü06a, Thm. 2.5].) This has recently been improved by Cohen and
Thorne [CT16, Thm 1.1], based on nontrivial bounds of [EPW17] on averages of `-torsion over
quadratic fields, to
(2.6) |Zp(Q, Dp;X)| ε X
3
p−1− 1p(p−1) +ε.
We require a lower bound that includes a ramification restriction. We also let DIp (Dp, $) denote
the number of degree p Dp-fields with discriminant D, and with the ramification restriction I
specified below for all tamely ramified primes.
Proposition 2.5 (Dihedral group Dp of order 2p). For p an odd prime, let Dp act on the p vertices
of the regular p-gon in the usual way, and let ZIp (Q, Dp;X) count those fields K ∈ Zp(Q, Dp;X) with
the following ramification restriction I : every rational prime that ramifies tamely in K has inertia
group generated by an element in the conjugacy class [(2 p)(3 p − 1) · · · (p+12 p+32 )] of reflections.
Then
(2.7) |ZIp (Q, Dp;X)| p X
2
p−1 .
For an odd prime p, for every integer D ≥ 1, the number of degree p Dp-fields with absolute
discriminant D and ramification restriction I as above is Op,ε(D1/(p−1)+ε), that is, DIp (Dp, $)
holds with $ = 1/(p − 1). More generally, if we know that for all quadratic fields L we have
|ClL[p]| = Op(DbL) for a certain exponent b > 0, then DIp (Dp, $) holds with $ = 2b/(p− 1).
2.5.1. The dihedral group D4. As an aside, we note that Malle’s conjecture is known for D4 (over
general k) due to Baily [Bai80] (upper and lower bounds) and Cohen, Diaz y Diaz and Olivier
[CDyDO02] (in asymptotic form). Moreover, D4(D4, 0) is known, as it relates to 2-torsion in
quadratic fields (via an argument similar to that given in §3.4 for D4(A4, $)). We will remark
further on the relationship of our methods to quartic D4-fields in §11.6.
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2.6. Symmetric groups Sn. For the symmetric groups Sn with n ≥ 3, we recall that we study the
family ZIn (Q, Sn;X) of fields K/Q such that every rational prime that ramifies tamely in K has
inertia group generated by a transposition; this is equivalent to requiring that the tamely-ramified
part of DK is square-free, as a consequence of a standard fact we record and prove in Lemma 3.1.
As we later prove in Lemma 3.2, if upper and lower bounds are known for the number of degree n
Sn-extensions of Q with square-free discriminant at most X, then this provides (after modification
by at most a constant) upper and lower bounds for |ZIn (Q, Sn;X)|. Thus we focus on square-free
discriminants below.
Bhargava conjectures (see [Bha14, Thm. 1.1]) that for all n ≥ 3, the number of isomorphism
classes of number fields of degree n having square-free discriminant at most X is asymptotically
(2.8)
r2(Sn)
3n!
ζ(2)−1X + o(X),
where r2(Sn) denotes the number of 2-torsion elements in the symmetric group Sn. Bhargava has
proved this for n = 3, 4, 5 [Bha14, Thm. 1.1]. As an aside, we note that any degree n field K/Q with
square-free discriminant must have associated Galois group Sn, since if G is a transitive subgroup
of Sn that contains at least one transposition and is generated by cycles of prime order then G is Sn
(see e.g. [Ser97, p. 139, Lemma 1]). Encouragingly, Bhargava’s conjecture indicates that our results
on effective Chebotarev density theorems for ZIn (Q, Sn;X) with I = [(1 2)] should be expected to
be relevant for a positive proportion of degree n fields.
2.6.1. The group S3. Malle’s conjecture is known for cubic S3-fields due to Davenport and Heilbronn
[DH71] (over Q, in asymptotic form) and Datskovsky and Wright [DW88] (over global fields k, in
asymptotic form). By (2.8),
(2.9) X 3,S3 |ZI3 (Q, S3;X)| 3,S3 X.
Property D3(S3, $) is known for $ = 1/3 due to [EV07, p. 1], since by a result of Hasse [Has30],
3-torsion in quadratic fields controls the number of cubic extensions of a fixed discriminant.
2.6.2. The group S4. Malle’s conjecture is known for quartic S4-fields due to Bhargava [Bha05]
(over Q, in asymptotic form) and Bhargava, Shankar, and Wang [BSW15] (over global fields k, in
asymptotic form). By (2.8),
(2.10) X 4,S4 |ZI4 (Q, S4;X)| 4,S4 X.
Property D4(S4, $) is known to hold for $ = 1/2 by Klüners [Klü06b], improving on $ = 4/5
which follows from [MV02] (see [Won99b, Thm. 6]) and the earlier $ = 7/8 as given by [Duk95].
2.6.3. The group S5. Malle’s conjecture is known for quintic S5-fields due to [Bha10] (over Q, in
asymptotic form); see also [KY05] (upper bound). By (2.8),
(2.11) X 5,S5 |ZI5 (Q, S5;X)| 5,S5 X.
From Bhargava’s count for quintic fields, we may trivially deduce that D5(S5, $) holds for $ = 1.
As mentioned in Remark 1.12, Bhargava has suggested that a suitable adaptation of the methods
of [Bha10] may yield Property D5(S5, 39/40), but we do not pursue this here, and instead state our
theorem conditional on the knowledge of Property D5(S5, $5) for some $5 < 1.
For a later remark relating to the strong Artin conjecture (§7.6.1), we will say that a quintic
S5-field K with Galois closure K˜/Q is Artin-good if
(1) complex conjugation in Gal(K˜/Q) has conjugacy class (1 2)(3 4),
(2) K˜/Q is unramified at 5, and the Frobenius element at 5 has conjugacy class (1 2)(3 4).
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We will let Y I5 (Q, S5) denote the subset of fields in ZI5 (Q, S5) that are Artin-good, for any fixed
ramification restriction I . As a consequence of Bhargava [Bha14, Thm. 1.3] it is known that
(2.12) X 5,S5 |Y I5 (Q, S5;X)| 5,S5 X
Indeed, [Bha14, Thm. 1.3] generalizes (2.8) to include a (possibly infinite) number of local condi-
tions. To encode the two criteria of being Artin-good in terms of local conditions in the notation of
[Bha14, Thm. 1.3], we let Σ∞ = {C⊕ C⊕ R}, giving condition (1). We let Σ5 = {F2 ⊕ F2 ⊕Q5},
where F2/Q2 is the unramified extension of degree 2, giving condition (2). For all other p, let Σp
be the union of the set of all wildly ramified étale Qp algebras of degree 5, the set of all tamely
ramified algebras with inertia type a transposition, and the set of all unramified algebras.
2.6.4. The group Sn, n ≥ 6. For n > 2, Ellenberg and Venkatesh [EV06] have shown unconditionally
that
(2.13) |Zn(k, Sn;X)|  (XDnkα[k:Q]n )exp(C
√
logn),
where αn is a constant depending only on n and C is an absolute constant. (In fact, for general n
their result is the best-known upper bound for the number of all fields of degree n with discriminant
DK ≤ X, regardless of the Galois group of the Galois closure.) They also obtained the unconditional
lower bound |Zn(k, Sn;X)|  X1/2+1/n2 .
This lower bound has now been improved to n X1/2+1/n by Bhargava, Shankar and Wang
[BSW16, Thm. 1.3], and importantly for us, all of the fields they construct to deduce this new
lower bound have square-free discriminant (and are monogenic). This improves a previous record,
due to Kedlaya [Ked12, Cor 1.3], that produced n X1/(n−1) degree n Sn-fields with square-free
discriminant at most X. As a consequence, we have for all n ≥ 6 and for I = [(1 2)],
(2.14) |ZIn (Q, Sn;X)| n X1/2+1/n.
2.7. Alternating groups.
2.7.1. The group A4. For A4, it is known by Baily [Bai80] that the expected lower bound holds,
(2.15) |Z4(Q, A4;X)|  X1/2,
and by Wong [Won05] that a weaker upper bound holds,
(2.16) |Z4(Q, A4;X)|  X5/6+ε.
We require a lower bound that includes a ramification restriction:
Proposition 2.6 (Alternating group A4). Let ZI4 (Q, A4;X) count those fields K ∈ Z4(Q, A4;X)
such that every rational prime that ramifies tamely in K has inertia group generated by an element
in either of the conjugacy classes
{(1 2 3), (1 3 4), (1 4 2), (2 4 3)}, {(1 3 2), (1 4 3), (1 2 4), (2 3 4)}.
Then
(2.17) |ZI4 (Q, A4;X)|  X1/2.
Moreover, D4(A4, $) holds for $ = 0.2784....
The result for D4(A4, $) we deduce from [BST+17]; we thank Manjul Bhargava for suggesting
this approach. Property D4(A4, $) was previously known for $ = 3/4 due to Wong [Won99b,
Thm. 6], but this is not small enough for our application, compared to the lower bound (2.17).
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2.7.2. Simple groups An, n ≥ 5. The fact that for n ≥ 5, An is a simple group will make a later part
of our argument much simpler, but on the other hand we require a lower bound for the number of
degree n An-extensions of Q with bounded discriminant, which was not previously in the literature.
We prove:
Theorem 2.7 (Alternating groups An, n ≥ 3). For each integer n ≥ 3, there exists a real number
βn > 0 such that for all X ≥ 1, for every ε > 0,
|Zn(Q, An;X)| n,ε Xβn−ε.
In fact we may take
βn =
1− 2n!
4n− 4 .
Theorem 2.7 is an immediate corollary of the general result, Theorem 2.8, below. We thank
Akshay Venkatesh and Manjul Bhargava for suggesting the approach we use to prove this, and for
a number of helpful discussions.
As an aside, we note that, assuming the strong Artin conjecture, Wong [Won99a, Thm. 6] has
proved that D5(A5, $) holds for $ = 11/12, but in the case of simple groups G, we will not require
a count for Dn(G,$) (see §7.4).
2.8. Lower bounds for counting number fields. The following general result provides a lower
bound for |Zm(Q, G;X)| for any group G for which an appropriate polynomial is known. (We recall
that a polynomial f(X,T1, . . . , Ts) is called regular if its splitting field intersects with Q only in Q.)
Theorem 2.8. Fix an integer m ≥ 2 and a transitive subgroup G ⊂ Sm. Suppose f(X,T1, . . . , Ts) ∈
Q[X,T1, . . . , Xs] is a regular polynomial of total degree d in the Ti and of degree m in X with
transitive Galois group G ⊂ Sm over Q(T1, . . . , Ts). Then, for every X ≥ 1 and every ε > 0,
|Zm(Q, G;X)| f,ε X
1−|G|−1
d(2m−2)−ε.
While we only record the precise consequence of this in the case G = An (Theorem 2.7), Theorem
2.8 provides a lower bound that grows like a positive power ofX (not necessarily sharp) for any group
G for which an appropriate f is known. In fact, any such lower bound suffices for our Chebotarev
theorems if G is a simple group, since for simple groups the possible exceptional subfamily may be
shown to be of cardinality at most O(Xε0), for every sufficiently small ε0 > 0. On the other hand,
there are many simple groups for which the inverse Galois problem is not known, so that no such
appropriate polynomial f is yet known.
3. Proofs: counting families of fields
First, we recall several useful lemmas that we will apply later, particularly in §7 when we treat
the propagation of “bad” L-function factors; as these lemmas are well-known to experts, we reserve
proofs to an appendix in §10. Second, we turn to the main goal of this section, which is to prove
all the new statements on counting number fields that we have presented in §2.
3.1. Preliminary lemmas on inertia groups and discriminants. The following facts about
the power of p which divides DK and DK˜ will play a critical role in our work. Here we note that
although we speak of the inertia group of a tamely ramified prime being generated by pi ∈ G, we
should properly consider the conjugacy class of pi within G, but this does not affect the conclusion
of the lemma below, since each element in the conjugacy class of pi has the same number of orbits
as pi when acting as a permutation on a set of n elements, and the same order as pi when acting on
G by left multiplication. Moreover, when considering pi after taking a quotient of the Galois group,
see Remark 10.2.
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Lemma 3.1 (Powers of tamely ramified primes in discriminants). LetK ⊂ K˜ ⊂ Q with Gal(K˜/Q) '
G. Let p be a rational prime that is tamely ramified in K and K˜, and has inertia group generated
by pi ∈ G. The power α such that pα||DK is
(3.1) n− number of orbits of pi acting on a set of n elements.
The power α such that pα||DK˜ is
(3.2) |G| − |G|/ord(pi),
where ord(pi) indicates the order of pi when acting on elements of G by left multiplication. For any
normal subgroup H ⊂ G with associated fixed field F = K˜H and p a prime that is tamely ramified
in F , the power α such that pα||DF is
(3.3) |G/H| − |G/H|/ord(pi),
where ord(pi) indicates the order of (the image of) pi, as an element of G/H, when acting on elements
in G/H by left multiplication.
As an example, if |G/H| = 2, we have pα||DK˜H with α = 1 if pi 6∈ H and α = 0 if pi ∈ H.
When defining families of fields, we are able to restrict our attention to tamely ramified primes
because of the following:
Lemma 3.2 (Maximum contribution of wild primes). Let n ≥ 2 be fixed and let G be a transitive
subgroup of Sn. Then for all fields K ∈ Zn(Q, G), any rational prime that is wildly ramified in K
must divide |G| and the total contribution to DK from the rational primes that are wildly ramified
in K is at most Cn,G, a certain finite constant depending only on n,G.
In §7.4 we will encounter a situation where we need to count fields K ∈ Zn(Q, G) such that the
tamely ramified portion of DK is a fixed integer D. For simplicity, we will in fact only consider the
contribution to DK from primes with p - |G|. In general, given a fixed finite set Ω of primes, we
will denote by D(Ω)K the contribution to DK from primes p 6∈ Ω. Then, recalling Property 1.18, we
define D(Ω)n (G,$) to be the property that for every ε > 0, there exists a constant C(n,G,Ω, $, ε)
such that for every integer D ≥ 1, there exist at most C(n,G,Ω, $, ε)D$+ε fields K ∈ Zn(Q, G)
such that D(Ω)K = D. (Define Property D
(Ω)
n ($) analogously.)
Lemma 3.3 (Counting fields with fixed tame/restricted discriminant). Let Ω be a fixed finite set
of rational primes. For every n,G,$, Property Dn(G,$) holds if and only if Property D
(Ω)
n (G,$)
holds. Thus also Property Dn($) holds if and only if Property D
(Ω)
n ($) holds.
Finally, we have a lemma which allows us to compare the discriminant of a field with that of its
Galois closure:
Lemma 3.4 (Discriminant comparisons). Let n ≥ 2 be fixed and let G be a transitive subgroup of
Sn. There exist constants C1 = C1(n,G) and C2 = C2(n,G) such that for every field K ∈ Zn(Q, G),
C1D
|G|/n
K ≤ DK˜ ≤ C2D|G|/2K .
3.2. Proof of Proposition 2.3 for counting cyclic fields. By class field theory, G-extensions
K of Q with an isomorphism Gal(K/Q) ' G (given a G-extension K, there are |Aut(G)| choices
of this isomorphism) correspond to continuous homomorphisms from the idèle class group JQ to G.
It is an easy exercise to see that the restriction map
Homcts(JQ, G)→ Homcts(
∏
p
Z∗p, G)
φ 7→
∏
p
φ|Z∗p
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(where the product is over finite primes p of Q) is a bijection. Note that φ corresponds to an
extension counted by ZIn (Q, G;X) if and only if, for every p - n, we have φ(Z∗p) is either trivial or
generates G (and further that φ is not trivial). Let Hom∗cts(Z∗p, G) be all of Homcts(Z∗p, G) when
p | n, and for p - n, let Hom∗cts(Z∗p, G) be the subset of φp ∈ Homcts(Z∗p, G) such that φ(Z∗p) is either
trivial or generates G.
If we let a1 = 1 and for m ≥ 2, we let am be the number of fields counted by ZIn (Q, G;X) with
absolute discriminant m, then we can define a Dirichlet series A(s) with Euler product given by
(3.4) A(s) :=
∑
m≥1
amm
−s =
∏
p
 ∑
φp∈Hom∗cts(Z∗p,G)
1
Disc (φp)s
 ,
where Disc (φp) is a power of p that is the discriminant of the associated étale algebra to φp. At
primes p - n such that p ≡ 1 (mod n), we have∑
φp∈Hom∗cts(Z∗p,G)
1
Disc (φp)s
= 1 + Φ(n)p−(n−1)s,
where Φ(n) is Euler’s totient function. At primes p - n such that p 6≡ 1 (mod n), we have∑
φp∈Hom∗cts(Z∗p,G)
1
Disc (φp)s
= 1.
At each of the finitely many primes p | n, we have that∑
φp∈Hom∗cts(Z∗p,G)
1
Disc (φp)s
is a polynomial in p−s, and is hence entire. We will write the (finite) product of these factors over
p|n as P (s), so that
A(s) = P (s)
∏
p≡1 (mod n)
(1 + Φ(n)p−(n−1)s).
From this, we can already observe that the only nonzero coefficients am occur for m which are
(up to a constant factor depending on the coefficients of P (s)) perfect (n − 1)-powers (of primes
p ≡ 1 (mod n)); that is to say, every field in ZIn (Q, G;X) must have discriminant which is (up to a
constant factor depending only on the coefficients of P (s)) a perfect (n− 1)-power. Moreover, such
a nonzero coefficient has am = CnΦ(n)ω(m) where ω(m) is the number of distinct prime divisors of
m and Cn is the bounded contribution from P (s). Since ω(m)  (log 3m)(log log 3m)−1, we may
conclude that am n nω(m) n,ε mε for any ε > 0. This proves that there are at most n,ε mε
G-extensions of Q with absolute discriminant m, that is, it proves Property Dn(G;$) holds for
$ = 0.
For comparison to A(s) we consider the product B(s) over all Dirichlet characters defined modulo
n, given for <(s) > 1 by
B(s) =
∏
χ
L(s, χ) =
∏
χ
{
∏
p
(1− χ(p)p−s)−1}
which has a pole of order 1 at s = 1 and otherwise may be analytically continued as a holomorphic
function. Writing the Euler product as
∏
p µp(s)
−1, note that µp(s) = 1 −
∑
χ χ(p)p
−s + O(p−2s);
by orthogonality of characters, the coefficient
∑
χ χ(p) = Φ(n) if p ≡ 1 (mod n) and zero otherwise.
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From this we conclude that
A(s)
B((n− 1)s) = P (s)
∏
p≡1 (mod n)
(1−Φ(n)2p−2(n−1)s+O(p−2(n−1)s))
∏
p-n
p6≡1 (mod n)
(1−O(p−2(n−1)s)).
The products on the right-hand sides are absolutely convergent (and nonzero) in the region <(s) ≥
(2(n − 1))−1 + δ for any δ > 0, since in this region each factor on the right-hand side is of size
1 + O(p−1−δ′) for δ = δ′/(2(n − 1)). From this we conclude that A(s) converges in the right half-
plane <(s) > (n − 1)−1, and has a meromorphic continuation in <(s) > (2(n − 1))−1 with only a
simple pole at s = (n− 1)−1; moreover A(s) inherits a standard convexity estimate from B(s). So,
by a standard Tauberian theorem (Theorem D below), we have
|ZIn (Q, G;X)| = cnX1/(n−1) + o(X1/(n−1)),
for a certain constant cn. (Indeed this argument shows the error term is On(X1/(2(n−1))+ε) for any
ε > 0.)
Theorem D ([CLT01, Thm. A.1]). Let {λn} be an increasing sequence of strictly positive real
numbers and {an} a sequence of non-negative real numbers. Set f(s) =
∑∞
n=1 anλ
−s
n and F (X) =∑
λn≤X an. Assume that f converges in the right half-plane <(s) > a > 0 and that for some δ0 > 0,
f has a meromorphic continuation in the right half-plane <(s) > a − δ0 > 0, with only a pole of
order b at s = a. Furthermore, suppose that there exists κ > 0 such that for <(s) > a− δ0,∣∣∣∣f(s)(s− a)bsb
∣∣∣∣ = O((1 + =(s))κ).
Set Θ = lims→a f(s)(s− a)b > 0. Then there is a monic polynomial P of degree b− 1 such that
for all δ < δ0,
F (X) =
Θ
a(b− 1)!X
aP (logX) +O(Xa−δ),
as X →∞.
3.3. Proof of Proposition 2.5 for dihedral groups Dp.
3.3.1. The lower bound. Let p be an odd prime. Given a quadratic field L (and writing the class
group ClL additively), it follows from class field theory that Gal(L/Q) acts on ClL/pClL by −1 (that
is, maps a 7→ −a); we give the argument briefly here. Since p is odd, we decompose ClL/pClL = G+⊕
G−, where Gal(L/Q) acts trivially onG+ and by −1 onG−. Then, the projection of ClL/pClL → G+
gives an extension M/L such that M/Q is an abelian G+×Z/2Z extension, and the corresponding
G+ extension of Q is unramified. Thus, we conclude that G+ is trivial, and Gal(L/Q) acts on
ClL/pClL by −1, as claimed.
As a result, if L′/L is an unramified degree p extension, it follows that L′/Q is a degree 2p Dp-
extension, with all inertia trivial or the subgroup generated by a reflection. Given a quadratic field
L, if ClL[p] is non-trivial, then (by applying the above remark) class field theory gives us a degree
p extension L′ such that L′/Q is a degree 2p Dp-extension, with all inertia trivial or the subgroup
generated by a reflection.
Now given a quadratic field L such that ClL[p] is trivial, we will show by other means that we
still can obtain a degree 2p Dp-extension L′/Q continaining L, and with our required ramification
condition. To begin with, we show that the restriction map
Homcts(JL, Cp)→ Homcts(
∏
℘
O∗℘, Cp)
is a bijection, where the product is over finite primes ℘ of L. First, we show the map is injective.
Let a = (av) ∈ JL. Since ClL[p] is trivial, we have some integer m relatively prime to p such that
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am has trivial image in ClL, i.e. there is a α ∈ L such that amv /α ∈ O∗v for every finite place v of L.
So the image of am/α is determined by the restriction to
∏
℘O∗℘, and this is the same as the image
of am. Since p - m, we have that the image of a is determined by the restriction to
∏
℘O∗℘. This
same construction shows that the above map is surjective as well, as we can see that any map in
Homcts(
∏
℘O∗℘, Cp) can be extended to a map in Homcts(
∏
℘ L
∗
℘, Cp) that is trivial on L.
Now we further consider L in which ℘ splits completely. Now in Homcts(
∏
℘O∗℘, Cp) we have at
least one non-trivial map that is trivial on O∗℘ for all ℘ - p, and is non-trivial on O∗℘ for all ℘ | p and
is negated by the action of Gal(L/Q). Note for ℘ | p, we have O∗℘ ' Z∗p, and so there is a non-trivial
map that factors through (Z/p2Z)∗ to Cp. This gives a cyclic degree p extension L′, ramified only
at primes ℘ | p, and such that L′/Q is Galois with group Dp, with all inertia trivial or the subgroup
generated by a reflection, or wild.
So for every quadratic field L in which p splits completely, we have constructed a degree 2p
Dp-extension L′/Q containing L with our required ramification condition. At primes ` - 2p of Q,
the exponent of ` in DiscL′ is (p − 1)/2 if ` is ramified in L and 0 otherwise. So we have that
DiscL′ is within a constant (depending on p) factor of (DiscL)(p−1)/2. Since we havep X of these
quadratic fields L in which p splits completely, we conclude we have p X2/(p−1) fields counted by
ZIp (Q, Dp;X).
3.3.2. The upper bound. Next we count degree p Dp-fields with a fixed discriminant. We may
trivially state that Dp(Dp, $) holds with $ = 3/(p−1)−1/p(p−1), by applying (2.6). We improve
on this by only counting fields with our additional ramification restriction.
Let K be a degree p Dp-field with absolute discriminant D. Let K˜ be the Galois closure of K
and L be the quadratic field inside K˜, so K˜/L is a cyclic p extension. Our ramification restriction
implies that K˜/L is unramified except perhaps at primes dividing 2p. We have, by our ramification
restriction, that |DiscK| = 2apbQ(p−1)/2, where Q is square-free and relatively prime to 2p. Then
|DiscL| = 2a′pb′Q for some a′, b′ that are bounded in terms of p. Thus, there are a constant (in
terms of p) possible quadratic fields L, and for each of them we will count the possible cyclic p
extensions K˜/L that could arise above.
We have an exact sequence
1→ Hom(ClL[p], Cp)→ Homcts(JL, Cp)→ Homcts(
∏
℘
O∗℘, Cp),
where the product is over finite places ℘ of L. Our desired Cp extensions of L correspond via class
field theory to elements of Homcts(JL, Cp) that for each ℘ - 2p map O℘ to the identity, since they
are unramified at such ℘. Thus the number of possible images in Homcts(
∏
℘O∗℘, Cp) for our desired
elements of Homcts(JL, Cp) is |Hom(
∏
℘|2pO∗℘, Cp)|. The number of ℘ | 2p is at most 4 since L is
quadratic. Since L℘ is either Qp or Q2 or quadratic over Qp or Q2 (and there are only finitely many
possibilities for the latter), the number of homomorphisms from O℘ to Cp for ℘ | 2p is bounded in
terms of p. Also, |Hom(ClL[p], Cp)| = |ClL[p]|. Note DiscL = Op(|DiscK|2/p−1). So if we assume
|ClL[p]| = Op(|DiscL|b), then the number of possible K˜, and thus the number of possible K, is
Op(D
2b/(p−1)).
3.4. Proof of Proposition 2.6 for A4.
3.4.1. The lower bound. The lower bound on the number of quartic A4-fields with our required
ramification condition follows from the proof of [Bai80, Theorem 3]. We can see in the proof of
[Bai80, Lemma 16] that the degree 6 fields K6 constructed are unramified over the relevant degree
3 cyclic field K3, except perhaps at primes dividing 2. These fields K6 have Galois closure K12
of degree 12 with Galois group A4. The fact that K6/K3 is unramified except at primes dividing
2 means that for those primes the inertia must be trivial, or in one of the conjugacy classes of
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three-cycles. The same holds for primes dividing 2 and unramified in K6/K3. Any primes ramified
in K6/K3 are wildly ramified.
3.4.2. The upper bound. To show that D4(A4, $) holds with $ = 0.2784..., we will apply Baily’s
connection [Bai80] of A4 fields to certain quadratic ray class characters of cyclic cubic fields, in
combination with the bound on the 2-torsion in class groups of cubic fields due to Bhargava, Shankar,
Taniguchi, Thorne, Tsimerman, and Zhao [BST+17].
Let K4 be a quartic A4-field of discriminant D. Let K3 be the cubic resolvent field of K4, i.e. the
fixed field of the subgroup of A4 generated by {(1 2)(3 4), (2 3)(1 4)}, and note that K3 is cyclic. It
is easy to check (e.g. via Lemma 3.1) that tame rational primes with inertia type in the conjugacy
class of (1 2)(3 4) appear squared in the discriminant of K4 and do not appear in the discriminant
of K3. Similarly, tame rational primes with inertia type in the conjugacy class of (1 2 3) appear
squared in the discriminants of both K4 and K3. (Also, the only possible wildly ramified rational
primes are 2 and 3.) So DiscK3 | 2a3bDiscK4, for some absolute positive integers a, b.
Let K6 be one of the (conjugate) sextic subfields of the Galois closure of K4. Note that K4 and
K6 have the same Galois closure, and so to count K4 we may equivalently (up to a fixed constant)
count the associated K6. By [Bai80, Lemmas 13 and 15] we have that K6 = K3(b1/2), where
b ∈ OK3\{Z∪O2K3} andNK3/Q(b) is a square rational integer. We have thatNK3/Q(Disc (K6/K3)) =
DiscK4/DiscK3 (see [Bai80, Lemma 11]).
Now, we sum over each divisor d of 2a3bD the number of quartic A4-fields K4 of discriminant D
with DiscK3 = d. There are O(2ω(d)) cyclic cubic fields of discriminant d [Coh54]. Given a fixed
cyclic cubic field K3 of discriminant d, for an upper bound, it suffices to bound the number of sextic
fields of the form K3(b1/2), where b ∈ OK3 \{Z∪O2K3} and NK3/Q(b) is a square rational integer. We
do this following the argument in [Bai80, Lemma 10]. Such a sextic field corresponds to a quadratic
ray class character d with finite part d∗ = Disc (K6/K3), and such a character is a product of a
character on (OK3/d∗)×, a character on the class group of K3, and a character on signature (see
[Bai80, (4)]). Baily [Bai80, Lemma 8] describes the possible forms of d, and in the proof of [Bai80,
Lemma 9] gives a generating function for all the primitive quadratic characters on (OK3/d∗)×. From
this it follows there are O(3ω(D/d)) choices of d∗ with characters on (OK3/d∗)× such that we will
have Disc (K6/K3) = D/d. Let h2(K3) denote the size of the 2-torsion subgroup of the class group
of K3. There are at most h2(K3) class group characters, and h2(K3) = Oε(d0.2784···+ε) by [BST+17,
Equation (4)]. There are at most 8 characters of signature, and so in conclusion, there are at most
Oε
∑
d|D
2ω(d)3ω(D/d)d0.2784...+ε
 = Oε(D0.2784...+ε)
quartic A4-fields of discriminant D.
3.5. Proof of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 for lower bounds. We first observe that Theorem 2.8
implies Theorem 2.7 when we specialize G to An. For each n ≥ 3, Hilbert [Hil92] gave polynomials
f(x, t) ∈ Q[x, t] that have Galois group An over Q(t) and are degree n in x and degree 2 in t.
(Hilbert in turn credits Hurwitz with the examples, see [Hil92, p. 125] for n even and [Hil92, p.
126] for n odd; see also [Ser97, Section 10.3].) Moreover, these same polynomials (by the same
argument) have Galois group An over E(t), for any number field E, and thus their splitting fields
do not contain a non-trivial finite extension of Q (i.e. they are regular). Thus Theorem 2.8 with
|G| = |An| = n!/2, s = 1, m = n and d = 2 verifies Theorem 2.7.
To prove Theorem 2.8, the philosophy, in imprecise terms, is as follows. Suppose that f(x, t) has
Galois group G over Q(t), resulting in, say, k different fields with Galois group G as t varies over
|t| ≤ T . Then by showing that f(x, t)f(x, t′) typically has Galois group G × G and very rarely
has Galois group G (which occurs when the fields provided by f(x, t) and f(x, t′) collide), we will
deduce that f(x, t) must have produced many different fields to begin with, that is, k must grow
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at least like a small power of T . We thank Akshay Venkatesh and Manjul Bhargava for outlining
this strategy, and for discussions on the proof below; see also [Ser97, p. 137] for a hint at a similar
philosophy applied to generating infinitely many G-extensions if one such extension is known.
In order to put this into action in precise terms, we require a quantitative version of the Hilbert
irreducibility theorem, for which we cite [CD16]:
Theorem E. Suppose that f(X,T1, . . . , Ts) ∈ Q[X,T1, . . . , Ts] is an irreducible polynomial with
splitting field K over Q(T1, . . . , Ts) such that Gal(K/Q(T1, . . . , Ts)) ' G. For any fixed subgroup
H ⊂ G define
Nf (T ;H) = #{t ∈ Zs : |t|∞ ≤ T and the splitting field of f(X, t) over Q has Galois group ' H}.
Then for every T ≥ 1 and every ε > 0,
(3.5) Nf (T ;H)f,ε T s−1+|G/H|−1+ε.
We also require the following key lemma:
Lemma 3.5. Let f(x, t) ∈ Q(t)[x] be a polynomial with splitting field K over Q(t) such that
Gal(K/Q(t)) ' G. Suppose that f(x, t) is regular, i.e. K does not contain a non-trivial finite
extension of Q. Then f(x, t)f(x, s) has splitting field with Galois group G×G over Q(s, t).
3.5.1. Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let F (x, t) ∈ Q[t, x] be a monic irreducible polynomial of x with a root
θ that generates K over Q(t). (We can start with a monic polynomial with coefficients in Q(t), and
then absorb denominators of the coefficients into the variable.) We let all our splitting fields be in
a fixed algebraic closure of Q(s, t). Then KQ(s) is the splitting field of f(x, t) over Q(s, t). We will
show below that if G(s, x) ∈ Q[s, x] is a monic polynomial irreducible over Q(s) that generates a
Galois extension of Q(s) and does not contain a non-trivial finite extension of Q, then G(s, x) is
irreducible over KQ(s). We will see now that this will suffice to prove the lemma. Applying this
in the case where F is trivial, we will see that G(s, x) is irreducible over Q(s, t), and in particular,
analogously we will see that F (x, t) is irreducible over Q(s, t) and so [KQ(s) : Q(s, t)] = |G|. So if
L is the splitting field of f(s, x) over Q(s), then L is generated by F (s, x), and applying the above
with G(s, x) = F (s, x), we see that [KL : KQ(s)] = |G|. Thus Gal(KL/Q(s, t)) has order |G|2
and injects into Gal(K/Q(t)) × Gal(L/Q(s)), and so Gal(KL/Q(s, t)) ' G × G. Since KL is the
splitting field of f(x, t)f(x, s) over Q(s, t), this proves the lemma.
Now we show that G(s, x) with the assumptions above is irreducible over KQ(s). Suppose that
G(s, x) factored into a(x)b(x) over KQ(s). We can write
a(x) =
k∑
i=0
ni(s, t, θ)
di(s, t)
xi
where ni(y, z, w) ∈ Q[y, z, w] and ni(y, z) ∈ Q[y, z]. (Since θ is algebraic over Q(s, t), we can write
elements of KQ(s) as polynomials in θ with coefficients in Q(s, t), and so we can arrange to have
no θ’s in the denominators.) Let ni,j(z, w) be the coefficient of yj in ni(y, z, w). Let Ia be the ideal
in Q[z, w] generated by all the ni,j(z, w) for all j and for i ≥ 1, and define Ib analogously. We claim
that, as ideals of Q[z, w], we have (F (w, z)) ⊃ IaIb. Suppose not. Then there are infinitely many
maximal ideals m of Q[z, w] that contain (F (w, z)) but not IaIb. Each such maximal ideal gives
values t0, θ0 ∈ Q¯ such that F (θ0, t0) = 0, but upon substitution of z 7→ t0 and w 7→ θ0, some element
of Ia and some element of Ib remain non-zero, which gives a nontrivial factorization of G(s, x) over
Q¯(s) unless some denominator di(s, t0) is identically zero (or similarly for the denominators in
b(x)). Since only finitely many t0 can make a denominator zero, and each have a finitely many
associated θ0, we conclude that G(s, x) factors non-trivially over Q¯(s), and thus over E(s, x) for
some Galois number field E. Since Gal(E(s)/Q(s)) → Gal(E/Q) is an isomorphism, the subfields
of E(s) that contain Q(s) are E′(s) for the subfields E′ of E. If M is the field generated by G(s, x)
over Q(s), then [ME(s) : E(s)] = [M : M ∩ E(s)]. Since G(s, x) factors non-trivially over E(s),
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we have [ME(s) : E(s)] < [M : Q(s)], and thus M ∩ E(s) is a non-trivial extension of Q(s) inside
E(s), and thus contains some number field E′. In particular M contains a non-trivial number field,
which contradicts our assumption on G(s, x). Thus, we conclude that (F (w, z)) ⊃ IaIb, and thus
(F (w, z))|IaIb,, and thus either(F (w, z))|Ia or (F (w, z))|Ib, since (F (w, z)) is prime. But this implies
that either a or b has all coefficients 0 except the constant one, and thus we conclude G(s, x) is
irreducible over KQ(s). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.5. Note: a straightforward extension
of this argument applies to a polynomial f(x, t1, . . . , ts).
3.5.2. Proof of Theorem 2.8. With Lemma 3.5 and Theorem E in hand, we may now prove Theorem
2.8. Suppose f(X,T1, . . . , Ts) is a polynomial of total degree d in the Ti with Galois group G over
Q(T1, . . . , Ts) (with degree m in X). If we plug in the O(T s) possible values of |t|∞ ≤ T , suppose
they give k different fields with Galois group G. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, suppose Ai of them give field i. So
A1 + · · ·+Ak = A,
where A is the total number of values of |t|∞ ≤ T that give Galois group G. From Theorem E
above, we have that A f T s, since there are finitely many subgroups which each appear with an
upper bound with exponent strictly smaller than s.
For the polynomial f(X,T1, . . . , Ts)f(X,Ts+1, . . . , T2s), how many specializations with |t|∞ ≤ T
give Galois group G over Q? By Lemma 3.5 and the assumption that f is regular, we have that
f(X,T1, . . . , Ts)f(X,Ts+1, . . . , T2s) has Galois group G×G over Q(T1, . . . , T2s). Thus, by Theorem
E, the number of |t|∞ ≤ T that give Galois group G isf,ε T 2s−1+|G|−1+ε. However, note that this
occurs whenever f(X,T1, . . . , Ts) and f(X,Ts+1, . . . , T2s) specialize to the same G-field, and so
A21 + · · ·+A2k f,ε T 2s−1+|G|
−1+ε.
By Cauchy-Schwarz, (A1 + · · ·+Ak)2 ≤ k(A21 + · · ·+A2k), and we conclude that
k ≥ (A1 + · · ·+Ak)
2
(A21 + · · ·+A2k)
f,ε T
2s
T 2s−1+|G|−1+ε
= T 1−|G|
−1−ε.
Thus there are f,ε T 1−|G|−1−ε different fields with Galois group G that come from specializations
of f(X,T1, . . . , Ts) to |t|∞ ≤ T . Each of these |t|∞ ≤ T gives a degree m polynomial in X with
coefficients f T d and thus with absolute discriminant f T d(2m−2). Thus the splitting field has
absolute discriminant f T d(2m−2). In conclusion, there are f,ε X(1−|G|−1−ε)/(d(2m−2)) degree m
G-fields with absolute discriminant at most X, completing the proof of Theorem 2.8.
Part II: Effective Chebotarev Theorems
4. Preliminaries: L-functions
A nice feature of Lagarias and Odlyzko’s approach to the effective Chebotarev theorem is that it
does not assume the Artin conjecture, so that Theorem B is completely unconditional. Similarly,
our Theorem 1.1 is unconditional, aside from the assumed zero-free region. This is made possible
by using Lagarias and Odlyzko’s technical trick of expressing ζL as a product of Hecke L-functions,
where L/k is a normal extension of number fields with Gal(L/k) ' G. Fixing an element g ∈ G
and letting H = 〈g〉 be the cyclic subgroup of G generated by g, then upon setting E to be the
fixed field LH , Lagarias and Odlyzko obtain the product expression on the left, in which χ varies
over the irreducible characters of H:
(4.1)
∏
χ irred
L(s, χ, L/E) = ζL(s) =
∏
ρj
L(s, ρj , L/k)
dim ρj .
Each such factor is a Hecke L-function, and hence has useful analyticity properties. On the other
hand, once we have Theorem 1.1, to deduce the assumed zero-free region via Kowalski-Michel, we
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will also factor ζL(s) as on the right-hand side, as a product of Artin L-functions, which we then
need to show (or assume) are automorphic L-functions with certain properties.
If one is willing to assume the Artin conjecture (§4.4.5), a Chebotarev density theorem with an
effective error term is relatively quick to prove, since the conjecture implies that each factor (with ρj
nontrivial) on the right-hand side of (4.1) is entire, so that either a standard zero-free region (or the
GRH zero-free region) may be applied to each of these Artin L-functions, obviating the alternative
Hecke factorization; see for example, [IK04, §5.13 and Thm. 4.13]. (The conjugacy class C of
interest is picked out via trace functions, much as in Dirichlet’s theorem on primes p ≡ a (mod q),
the residue class of interest is picked out via Dirichlet characters.) In our application to families
of fields we do indeed assume the strong Artin conjecture (or it is known). Nevertheless, to prove
Theorem 1.1 we have worked directly with the Lagarias-Odlyzko approach, so that this initial result
is unconditional on Artin (perhaps a useful feature in future applications).
4.1. L-functions: definitions, properties, relationships, and conjectures. To make clear
how we use several types of L-functions and an associated hierarchy of conjectures (in some cases
theorems), we first briefly review the key properties of Dedekind, Hecke, Artin, and automorphic
L-functions that we will call upon. To move directly to the proof of Theorem 1.1, see §5.
In general, an L-function, defined in association with some object f and denoted L(s, f) or ζf (s),
has:
(i) an Euler product (and in some cases a Dirichlet series) convergent in some half-plane;
(ii) a known method of completing the L-function, roughly to the form
Λf (s) = Cond(f)
s/2
d∏
j=1
ΓR(s− µf (j))L(s, f),
where Cond(f), an integer, is an appropriately defined conductor, d denotes the degree of
the L-function, ΓR(s) = pi−s/2Γ(s/2), and µf (j) ∈ C. (We will refer to the product of
gamma functions as the gamma factor, and normalize all instances to agree with [Mic07].);
(iii) a functional equation for the completed L-function of the form Λf (s) = εfΛf¯ (1− s) (where
|εf | = 1 and f¯ denotes the appropriate dual of f) from which meromorphic (often analytic)
continuation may be deduced.
4.2. Dedekind zeta functions. (See e.g. [IK04, §5.10].) Let L/Q be a finite extension of degree
nL. The Dedekind zeta function attached to L is defined in the half-plane <(s) > 1 by
ζL(s) =
∑
a⊂OL
1
(NmL/Q(a))s
=
∏
p⊂OL
(
1− 1
NmL/Q(p)s
)−1
,
where a and p run over the nonzero integral ideals and prime ideals of OL, respectively. The
conductor of ζL(s) is DL = |DiscL/Q|, and its gamma factor is given by ΓR(s)r1+r2ΓR(s + 1)r2 ,
where r1 denotes the number of real embeddings and r2 the number of pairs of complex embeddings
of L. The Dedekind zeta function satisfies a functional equation and analytic continuation (it is
self-dual, with a simple pole at s = 1), as proved by Hecke.
4.3. Hecke L-functions. (see e.g. [MM97, Chapter 2 §2] or [LO75, §5]) Hecke L-functions are
defined in association with a character of a certain ray class group, analogous to the definition of
Dirichlet L-functions in terms of Dirichlet characters. Let L/Q be a finite extension of degree nL.
For a fixed integral ideal f ⊂ OL, the ray class group (mod f), denoted G(f), is defined to be the
quotient group I(f)/P (f) where I(f) is the multiplicative group generated by all ideals coprime to
f, and P (f) is the principal ray class (mod f). Letting ψ denote a character of G(f), the Hecke
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L-function associated to ψ is defined in the half-plane <(s) > 1 by
L(s, ψ) =
∑
a⊂OL
ψ(a)(NmL/Q(a))
−s =
∏
p⊂OL
(
1− ψ(p)
NmL/Q(p)s
)−1
,
where a and p run over the nonzero integral ideals and prime ideals of OL, respectively. Hecke
showed that L(s, ψ) extends to an entire function if ψ is nontrivial, and for the trivial character
ψ0, L(s, ψ0) = ζL(s), in which case it has only a simple pole at s = 1 (see [Hec83, Tat50]). The
conductor of L(s, ψ) isDLNmL/Q(F (ψ)), where F (ψ) denotes the Artin conductor of ψ. The gamma
factor of L(s, ψ) is given by ΓR(s)a(ψ)ΓR(s+ 1)b(ψ) where a(ψ), b(ψ) are nonnegative integers such
that a(ψ) + b(ψ) = nL.
4.4. Artin L-functions.
4.4.1. The Artin symbol. (see e.g. [Lan94, Ch. 1 §5], [Mar77], [Neu99]) We recall the stan-
dard definition of the Artin symbol. Let L/k be a finite normal extension of number fields with
Gal(L/k) ' G. For any prime ideal p ⊂ Ok and any prime ideal q ⊂ OL lying above p, upon
setting q = Nmk/Q(p) = pm, where m = [Ok/p : Z/p] is the inertia degree of p over p, we have
Gal(OL/q /Ok/p) ' Gal(Fqf /Fq), where f = [OL/q : Ok/p] is the inertia degree of q over p. The
latter group is cyclic of order f , generated by the Frobenius element τq : x 7→ xq. The decomposition
group D(q) = {σ ∈ G : σ(q) = q} admits a canonical (surjective) map D(q) → Gal(OL/q /Ok/p)
that sends σ 7→ σ¯ where σ¯(x + q) = σ(x) + q. The inertia group I(q) is the kernel of this map, so
that I(q) = {σ ∈ G : σ(x) ≡ x mod q for all x ∈ OL}. In particular, if p is unramified in L, then
I(q) is the trivial group, so that D(q) ' Gal(OL/q /Ok/p); in this case we may associate to q the
so-called Frobenius element σq in G, which is defined to be the pre-image in D(q) of τq, under this
isomorphism. Note that σq has order f , since the Frobenius element has order f . The element σq
does depend on which prime q above p we pick, but only up to conjugacy by elements in G. Thus
the Artin symbol specifies the conjugacy class of Frobenius elements corresponding to the prime
ideals q dividing p: that is, we pick any q lying above p in L and set[
L/K
p
]
= {τσqτ−1 : τ ∈ G}.
Remark 4.1. In our application to `-torsion, we will be concerned with the case of prime ideals in
k that split completely in L. For such a prime ideal p ⊂ Ok, every prime q ⊂ OL lying above p has
trivial decomposition group, and thus each Frobenius element σq is trivial, so we specify that the
Artin symbol
[
L/K
p
]
= {Id} is the trivial conjugacy class.
4.4.2. The definition of Artin L-functions. (see e.g. [MM97, Chapter 2 §2]) Let ρ : G → GLm(C)
be an m-dimensional representation of G. Let S denote the set of prime ideals in k that ramify in
L. We define a (partial, unramified) Artin L-function in the half-plane <(s) > 1 by
(4.2) LS(s, ρ, L/k) =
∏
p/∈S
det
(
I − ρ (σq) Nmk/Q(p)−s
)−1
,
where I is the identity map on V := Cm, and for each unramified prime ideal p, q may be chosen
to be any prime ideal in L over p. (Each factor is well-defined: if we chose instead q′ = τ(q) to
be another prime above p, the matrix Xq := I − ρ (σq) Nmk/Q(p)−s is similar to the matrix Xq′ :=
I − ρ (σq′)Nmk/Q(p)−s, via Xq = PXq′P−1 for P = ρ(τ) ∈ GLm(C), so that det(Xq) = det(Xq′).)
Remark 4.2. We note for later reference that the eigenvalues of ρ (σq) are roots of unity (see e.g.
[Rog97, p. 333], [Neu99, p. 518]). Indeed, upon recalling that σq has (finite) order f , then ρ(σq) has
order f , and hence satisfies the polynomial xf −1, from which we may conclude that its eigenvalues
also satisfy this polynomial, and so are roots of unity.
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This unramified portion of the L-function is simple to define since for each p in the product, the
inertia group I(q) is trivial (for any q lying above p) and the Frobenius element is well-defined (up
to conjugation). If p is ramified in L, then the inertia group I(q) is no longer trivial, though it is
still a normal subgroup of D(q) and D(q)/I(q) ' Gal(OL/q /Ok/p). Let σq denote the element of
D(q)/I(q) corresponding to τq. Now recalling V = Cm, let V I(q) be the subspace invariant under
the image of I(q) under ρ:
V I(q) = {x ∈ V : ρ(σ)x = x ∀ σ ∈ I(q)}.
Furthermore, denote by ρ(·)|V I(q) the restriction of ρ(·) to the subspace V I(q).
Now we may define the ramified part of the Artin L-function by
(4.3) LS(s, ρ, L/k) =
∏
p∈S
det
(
I − ρ(σq)|V I(q)(Nmk/Qp)−s
)−1
,
in which the product is over all prime ideals of k ramified in L, I is the identity map on V I(q), and
q is any prime in L lying above p. (Each factor is well-defined: if instead of picking σq we picked
any element in the coset σqI(q), say σqτ , then by the construction of the restriction of ρ we have
ρ(σq)|V I(q) = ρ(σq)ρ(τ)|V I(q) since τ ∈ I(q). Moreover, the factor is unchanged by choosing another
prime q over p, similar to the previous argument above.)
In total, we may define the Artin L-function for <(s) > 1 as
(4.4) L(s, ρ, L/k) = LS(s, ρ, L/k)LS(s, ρ, L/k).
Note that as the unramified portion LS is an infinite product, while LS is a finite product of nonzero
factors, any concerns about zero-free regions relate only to LS . Moreover if ρ′ is isomorphic to ρ
then each factor remains unchanged (as the determinant is unchanged), so that we may in fact
regard L(s, ρ, L/k) to be defined in terms of χ = Tr(ρ), the character of the representation ρ. We
will often write L(s, χ, L/k) in place of L(s, ρ, L/k).
Remark 4.3. Example 1: If ρ = regG is the regular representation ofG ' Gal(L/k), then L(s, ρ, L/k) =
ζL(s). Example 2: If ρ0 is the trivial representation of G then L(s, ρ0, L/k) = ζk(s). Example 3: If
H ⊆ G and E = LH is the corresponding fixed field, then denoting by χ0 the trivial character on
H, we have L(s, χ0, L/E) = ζE(s).
4.4.3. Relation to Hecke L-functions. (see e.g. [CKM04, p. 267], [MM97, Chapter 2 §2]) In the case
of an abelian extension, Artin’s reciprocity law allows one to pass from Artin L-functions to Hecke
L-functions:
Theorem F (Artin’s Reciprocity Law). Let L/E be an abelian extension of number fields with
Galois group H and associated 1-dimensional representation ρ. Let L(s, ρ, L/E) denote the Artin
L-function associated with the representation ρ. Then there is a Hecke character ψ of finite order
associated to E so that
L(s, ρ, L/E) = L(s, ψ, L/E).
As a consequence of Theorem F and the following Theorem G, any Artin L-function can be
written as a quotient of products of Hecke L-functions; this allows Artin L-functions to inherit a
functional equation.
Theorem G (Brauer Induction Theorem). Let G be a finite group and χ any character of G. Then,
there exist nilpotent subgroups Hi of G, one-dimensional characters ψi of Hi and integers ni so that
χ =
∑
i niInd
G
Hi
ψi, where IndGHiψi denotes the class function on G induced by ψi.
In general, for any irreducible characters χ on G ' Gal(L/k) and any aχ ∈ Z,
(4.5) L(s,
∑
χ
aχχ,L/k) =
∏
χ
L(s, χ, L/k)aχ .
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4.4.4. Artin L-function functional equation and other data. Letting F (χ) denote the Artin conduc-
tor of χ = Tr(ρ), then the conductor of L(s, ρ, L/k) is given by
(4.6) A(χ) = Dχ(1)k Nmk/QF (χ).
The gamma factor of L(s, ρ) is given by ∏
ν infinite
Lν(s, χ, L/k),
where the product is taken over the Archimedean primes ν of k and
Lν(s, χ, L/k) =
{
(ΓR(s)ΓR(s+ 1))
χ(1) if ν is complex,
(ΓR(s))
a(ΓR(s+ 1))
b if ν is real, where a+ b = χ(1).
4.4.5. Standard conjectures for Artin L-functions. The following three well-known statements form
a hierarchy, with each implied by the next:
Theorem H (Aramata-Brauer Theorem). For any finite normal extension L of a number field k,
the Dedekind zeta function ζL(s) is divisible by ζk(s), and the ratio ζL(s)/ζk(s) is entire.
Conjecture I (Dedekind’s Conjecture). For any finite algebraic extension L of a number field k,
the ratio ζL(s)/ζk(s) is entire.
Conjecture J (Artin’s Holomorphy Conjecture [Art30]). Let L be a finite normal extension of a
number field k with Gal(L/k) ' G. Let ρ be a representation of G over C. Let L(s, ρ, L/k) denote
the (meromorphic) Artin L-function associated to ρ. If ρ does not contain the trivial representation,
then L(s, ρ, L/k) is entire.
The last statement, Artin’s conjecture, is implied by what is sometimes called its “strong” form,
which we introduce in the next section, and which we will require for our work.
4.4.6. Convexity bounds for Artin L-functions. Under the assumption of Artin’s Holomorphy Con-
jecture, one may use the Phragmén-Lindelöff principle to show the standard convexity estimate
(4.7) L(s, ρ, L/k)ρ,ε (A(χ)|t+ 1|n)
1−<(s)
2
+ε, 0 ≤ <(s) ≤ 1.
We will further require a convexity bound for Rankin-Selberg convolutions; while these are not
known to exist in general for Artin L-functions, we will obtain such bounds under the assumption
of the strong Artin conjecture in §4.6.3.
4.5. The two product decompositions of ζL. We can now formally derive the two factorizations
of ζL in (4.1) (see also [MM97, Chapter 2, Theorem 3.1]). For any normal extension L/k with
Gal(L/k) ' G a transitive subgroup of Sn, we write the regular representation of G as
regG = ρ0  (ρ1  · · · ρ1) · · · (ρs  · · · ρs)
where ρ0 is the trivial representation, ρj varies over the nontrivial irreducible representations of G,
and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, each ρj occurs mj = dim ρj times in the sum. Then recalling (4.5) and the
examples in Remark 4.3, we have
(4.8) ζL(s) = L(s, regG, L/k) =
s∏
j=0
L(s, ρj , L/k)
mj = ζk(s)
s∏
j=1
L(s, χj , L/k)
mj
where χj = Tr(ρj). Since L/k is Galois, ζL(s)/ζk(s) is entire.
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For the factorization on the right-hand side of (4.1), we apply this for our usual extension L/k
with Gal(L/k) ' G. We note for later reference that this factorization of ζL results in a factorization
of the conductor of ζL,
(4.9) DL =
∏
χj
A(χj)
χj(1),
as may be verified directly from the definition (4.6) and the conductor-discriminant formula.
For the factorization on the left-hand side of (4.1), we fix an element g ∈ G and let H = 〈g〉 be
the cyclic subgroup of G generated by g. Then upon letting E be the fixed field LH , we have a
tower of fields L/E/k where H = Gal(L/E) is cyclic and hence has 1-dimensional representations.
We then apply (4.8) to L/E to obtain the factorization on the left-hand side of (4.1), in which
the L-functions are known to be Hecke L-functions by Theorem F, and thus each factor aside from
L(s, χ0, L/E) = ζE(s) is entire.
4.6. Automorphic L-functions. The subject of automorphic L-functions is intricate, and we only
isolate a few key facts here, for reference in our application of [KM02] for the density of zeroes among
a family of automorphic L-functions. We follow the presentation of [Mic07, §1.1], but see also e.g.
[Rog97], [RS96, §2], [Gel84], [CKM04].
Let pi = ⊗ppip denote a unitary irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation on GLm(Ak).
For <(s) > 1, let
(4.10) L(s, pi) =
∏
p
Lp(s, pi) =
∏
p
m∏
j=1
(
1− αpi(p, j)
ps
)−1
be the global L-function attached to pi as defined by Godement and Jacquet [GJ72] and Jacquet
and Shalika [JS81]. Here the product is over all finite primes (unramified and ramified), and one
must allow for the possibility that some of the so-called local parameters at p, namely the αpi(p, j),
may equal zero in the ramified case; see [AG91, page 3]. For pip unramified, {αpi(p, j)}mj=1 is the set
of eigenvalues which parametrize a semisimple conjugacy class associated to pip [RS96, page 275].
Any L(s, pi) for pi a nontrivial cuspidal automorphic representation on GLm(Ak) is known to be
entire [Jac79].
The specification that the representation be unitary is useful for normalization purposes (i.e. the
relevant critical strip is 0 ≤ <(s) ≤ 1). The property of cuspidality will play a role in our work;
we quote from [AG91, page 4] that a representation pi on GLm(Ak) is said to be cuspidal if its
restriction to G(A)1 = {g ∈ GLm(Ak) : |det g| = 1} is equivalent to an irreducible constituent in
the space of cusp forms. Importantly for our work, under the strong Artin conjecture (§4.6.4), any
automorphic L-function corresponding to an Artin L-function of an irreducible representation is
cuspidal.
Remark 4.4. Example 1: When pi0 is the trivial representation on GL1(Ak), which is cuspidal, then
L(s, pi0) = ζk(s). Example 2: Whenm = 1 and pi is a nontrivial representation, L(s, pi) = L(s, χ) is a
Dirichlet L-function, where χ is a primitive Dirichlet character with some conductor q, which is then
also the conductor of L(s, χ). In this case, αχ(·) = χ(·). Example 3: When m = 2, L(s, pi) = L(s, f)
is a classical automorphic L-function, where f is a primitive (holomorphic or Maass) cusp form on
GL2(Ak) of weight K, nebentypus χf , and level q (which is then the conductor of L(s, f)).
4.6.1. Automorphic L-function functional equation and other data. The gamma factor of L(s, pi)
may be written as
L∞(s, pi) = L(s, pi∞) =
m∏
j=1
ΓR(s− µpi(j))
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where the so-called local parameters at∞ are the coefficients µpi(j) ∈ C. The completed L-function
given by
Λ(s, pi) = L(s, pi∞)L(s, pi)
satisfies the functional equation
(4.11) Λ(s, pi) = εpiCond(pi)−s+1/2Λ(1− s, p˜i),
where εpi, the root number, is a complex number of modulus 1, Cond(pi), the arithmetic conductor of
pi, is a positive integer with prime factors corresponding to the ramified primes of pi (see [JPSS81]),
and p˜i is the contragredient of pi. (Usefully, Cond(p˜i) = Cond(pi) and L(s, p˜i) = L(s, pi).)
4.6.2. Ramanujan-Petersson. (see e.g. [Mic07, Proposition 1.1]) It is known that for pi an irre-
ducible, cuspidal automorphic representation on GLm(AQ) that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
<(µpi(j)) ≤ 1/2 and logp |αpi(p, j)| ≤ 1/2
for all primes p; moreover, for unramified p,
|<(µpi(j))| ≤ 1/2 and
∣∣logp |αpi(p, j)|∣∣ ≤ 1/2.
However, much more is expected to hold:
Conjecture K (Ramanujan-Petersson Conjecture). For all irreducible, cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentations pi on GLm(AQ) and all 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
(4.12) <(µpi(j)) ≤ 0 at the infinite places, and |αpi(p, j)| ≤ 1 at the finite places.
Moreover, for each unramified prime p, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
(4.13) <(µpi(j)) = 0 and |αpi(p, j)| = 1.
In general, this conjecture is open; by the work of Deligne [Del74], the conjecture holds for
GL2(Ak) when pi corresponds to a holomorphic cusp form; Luo, Rudnick and Sarnak [LRS95] have
shown general results toward the conjecture.
Remark 4.5. Importantly for our work, Ramanujan-Petersson is automatically true for automorphic
L-functions corresponding to Artin L-functions. Recalling the definition (4.2) and Remark 4.2, let
λ1, . . . , λm denote the eigenvalues of ρ(σq), which are all roots of unity. Then the contribution of each
unramified p to LS(s, ρ, L/k) is a product which may be expressed as
∏m
i=1(1− λiNmk/Q(p)−s)−1,
where |λi| = 1. This is similarly true of ramified factors, using the fact that ρ(σq) is a well-defined
operator of finite order on V I(q).
4.6.3. Convexity bounds for automorphic L-functions. To estimate the growth of L(s, pi) in the
critical strip define for t ∈ R the analytic conductor of L(s, pi),
(4.14) Qpi(t) = Cond(pi)
m∏
j=1
(1 + |it− µpi(j)|).
Then via the functional equation, Stirling’s formula, and an application of the Phragmen-Lindelöf
principle, one may derive the classical convexity bound (see e.g. [Har03, page 5]):
(4.15) L(s, pi)pi,ε Qpi(t)
1−<(s)
2
+ε, 0 ≤ <(s) ≤ 1.
For pi, pi′ unitary cuspidal automorphic representations on GLm, GLm′ over AQ, the Rankin-
Selberg L-function L(s, pi ⊗ p˜i) may be defined (see e.g. [Mic07, §1.1.2]) for <(s) > 1 as
(4.16) L(s, pi ⊗ pi′) =
∏
p
Lp(s, pi ⊗ pi′) =
∏
p
mm′∏
j=1
(
1− αpi⊗pi′(p, j)
ps
)−1
.
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This has a corresponding arithmetic conductor C(pi ⊗ pi′), gamma factor, functional equation, and
analytic conductor, given for t ∈ R by
Qpi⊗pi′(t) = Cond(pi ⊗ pi′)
mm′∏
j=1
(1 + |it− µpi⊗pi′(j)|).
As will be used later, the convexity bound for L(s, pi ⊗ pi′) in the critical strip, analogous to (4.15)
for L(s, pi), is known to be
(4.17) L(s, pi ⊗ pi′)ε,pi,pi′ Qpi⊗pi′(t)
1−<(s)
2
+ε, 0 ≤ <(s) ≤ 1.
4.6.4. The strong Artin conjecture. Let us write the Euler product of an Artin L-function as
L(s, ρ) =
∏
v L(s, ρv), and the Euler product for an automorphic L-function as L(s, pi) =
∏
v L(s, piv).
Langlands formulated the following conjecture, also called Langlands’ reciprocity, which we will call
upon in our work.
Conjecture L (Strong Artin Conjecture). Let L be a finite Galois extension of a number field
k, with Gal(L/k) ' G. Let ρ be an m-dimensional complex representation of G. There exists an
automorphic representation pi(ρ) on GLm(Ak) such that the L-functions L(s, ρ) and L(s, pi) agree
almost everywhere, i.e. except at a finite number of places v, L(s, ρv) = L(s, piv). Moreover, if ρ is
irreducible, then pi is cuspidal.
The strong Artin conjecture is known to hold for:
(i) 1-dimensional representations ρ, due to Artin [Art30];
(ii) nilpotent Galois extensions L/k, due to Arthur and Clozel [AC89];
(iii) A4 and S4, due to Langlands [Lan80] and Tunnell [Tun81], respectively;
(iv) dihedral groups, due to Langlands [Lan80] (and thus S3).
We also note that in the setting we will work in, a stronger identity is known. (See, for example,
[DS74, Theorem 4.6], [Mar03, Proposition 2.1], [Mar04, Appendix A], and [MR16, Proposition 1.5].)
Theorem M. If pi is cuspidal and L(s, piv) = L(s, ρv) for almost all v, then in fact L(s, pi) = L(s, ρ).
Remark 4.6. We note for later reference that under the strong Artin conjecture, all the convexity
bounds noted in §4.6.3 hold for Artin L-functions and the appropriate notion of Rankin-Selberg
convolutions.
4.7. Standard lemmas on zeroes. We recall the currently best known zero free region for ζ(s),
due to Vinogradov [Vin58] and Korobov [Kor58].
Lemma 4.7 (Vinogradov-Korobov zero-free region for ζ(s)). There exists an absolute constant
cQ > 0 such that ζ(s) has no zero s = σ + it in the region
(4.18) σ ≥ 1− cQ
(log(|t|+ 2))2/3(log log(|t|+ 3))1/3 .
We will also use a standard zero-free region for any Dedekind zeta function [IK04, Theorem 5.33].
Lemma 4.8 (Standard zero-free region for ζk(s)). Let k/Q be a number field of degree nk ≥ 1 and
with absolute discriminant Dk. There exists an absolute constant ck > 0 such that ζk(s) has no zero
s = σ + it in the region
(4.19) σ ≥ 1− ck
n2k log(Dk(|t|+ 3)nk)
,
except possibly a simple real “exceptional” zero β(k)0 < 1.
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Remark 4.9. As noted following [IK04, Theorem 5.33], this zero-free region can be improved for
certain fields k, such as k = Q(µp) for µp a p-th root of unity, in which case the exponent can be
lowered from nk = p− 1 to 1 and the factor Dk = pp−2 can be lowered to p. Using such refinements
in Theorem 1.1 would only impact the dependence of the parameters D0, κi on the field k.
We also recall a standard count for zeroes of Dedekind zeta functions at a fixed height:
Lemma 4.10 ([IK04, Theorem 5.31, Proposition 5.7]). Let k/Q be a number field of degree nk ≥ 1
and with absolute discriminant Dk. Let nk(t) denote the number of zeroes ρ = β + iγ of ζk(s) with
0 < β < 1 and |γ − t| ≤ 1. For all t,
nk(t) logDk + nk log(|t|+ 4).
The corresponding result for Hecke L-functions is:
Lemma 4.11 ([LO75, Lemma 5.4]). Let nχ(t) denote the number of zeroes ρ = β + iγ of a Hecke
L-function L(s, χ, L/E) with 0 < β < 1 and |γ − t| ≤ 1. Let F (χ) denote the conductor of χ, and
A(χ) = DENmE/Q(F (χ)). For all t,
nχ(t) logA(χ) + nE log(|t|+ 2).
5. A Chebotarev density theorem conditional upon a zero-free region
We now prove Theorem 1.1 under the hypothesis that ζL(s)/ζk(s) is zero-free in the region
(5.1) [1− δ, 1]× [−(logDL)2/δ, (logDL)2/δ].
Recall that we assume that L has degree nL > 1 over Q, since in the case L = k = Q, piC (x, L/k)
is simply counting rational primes p ≤ x, i.e. the classical prime number theorem.
Our proof will proceed in two stages: first, we deduce from Theorem B of Lagarias and Odlyzko
that the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is true if x is sufficiently large. Second, for small x, we recompute
the method of Lagarias and Odlyzko, keeping track of the assumed zero-free region. (This manner
of partitioning into large and small x has appeared in the proof of the prime ideal theorem of [CK14,
Theorem 2.6], which inspired some aspects of our treatment.) At each step, when we state that
something holds for general k, it also applies to k = Q; separately, we give refined statements so far
applicable only to k = Q.
5.1. Explicit description of assumed zero-free region. We do not rule out a priori the possi-
bility of an exceptional zero of ζL(s), say β0. Instead, in our application of Theorem B, the main idea
is to assume that DL is sufficiently large that the real interval within the region (1.3) in Theorem
B is contained inside the assumed zero-free region (5.1), and thus ζL cannot have an exceptional
zero β0. In order to carry this out rigorously, we must be more careful, since (5.1) is an assumed
zero-free region for ζL/ζk and not just ζL.
The function ζk(s) may have an exceptional (real) zero in the standard region (4.19) given in
Lemma 4.8; we will call this, if it exists, β(k)0 . (Of course when k = Q, ζk(s) = ζ(s), and no such
exceptional zero exists.) Since k is fixed, β(k)0 is fixed.
We now fix a new parameter δ0 so that
(5.2) 1− δ0 ≥ 1− δ, and 1− δ0 > β(k)0 ;
we set δ0 = δ if k = Q. (Throughout this section we will use the notation δ0; in the statement of
Theorem 1.1, any dependence on δ0 is instead written as a dependence on β
(k)
0 and δ.) From now
on, instead of the zero-free region (5.1), we work with the possibly smaller region
(5.3) [1− δ0, 1]× [−(logDL)2/δ, (logDL)2/δ],
which excludes the possible fixed zero β(k)0 .
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By our hypothesis, the Artin L-function ζL(s)/ζk(s) has no zeroes in the region (5.3), and it is an
entire function by the Aramata-Brauer theorem; ζk(s) has no zeroes in the intersection of regions
(4.19) and (5.3) (respectively, no zeroes in the intersection of the regions (4.18) and (5.3) if k = Q)
and is entire there. Thus ζL(s) has no zeroes in the intersection of (4.19) and (5.3) (respectively,
(4.18) and (5.3) if k = Q).
Figure 1. Assumed zero-free region for ζL(s). The point β
(k)
0 denotes the possible
exceptional zero of ζk, the only possible zero of ζk in its the standard curved zero-
free region, as pictured. The larger box B1 is the assumed zero-free region (5.3) for
ζL/ζk. The box B2 (pictured as fitting within B1 here, which is true as soon as DL
is sufficiently large, as computed below) is the zero-free region (1.3) known to hold
for ζL, aside from a possible exceptional (real) zero; we will conclude no such zero
can exist in B2 as long as DL is sufficiently large that the width of B2 fits within
the width of B1.
Thus we now specify (under the above hypotheses) the zero-free region of ζL(s) (see Figure 1):
(5.4)
σ ≥ 1− δ0 if |t| ≤ T0,
σ ≥ 1−L (t) if T0 ≤ |t| ≤ (logDL)2/δ,
where
(5.5) L (t) =
{
ck
n2k log(Dk(|t|+3)nk )
general k
cQ
(log(|t|+2))2/3(log log(|t|+3))1/3 if k = Q,
and T0 is the height at which the zero-free region (4.19) for ζk (respectively (4.18) for ζ) intersects
the line <(s) = 1− δ0. In our Chebotarev theorems we are interested in the range where DL →∞,
so there is no harm in always assuming (for simplicity) that DL is sufficiently large that the left-hand
boundary <(s) = 1− δ0 of (5.3) intersects the boundary of (4.19) (respectively (4.18) if k = Q) at a
height T0 ≤ (logDL)2/δ. For example, for a field k and the zero-free region (4.19), we compute that
(5.6) T0 = D
−1/nk
k exp
(
ck
δ0n3k
)
− 3.
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A similar computation may be done to find T0 in the case k = Q with the improved zero-free region
(4.18). In either case, to have T0 ≤ (logDL)2/δ it is sufficient to have
(5.7) DL ≥
{
exp(exp ck) general k
exp{(exp exp(cQ/δ))2/δ} if k = Q;
we refer to this lower bound as D′0(ck, δ).
5.2. The proof of Theorem 1.1 for large x. With this zero-free region in mind, we dispatch
the case of our Chebotarev theorem for large x. Recall the standard zero-free region (1.3) which
is known to hold for ζL(s), aside from a possible real exceptional zero. We may define a constant
D1(δ0) so that
(5.8) 1− δ0 < 1− (4 logD1(δ0))−1.
For later purposes, we also assume D1(δ0) ≥ 4. Our conclusion now is that for DL ≥ D1(δ0), ζL
can have no (real, exceptional) zero in the region (1.3), and thus under the hypotheses of Theorem
1.1, the result of Theorem B holds without the β0 term.
Now in order to show the remaining error term in Theorem B is sufficiently small, as claimed in
Theorem 1.1, we need only verify that there exists a constant D′1(C1, C2, nL, A) such that
(5.9) C1x exp(−C2n−1/2L (log x)1/2) ≤
|C |
|G|x(log x)
−A
for x ≥ exp(10nL(logDL)2), as long as DL ≥ D′1(C1, C2, nL, A); we record the relevant ver-
ification in Appendix C (§12.1). As a consequence, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds for
x ≥ exp(10nL(logDL)2), as long as DL ≥ max{D1(δ0), D′1(C1, C2, nL, A)}. Here we recall that
C1, C2 are the absolute constants obtained by Lagarias and Odlyzko in Theorem B.
5.3. Small x. In the remaining region of small x we return to the original strategy of Lagarias and
Odlyzko, which will be our focus for the remainder of §5. As in the classical prime number theorem,
it is convenient to work originally with a weighted prime-counting function, defined in this case by
ψC (x, L/k) =
∑′
p,m
Nmk/Qpm≤x[
L/k
p
]m
=C
log(Nmk/Qp);
the final result for piC (x, L/k) will then follow from partial summation. Here Σ′ denotes that the
sum is restricted to those prime ideals p in Ok that are unramified in OL (see [Ser82, §2.5] for
an alternative treatment of an object like ψC that includes the ramified primes). The notation[
L/k
p
]m
= C denotes the requirement that if we pick any prime ideal q ⊂ OL lying above p, then
C is the conjugacy class of the m-th power (σq)m of the Frobenius element σq inside G. (This
is well-defined no matter which prime q is chosen above p, since if q′ = τ(q) for some nontrivial
automorphism τ ∈ G, then (σq′)m = (τσqτ−1)m = τ(σq)mτ−1, so that they lie in the same conjugacy
class in G.)
Our main result for ψC in the region of small x is as follows:
Proposition 5.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and let δ0 be defined as in (5.2). Then
there exist absolute constants C5, C6, such that for any absolute constant 0 < c0 ≤ 1 of our choice,
there exists a parameter D2(c0, C5, δ, |G|, nL, A) such that for
DL ≥ max{D′0(ck, δ), D1(δ0), D2(c0, C5, δ, |G|, nL, A)},
we have for every conjugacy class C in G that∣∣∣∣ψC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c0 |C ||G| x(log x)A−1 ,
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where for general k we may take x in the range
(5.10) κ′1 exp{κ′2(log log(Dκ
′
3
L ))
2} ≤ x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2},
where
κ′i = κ
′
i(c0, ck, nk, nL, δ0, δ,Dk, |G|, C5, C6, A)
are explicit parameters defined by (5.30), with reference to (5.23) and (5.28), (5.29).
If moreover k = Q we may take x in the range
(5.11) ν ′1 exp
{
ν ′2(log logD
ν′3
L )
5/3(log log log(D2L))
1/3
}
≤ x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2}
where
ν ′i = ν
′
i(c0, cQ, nL, δ, C5, C6, A)
are explicit parameters defined by (5.31), with reference to (5.25) and (5.28), (5.29).
Remark 5.2. The absolute constants C5, C6 are outcomes of the Lagarias-Odlyzko argument, ap-
pearing in (5.12) and (5.20). Recall that D′0(ck, δ) was fixed by (5.7), D1(δ0) was fixed by (5.8);
D2(c0, C5, δ, |G|, nL, A) is chosen in Lemma 5.7.
5.4. The passage to sums over zeroes of Hecke L-functions. To prove this proposition, we
rebuild the argument of Lagarias and Odlyzko, inserting the zero-free region (5.4) at a key point.
With C the fixed conjugacy class of interest, we fix any element g ∈ C and let H = 〈g〉 be the
cyclic group generated by g. Then H defines a fixed field E = LH with k ⊆ E ⊆ L, and the cyclic
group H has an associated family of irreducible one-dimensional characters. For any such character
χ, we consider the Hecke L-function L(s, χ, L/E); in particular if χ = χ0 is the trivial character
on H then L(s, χ, L/E) = ζE(s). The following statement provides the key framework for proving
Proposition 5.1:
Proposition 5.3 (Theorem 7.1 of [LO75]). For L/k a finite Galois extension of number fields with
cyclic subgroup H ⊆ G and k ⊆ E ⊆ L as described above, there exists an absolute constant C5 ≥ 1
such that if x ≥ 2 and T ≥ 2, then
(5.12)
∣∣∣∣ψC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C5 {S(x, T ) + E1 + E2} ,
in which
S(x, T ) =
|C |
|G|
∑
χ
χ(g)
 ∑
ρ=β+iγ
|γ|<T
xρ
ρ
−
∑
ρ=β+iγ
|ρ|<1/2
1
ρ
 ,
where the sum is over irreducible characters χ of H, and for each character χ the sums are over
nontrivial zeroes ρ = β + iγ of the Hecke L-function L(s, χ, L/E), and
E1 =
|C |
|G|
(
xT−1 log x logDL + logDL + nL log x+ nLxT−1 log x log T
)
,(5.13)
E2 =
|C |
|G|
(
log x logDL + nLxT
−1(log x)2
)
.(5.14)
Remark 5.4. Note that we may assume that C5 ≥ 1, by enlarging it if necessary. As stated in (5.13),
E2 is slightly refined over [LO75, Theorem 7.1], which in place of E2 has
E′2 = log x logDL + nkxT
−1(log x)2.
As noted in [Ser82, Théorème 4], the first term in E′2 may be replaced by
|G|−1 log x logDL ≤ |C ||G|−1 log x logDL,
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by a refined estimate for a sum over prime ideals p ⊂ Ok that ramify in L. For the second term in
E′2, we use the trivial observation that nk|G| = nL, so that
nkxT
−1(log x)2 = |G|−1nLxT−1(log x)2 ≤ |C ||G|−1nLxT−1(log x)2,
as claimed.
With Proposition 5.3 in hand, Lagarias and Odlyzko use zero-free regions (either unconditional
or on GRH) to deduce a bound for S(x, T ), which indicates an appropriate choice for the height
T that guarantees all the error terms are sufficiently small. We proceed with a different zero-free
region and a different choice for T , namely
(5.15) T = (logDL)2/δ,
where δ is provided from our assumed zero-free region (5.4). (In particular, we may assume that
T ≥ 2 as long as DL ≥ 3 > exp(2δ/2), upon recalling δ ≤ 1/4.)
5.5. Bounding the contribution of zeroes |ρ| < 1/2 in S(x, T ). The contribution to S(x, T )
from |ρ| < 1/2 (so that certainly |γ| ≤ T with T as in (5.15)) is bounded by:
(5.16)
∑
χ
∑
|ρ|<1/2
|γ|≤T
{∣∣∣∣xρρ
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣1ρ
∣∣∣∣} x1/2∑
χ
∑
|ρ|<1/2
∣∣∣∣1ρ
∣∣∣∣ x1/2nL(logDL)2,
in which the implied constant is absolute. The first inequality is clear; to prove the second inequality,
recall the factorization (4.1) into Hecke L-functions,
(5.17) ζL(s) = ζE(s)
∏
χ 6=χ0
L(s, χ, L/E),
with the product over non-trivial irreducible characters of H. The Hecke L-functions are entire, and
ζE(s) and ζL(s) each have their only pole at s = 1; thus (rigorously by multiplying both sides of the
identity by (s−1)), it follows that none of the factors on the right hand side of (5.17) have a zero in
the region (5.4). Recalling that (5.4) contains the region (1.3) since DL ≥ D1(δ0) we may conclude
(by symmetry) that each L(s, χ, L/E) is zero-free both in (1.3) and in 0 ≤ σ ≤ (4 logDL)−1, |t| ≤
(4 logDL)
−1.
Thus the only zeroes that can appear in (5.16) must have |ρ| ≥ (4 logDL)−1; recalling the notation
of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, we then see that for each χ,
(5.18)
∑
|ρ|<1/2
∣∣∣∣1ρ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4(logDL)nχ(1) 4(logDL)(logA(χ) + nE log 3)
with the implied constant being absolute. The conductor-discriminant formula shows
(5.19)
∑
χ
logA(χ) = log
[
D
|H|
E NmE/Q
(∏
χ
F (χ)
)]
= log
[
D
[L:E]
E NmE/Q(DL/E)
]
= logDL.
Thus, summing (5.18) over χ we have∑
χ
∑
|ρ|<1/2
∣∣∣∣1ρ
∣∣∣∣ nL(logDL)2 + nE |H| log 3 nL(logDL)2,
with an absolute implied constant, verifying (5.16).
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5.6. Bounding the contribution of |γ| ≤ T in S(x, T ). Suppose that ρ = β + iγ is a nontrivial
zero of L(s, χ, L/E) with |γ| ≤ T and |ρ| > 1/2. Recalling the definition (5.6) of the height T0,
by the assumption of the zero-free region (5.4), we know that without exception, all zeroes ρ with
|γ| ≤ T0 have β ≤ 1− δ0, so that
|xρ| = xβ ≤ x1−δ0 .
Similarly, all zeroes ρ with T0 ≤ |γ| ≤ T have β ≤ 1−L (T ), so that
|xρ| = xβ ≤ x1−L (T ).
We also note that for any fixed χ, by Lemma 4.11,∑
|γ|≤T0
∣∣∣∣xρρ
∣∣∣∣ x1−δ0 ∑
j≤T0
nχ(j)
j
 x1−δ0 log T0(logA(χ) + nE log T0)
 x1−δ0 log T (logA(χ) + nE log T );
similarly, ∑
T0≤|γ|≤T
∣∣∣∣xρρ
∣∣∣∣ x1−L (T ) log T (logA(χ) + nE log T ).
Summing over all χ as in (5.19), we see that
x1−δ0
∑
χ
log T (logA(χ) + nE log T ) x1−δ0 log T{logDL + nL log T},
and, likewise,
x1−L (T )
∑
χ
log T (logA(χ) + nE log T ) x1−L (T ) log T{logDL + nL log T}.
Combining these estimates with (5.16), we may conclude
(5.20) |S(x, T )| ≤ C6 |C ||G| {E3 + E4 + E5} ,
for an absolute constant C6 (which we may assume satisfies C6 ≥ 1 by enlarging it if necessary),
and
E3 = x
1/2nL(logDL)
2
E4 = x
1−δ0 log T log(DLTnL)
E5 = x
1−L (T ) log T log(DLTnL).
The proof of Proposition 5.1 will then be complete, upon verification of the following two lemmas:
Lemma 5.5. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. For DL ≥ D1(δ0), for any choice of absolute
constants c1 ≤ 1 and A ≥ 2, we have
(5.21) |S(x, T )| ≤ 3c1C6 |C ||G|x(log x)
−(A−1)
for all
(5.22) κ′′1 exp{κ′′2(log log(Dκ
′′
3
L ))
2} ≤ x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2},
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where
κ′′1 := (6c
−1
1 |G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0(5.23)
κ′′2 := max{2Aδ−10 , 4Ac−1k n3kδ−1}
κ′′3 := 6c
−1/(2A)
1 DknLδ
−1/A.
Moreover, if k = Q we may consider all
(5.24) ν ′′1 exp
{
ν ′′2 (log log(D
ν′′3
L ))
5/3(log log log(D2L))
1/3
}
≤ x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2}
where
ν ′′1 = (6c
−1
1 |G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0(5.25)
ν ′′2 = max{2Aδ−10 , 4Ac−1Q δ−2/3(log(2δ−1) + 1)1/3}
ν ′′3 = 6c
−1/(2A)
1 nLδ
−1/A.
Remark 5.6. It is in Lemma 5.5 that we fully utilize the fact that the zero-free region (5.3) has
a width that is independent of DL; this is key to obtaining a small lower threshold on x. The
distinction of k = Q only appears in the treatment of E5.
Lemma 5.7. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. In particular, we require that δ ≤ 1/(2A).
Given any absolute constant c′1 ≤ 1, there exists an explicit parameter D2 = D2(c′1, δ, |G|, |C |, nL, A)
such that for DL ≥ D2,
(5.26) |E1|+ |E2| ≤ 6c′1
|C |
|G|x(log x)
−(A−1)
for all
(5.27) (c′1)
−1|G|10AnA+1L (logDL)2A+1 ≤ x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2).
We note that D2(c′1, δ, |G|, nL, A) is the maximum of (12.8), (12.11), and (12.13).
These lemmas are proved simply by checking a number of error terms, which we reserve to
Appendix C in §12. In the appendix, we have given very explicit computations, while not necessarily
optimizing how we simplify certain dependencies on parameters; for later applications, it may be
useful to optimize our calculations, e.g. if |G| is small compared to nL, or Dk is large.
5.7. Proof of Proposition 5.1. To deduce Proposition 5.1, for a fixed absolute constant c0, from
these lemmas, we will apply Lemma 5.5 with the choice
(5.28) c1 = c0/(6C5C6),
and Lemma 5.7 with the choice
(5.29) c′1 = c0/(12C5),
where C5 and C6 are absolute constants arising in (5.12) and (5.20) from the Lagarias-Odlyzko argu-
ment. After this choice in Lemma 5.7, we also now denoteD2(c′1, δ, |G|, nL, A) byD2(c0, C5, δ, |G|, nL, A).
The final step to verify Proposition 5.1 is to refine the choices of κ′′i (or ν
′′
i respectively) to ensure
the lower bound in (5.27) holds, for which it suffices to have
x ≥ exp{(2A+ 1) log log(D(c′1)−1/(2A+1)101/2nLL )} ≥ exp{(2A+ 1) log log(D
((c′1)
−1|G|10AnA+1L )1/(2A+1)
L )},
is satisfied when (5.22) (or (5.24) respectively) is satisfied. For general k, it suffices to set
(5.30) κ′1 = κ
′′
1 ≥ 1, κ′2 = κ′′2 = max{κ′′2, 2A+ 1}, κ′3 = (c′1)−1/(2A+1)κ′′3.
For k = Q, it suffices to set
(5.31) ν ′1 = ν
′′
1 ≥ 1, ν ′2 = ν ′′2 = max{ν ′′2 , 2A+ 1}, ν ′3 = (c′1)−1/(2A+1)ν ′′3 .
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5.8. Partial summation back to prime counting. There are two remaining steps to pass from
Proposition 5.1 to Theorem 1.1 (in the regime of small x). First, we define the function
θC (x, L/k) =
∑′
p
Nmk/Qp≤x[
L/k
p
]
=C
log(Nmk/Qp) =
∑′
p
Nmk/Qp≤x
1C (σq) log(Nmk/Qp),
in which the sum is restricted to prime ideals p ⊂ Ok that are unramified in L, and we fix any prime
ideal q in OL above p and let 1C detect whether the conjugacy class of the Frobenius element σq is
C . We will briefly indicate how to show that θC (x, L/k) is well-approximated by ψC (x, L/k) by a
Chebyshev argument, and then pass from θC (x, L/k) back to piC (x, L/k) by partial summation.
We re-write
ψC (x, L/k) =
∑′
p,m≥1
Nmk/Qpm≤x
1C (σ
m
q )
1
m
log(Nmk/Q(p
m)),
in order to see that
ψC (x, L/k)− θC (x, L/k) =
∑′
p,m≥2
Nmk/Qpm≤x
1C (σ
m
q )
1
m
log(Nmk/Q(p
m)).
We set m to be the smallest integer such that x1/m ≥ 2 (so in particular m ≤ log x/ log 2), so that
the above difference is at most
|ψC (x, L/k)− θC (x, L/k)| ≤ log x
log 2
(
1
2
pi(x1/2, L/k) + · · ·+ 1
m
pi(x1/m, L/k)
)
,
where we denote by pi(x, L/k) the prime-ideal counting function, that is,
pi(x, L/k) = {p ⊂ Ok : p unramified in L,Nmk/Qp ≤ x}.
Applying the trivial bound pi(x, L/k) ≤ nkx (since there are at most nk prime ideals in k with a
given norm), we see that the difference is at most
≤ nk log x
log 2
(
1
2
x1/2 + · · ·+ 1
m
x1/m
)
≤ nk log x
log 2
(
1
2
x1/2 + x1/3 logm
)
≤ 3
2 log 2
nkx
1/2 log x.
Thus we see that the statement of Proposition 5.1 holds for θC (x, L/k) in place of ψC (x, L/k), with
an additional error term of size at most 3nkx1/2 log x, which is no bigger than c0|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1)
(for an absolute constant c0 ≤ 1 we will choose later) as soon as the sufficient condition
3|G|nk = 3nL ≤ c0x1/2(log x)−A
is met. This will certainly hold in the regime x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2} that we consider, as soon as
x1/2 ≥ 3c−10 10AnA+1L (logDL)2A.
We rewrite this as
x ≥ exp{4A log log(D(9c
−2
0 10
2An2A+2L )
1/(4A)
L )}.
This guaranteed to hold under the conditions assumed in Proposition 5.1 if we note the following:
for a general field k, we already see that κ′2 ≥ 2Aδ−10 ≥ 4A is sufficiently large, and it suffices to
have
(5.32) κ′3 ≥ 5c−1/(2A)0 nL ≥ (9c−20 102An2A+2L )1/(4A).
This already holds, upon examining the definition. Similarly for k = Q, we already see that
ν ′2 ≥ 2Aδ−10 ≥ 4A is sufficiently large, and
(5.33) ν ′3 ≥ 5c−1/(2A)0 nL ≥ (9c−20 102An2A+2L )1/(4A)
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already holds, from examining the definition. Thus we have
(5.34)
∣∣∣∣θC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2c0 |C ||G| x(log x)A−1
for x in the range (5.10) for general k and in the range (5.11) for k = Q.
Let x0 denote the lower bound for x in (5.10) for general k and for x in the range (5.11) for k = Q,
respectively. To pass from θC (x) to piC (x) (temporarily suppressing the notational dependence on
L/k for simplicity), we let λn be an increasing sequence of positive real numbers running over the
norms Nmk/Q(p) attained by prime ideals of k (unramified in L). By partial summation, for any
x0 ≤ x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2},
piC (x) =
∑
λn≤x
 ∑′
Nmk/Qp=λn
1C (σq)

=
∑
λn≤x
 ∑′
Nmk/Qp=λn
1C (σq) log λn
 (log λn)−1
=
∑
λn≤x
 ∑′
Nmk/Qp=λn
1C (σq) log λn
∫ x
λn
dt
t(log t)2
+
1
log x
∑
λn≤x
 ∑′
Nmk/Qp=λn
1C (σq) log λn

=
∫ x
λ1
θC (t)dt
t log2 t
+
θC (x)
log x
.(5.35)
We split the integral into the region λ1 ≤ t ≤ x0, in which the asymptotic (5.34) has not been
verified, and the region x0 ≤ t ≤ x, in which it has. For the first portion of the integral we apply
the trivial bound θC (t) ≤ nkt log t to see that this integral contributes at most nkLi(x0). In the
remaining contributions to (5.35), we may replace θC (t) by |C ||G|−1t as in (5.34) (deferring the error
terms for a moment), and similarly for θC (x); this main contribution becomes after integration by
parts
(5.36)
|C |
|G|
[∫ x
x0
t
d
dt
(
− 1
log t
)
dt+
x
log x
]
=
|C |
|G|
[
Li(x)−
(
Li(x0)− x0
log x0
)]
.
The error terms accrued via this replacement are (in absolute value) at most
(5.37) 2c0
|C |
|G|
∫ x
x0
dt
(log t)A+1
+ 2c0
|C |
|G|
x
(log x)A
.
In the first term of (5.37) we may bound the contribution from, say, x0 ≤ t ≤ x1/2 trivially
by 2c0|C ||G|−1x1/2 while in the remaining portion we have log t ≥ (1/2) log x, yielding a total
contribution of at most 2A+2c0|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A+1); we trivially dominate this from above by
2A+2c0|C ||G|−1x(log x)−A so that we may combine it with the second term in (5.37). Finally, we
crudely bound the last two terms in (5.36), in absolute value, by 2Li(x0).
In total, we have represented
piC (x) =
|C |
|G|Li(x) + E
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where
|E| ≤ (nk + 2)Li(x0) + 2c0|C ||G|−1x1/2 + (2A+2 + 2)c0|C ||G|−1x(log x)−A
≤ (nk + 2)Li(x0) + (2A+2 + 4)c0|C ||G|−1x(log x)−A.(5.38)
Here we have used that x1/2 ≤ x(log x)−A in the regime of x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2} as soon as
x ≥ exp{4A log log(D101/2n
1/2
L
L )}; this certainly holds for all x ≥ x0 upon recalling that κ′2, ν ′2 ≥ 4A
and the lower bounds for κ′3, ν ′3 in (5.32), (5.33).
The first term on the right-hand side of (5.38) is certainly dominated by the second as long as
(5.39)
x
(log x)A
≥ |G|(nk + 2)
(2A+2 + 4)|C |c0 Li(x0),
for which it suffices to have x ≥ nLc−10 x0(log x)A. Of course, we are already assuming that x ≥ x0;
recalling we presently only consider x ≤ exp{10nL(logDL)2} we see that (5.39) holds as long as
(5.40) x ≥ 10AnA+1L c−10 x0(logDL)2A = 10AnA+1L c−10 exp{2A log logDL} · x0.
Under this condition, we have shown that
|E| ≤ 2(2A+2 + 4)c0|C ||G|−1x(log x)−A ≤ |C ||G|−1x(log x)−A,
upon making the choice
(5.41) c0 = (2A+3 + 8)−1.
We may accommodate the requirement (5.40) simply by adjusting the parameters κ′i, ν
′
i in the
respective definitions (5.10) and (5.11) for x0. Precisely, we enlarge the parameters to
(5.42) κ1 = c−10 κ
′
1, κ2 = κ
′
2 + 2A, κ3 = κ
′
3 ≥ 1,
and
(5.43) ν1 = c−10 ν
′
1, ν2 = ν
′
2 + 2A, ν3 = ν
′
3 ≥ 1.
We make one last simplification: the only difference between the κi and νi parameters appears in
the definition of ν ′′2 ; by noting that log(2δ−1) + 1 ≤ δ−1 for all δ ≤ 1/4 we may enlarge ν ′′2 to κ′′2
(with the specialization k = Q) and then we have νi = κi for i = 1, 2, 3. We record the definitions
here, using the notation (5.41) and of course specializing to k = Q in the case of νi:
κ1 = ν1 = c
−1
0 (6(
c0
12C5C6
)−1|G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0(5.44)
κ2 = ν2 = max{2Aδ−10 , 4Ac−1k n3kδ−1}+ 2A
κ3 = ν3 = 6(
c0
12C5
)−1/(2A+1)(
c0
12C5C6
)−1/(2A)DknLδ−1/A.
To conclude, for x in the ranges (5.10) and (5.11) with κ′i replaced by κi and ν
′
i replaced by νi as
defined in (5.44), we have shown that∣∣∣∣piC (x, L/k)− |C ||G| xlog x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| x(log x)A .
This completes the treatment of the range of small x. Combining this with the result of §5.2 for
large x, we may conclude that Theorem 1.1 holds.
Remark 5.8. The threshold D0(δ, ck, β
(k)
0 , nL, |G|, C1, C2, A) appearing in Theorem 1.1 is the max-
imum of D′0(ck, δ) in (5.7), D1(δ0) in (5.8) (which we may equivalently think of as depending on
δ, β
(k)
0 ), D
′
1(C1, C2, nL, A) defined in (12.1), and D2(c0, C5, |G|, nL, A), defined as the most restric-
tive of (12.8), (12.11), (12.13) (with the imposed choices c′1 = c0/12C5 and c0 = (2A+3 + 8)−1).
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5.9. Remark: A Chebotarev theorem for fields without quadratic subfields. In the intro-
duction, we stated that one of our principal goals was to remove the β0 term in Theorem B. As an
aside, we note that for certain fields, the existence of an exceptional zero can already be ruled out,
so that an immediate application of Theorem B yields:
Theorem 5.9. Let k be a number field such that ζk(s) has no real zeroes. Let L/k be a normal
extension of relative degree at least 3 such that L/k contains no quadratic extension of k. Then
there exist absolute effectively computable constants C1, C2 such that
(5.45)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, L/k)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1x exp(−C2n−1/2L (log x)1/2),
for
(5.46) x ≥ exp(10nL(logDL)2).
Remark 5.10. In particular, if k = Q this theorem holds unconditionally for any L/Q such that
G = Gal(L/Q) has no index 2 subgroups (for example, G ' Cp for p an odd prime).
Theorem 5.9 is an application of a nice idea of Stark [Sta74, Theorem 3], in turn a refinement
of a theorem of Heilbronn [Hei72]. (See also further work on eliminating Siegel zeroes in towers of
fields in [KM99, OS93].)
Theorem N ([Sta74, Theorem 3]). Let L be a normal extension of k with Gal(L/k) ' G and let
χ be a character of G. Suppose ρ is a simple zero of ζL(s). Then L(s, χ, L/k) is analytic at s = ρ.
Furthermore, there is a field F with k ⊆ F ⊆ L such that F/k is cyclic and for any field E with
k ⊆ E ⊆ L, ζE(ρ) = 0 if and only if F ⊆ E. If in particular ρ is real, then either F = k or F is
quadratic over k.
By Theorem B, we need only consider a possible real zero of ζL(s), which by Theorem N (and
the assumption that ζk(s) has no real zero) can only occur if there is a quadratic extension F of
k contained in L. No such F can exist if Gal(L/k) has no index 2 subgroup. (Nevertheless, as
remarked before, the lower bound on x in Theorem 5.9 is too large for our ultimate application to
`-torsion, a problem which Theorem 1.1 alleviates via careful attention to the assumed box-shaped
zero-free region.)
6. A zero density result for families of Dedekind zeta functions
We have proved a Chebotarev density theorem conditional on a zero-free region for ζL(s)/ζk(s).
Now we set about showing that for appropriate families of normal extensions, all but a possible
zero density exceptional subfamily obey that zero-free region. To do so we will build on a result of
Kowalski and Michel [KM02, Thm. 2] on the density of zeroes among a family of cuspidal automor-
phic L-functions. We describe our approach somewhat generally, to facilitate future applications of
this method to appropriate families of L-functions of isobaric representations, and then specialize
to our setting.
6.1. The Kowalski-Michel zero-density estimate. Let m ≥ 1 be fixed. For any cuspidal
automorphic representation ρ on GLm(Q), define the zero-counting function for the corresponding
automorphic L-function L(s, ρ) in a region with α ∈ [1/2, 1], T ≥ 0 by
N(ρ;α, T ) = |{s = β + iγ : β ≥ α, |γ| ≤ T, L(s, ρ) = 0}|,
counting with multiplicity. For an isobaric representation pi = ρ1 · · · ρr with ρj cuspidal, define
(6.1) N(pi;α, T ) = N(ρ1;α, T ) + · · ·+N(ρr;α, T ),
again counting each zero with multiplicity.
The main outcome of the Kowalski-Michel result is a bound for N(pi;α, T ) that holds on average
for an appropriate family of pi; in their original work, pi is assumed to be cuspidal. Our main technical
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task is to apply their results when pi varies over an appropriate family of isobaric representations,
in our case, obtained from Dedekind zeta functions. We first recall the original setting for cuspidal
representations, which assumes the following conditions hold:
Condition 6.1. For each X ≥ 1 let S(X) be a finite (possibly empty) set of cuspidal automorphic
representations ρ on GLm(Q) such that the following properties hold:
(i) Every ρ ∈ S(X) satisfies the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture at the finite places.
(ii) There exists A > 0 and a constant M0 such that for all X ≥ 1, for all ρ ∈ S(X),
Cond(ρ) ≤M0XA.
(iii) There exists d > 0 and a constant M1 such that for all X ≥ 1,
|S(X)| ≤M1Xd.
(iv) For any ε > 0 there exists a constant M2,ε such that for all ρ ∈ S(X) we have the convexity
bound
|L(s, ρ)| ≤M2,ε(Cond(ρ)(|t|+ 2)m)(1−<(s))/2+ε, for 0 ≤ <(s) ≤ 1.
For any ε > 0 there exists a constant M3,ε such that for all ρ 6' ρ′ ∈ S(X) we have the
convexity bound
|L(s, ρ⊗ ρ′)| ≤M3,ε(Cond(ρ⊗ ρ′)(|t|+ 2)m2)(1−<(s))/2+ε, for 0 ≤ <(s) ≤ 1.
Remark 6.2. Kowalski and Michel call the data associated to all {S(X) : X ≥ 1} a family of au-
tomorphic representations, with associated automorphic L-functions; following their convention we
will call the associated collection of constants {m,A, d,M0,M1,M2,ε,M3,ε} the family parameters.
Remark 6.3. It is worth comparing precisely Condition 6.1 to the hypotheses originally stated in
the work of [KM02]. We note that the above criteria (i) – (iii) reduce to exactly the criteria that
Kowalski-Michel assume in [KM02, Thm. 1]; Condition (iv) above replaces their assumption that
all the L-functions in S(X) have the same gamma factors at infinity. That condition was only
used in order to attain the uniform convexity bounds of [KM02, Lemma 10] (Kowalski, personal
communication), and thus we merely assume the relevant uniform convexity bounds directly.
In this context, we recall Kowalski and Michel’s original theorem:
Theorem O ([KM02, Theorem 2]). Let S(X) be a family of cuspidal automorphic representations
of GLm(Q) satisfying conditions (i) – (iv) of Condition 6.1. Let α ≥ 3/4 and T ≥ 2. Then there
exists a constant c′0 defined by
(6.2) c′0 =
5mA
2
+ d
and a constant B ≥ 0, depending only on the family parameters, such that for every choice of c0 > c′0
we have that there exists a constant M4,c0 depending only on c0 such that for all X ≥ 1,∑
ρ∈S(X)
N(ρ;α, T ) ≤M4,c0TBXc0
1−α
2α−1 .
6.2. Defining a family of automorphic L-functions. Let n ≥ 2 be fixed. We consider a
set F (k,G;X) ⊂ Z|G|(k,G;X) of Galois extensions L/k with DL = |DiscL/Q| ∈ (0, X] and
Gal(L/k) ' G, where G is a fixed transitive subgroup of Sn and k is a fixed number field. (Momen-
tarily we will construct such a set from each of the families ZIn (Q, G;X) considered in our main
theorems.) Denoting the regular representation of G as regG, we may write it as an isobaric sum
regG = ρ0  (ρ1  · · · ρ1) · · · (ρs  · · · ρs)
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of the irreducible representations ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρs of G, with dim ρj = mj . The total dimension of
regG is |G| = 1 +
∑
1≤j≤sm
2
j , and in the notation of (6.1) for the isobaric representation pi = regG,
r = 1 +
∑
1≤j≤smj . We recall from §4.5 that for each field L ∈ F (k,G;X),
(6.3) ζL(s) = ζk(s)
s∏
j=1
L(s, ρj , L/k)
mj .
Given such a set F (k,G;X), we will study the resulting set of Artin L-functions,
(6.4) L (X) = {L(s, pi) = ζL(s)/ζk(s) : L ∈ F (k,G;X)},
with associated representations
(6.5) pi = (ρ1  · · · ρ1) · · · (ρs  · · · ρs).
(For the moment, we assume L (X) is a set of distinct Artin L-functions; as noted in Remark
7.2 this will automatically be true in the setting k = Q to which we restrict our attention in our
main application, starting in §7.) Similarly, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, we define Lj(X) to be the set of
distinct L-functions L(s, ρj , L/k) that arise in (6.3) as L varies over F (k,G;X), with associated
representations ρj . It is important to note that we cannot rule out that for each j, a given element
in Lj(X) may appear in many L-function products arising in L (X); this difficulty underlies the
main technical work of this section.
Now we state the conditions we assume on the family of L (X), building on Condition 6.1.
Condition 6.4. For each X ≥ 1 let L (X) be the finite set of L-functions L(s, pi) as in (6.4), with
corresponding representations pi as in (6.5). For each 1 ≤ j ≤ s and X ≥ 1, let Lj(X) denote the
set of L-functions L(s, ρj , L/k) specified above, with corresponding irreducible representations ρj of
dimension mj.
We assume that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, for every X ≥ 1, for every L-function L(s, ρj , L/k) ∈ Lj(X)
the representation ρj is an automorphic (and hence cuspidal) representation, so that correspondingly
for every L(s, pi) ∈ L (X), pi is an automorphic isobaric representation on GL|G|−1(Q).
In addition, assume that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the family Lj(X) satisfies Condition 6.1, with
corresponding parameters {mj , Aj , dj ,M0,j ,M1,j ,M2,j,ε,M3,j,ε}.
Let A ≥ 0, M0 be such that for all X ≥ 1, for every L(s, pi) ∈ L (X), Cond(pi) ≤ M0XA, and
d,M1 be such that for all X ≥ 1, |L (X)| ≤M1Xd.
We assume that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, there exists 0 ≤ τj < d and a constant M5,j (depending only
on the j-th family parameters) such that for any fixed L(s, ρj) ∈ Lj(X),
(6.6) #{L(s, pi) ∈ L (X) : L(s, pi) = ζk
s∏
j=1
L(s, ρj)
mj , L(s, ρj) = L(s, ρ)} ≤M5,jXτj .
We will call {M0,M1, A, d} and {mj , Aj , dj ,M1,j ,M2,j,ε,M3,j,ε} for 1 ≤ j ≤ s the family param-
eters for L (X).
6.3. A zero-density theorem for the family L (X). To bound on average the number of zeroes
of L-functions in the family L (X), we will apply Theorem O repeatedly, under the assumption of
Condition 6.4.
Theorem 6.5. Let L (X) be specified as above, and assume that it satisfies Condition 6.4. Set
τ = maxj τj and m = maxmj. Then for any 0 < ∆ < 1 sufficiently small that ∆ < 1−τ/d, and for
any η < 1/4, there exists B depending only on the family parameters, and 0 < δ ≤ 1/4 depending
only on A,m, d,∆, τ , such that for all X ≥ 1, at most O(X(1−(1−η)∆)d) members L(s, pi) ∈ L (X)
can have a zero in the region
[1− δ, 1]× [−Xη∆d/B, Xη∆d/B].
The implied constant in the O(·) notation depends only on m,A, d, τ,∆, s.
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Remark 6.6. We see that in the hypotheses there is a non-empty range of 0 < ∆ < 1 − τ/d since
each τj < d; see Remark 6.10 for a different approach when τ = d.
To deduce Theorem 6.5 we first apply Theorem O to each Lj(X) individually. Let 1 ≤ j ≤ s be
fixed. By Theorem O, for any αj ≥ 3/4 and Tj ≥ 2,
(6.7)
∑
ρj∈Lj(X)
N(ρj ;αj , Tj)cj,0 TBjj X
cj,0
1−αj
2αj−1 ,
in which we may choose any cj,0 > c′j,0, with
c′j,0 =
5mjAj
2
+ dj .
In the spirit of [KM02, Remark 3], we pause to observe that although the parameter dj assumed to
exist in the upper bound (iii) of Condition 6.1 may not provide a sharp upper bound, this does not
cause any contradictions in terms of its role in c′j,0; if dj is an over-estimate, then the right-hand side
of (6.7) is similarly an overestimate (and similarly with respect to the possibly non-sharp parameter
Aj). Indeed, for convenience we may choose cj,0 = c′′j,0 +ε1 (for a certain ε1 to be chosen later) with
(6.8) c′′j,0 =
5mjA
2
+ d.
Note that A ≥ maxj Aj , d ≥ maxj dj so that this choice is valid.
Set τ = max1≤j≤s τj . Recalling that ∆ is given, we fix αj to be such that
cj,0(1− αj)
(2αj − 1) = (1−∆)d− τ.
We see that the right-hand side is positive, so that αj < 1, since ∆ < 1 − τ/d. We must also
check that αj ≥ 3/4. (This will easily be satisfied in our ultimate applications, in which we will be
working very close to the line <(s) = 1.) We compute that
αj =
cj,0 + (1−∆)d− τ
cj,0 + 2((1−∆)d− τ) ,
so that αj ≥ 3/4 as long as
(6.9) cj,0 ≥ 2((1−∆)d− τ).
By assumption, ∆ < 1− τ/d; let ε2 > 0 be such that
(6.10) ∆ = 1− τ/d− ε2/2d.
Then (6.9) is equivalent to the requirement that cj,0 ≥ ε2, which will always hold as long as we
choose ε1 ≥ ε2, according to the definition (6.8), upon recalling that A, d ≥ 0.
Upon setting Tj = Xη∆d/Bj , we conclude that
(6.11)
∑
ρj∈Lj(X)
N(ρj ;αj , Tj)cj,0 Xη∆dX(1−∆)d−τ cj,0 X(1−(1−η)∆)d−τ .
Now we assemble these results together for 1 ≤ j ≤ s, setting α = maxj αj and T = minj Tj . (Note
that α ≥ 3/4.) Then∑
pi∈L (X)
N(pi;α, T ) =
∑
pi=ρ
m1
1 ···ρmss ∈L (X)
{m1N(ρ1;α, T ) + · · ·+msN(ρs;α, T )}.
Using condition (6.6), we can over-estimate the right hand side as
c0
s∑
j=1
Xτj
∑
ρj∈Lj(X)
mjN(ρj ;αj , Tj),
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where c0 = maxj cj,0, so that by (6.11),∑
pi∈L (X)
N(pi;α, T )c0,s X(1−(1−η)∆)d.
From this we conclude that at most Oc0,s(X(1−(1−η)∆)d) members of the family L (X) can fail to
be zero-free in the region
[α, 1]× [−Xη∆d/B, Xη∆d/B],
where B = maxBj . The implied constant depends on c0 and s, and hence on m,A, d, τ,∆, s, ε1.
Now from (6.10), ε2 is defined, and then we can choose ε1 = ε2 in the definition of cj,0. Then we
may compute that upon setting δ = 1−α = 1−maxj{αj} (which we have therefore verified satisfies
0 < δ ≤ 1/4), we have
(6.12) δ =
ε2
5 maxj{mj}A+ 2d+ 4ε2 =
ε2
5mA+ 2d+ 4ε2
as an allowable choice. Since ε2 is determined by ∆, τ, d we can write the dependencies in terms of
these parameters. This yields the result of Theorem 6.5, moreover with a specific description of δ.
Remark 6.7. This argument shows that although the parameters A, d are only assumed to yield
valid upper bounds (not necessarily sharp) in Condition 6.4, it is advantageous to make them as
small as possible. In a similar vein, it is worth asking why, if making 1 − ∆ smaller gives better
control on the exceptional set, we do not in (6.10) artificially inflate the size of d. The reason is
that 1 − ∆ only controls the density (roughly O(X(1−∆)d)) of the excpetional set relative to the
assumed upper bound O(Xd) for the family; thus in this instance also, it is advantageous to make
d as sharp as possible.
Remark 6.8. One way to think of our application of Theorem O is that we use it to learn that
within each family Lj(X), all the L-functions except for a possible small exceptional set (the “bad”
L-functions in Lj(X)) must be zero-free in a certain region. Then, when assembling together the
L-functions in L (X), we must understand how many of these L-functions are “contaminated” by
a “bad” L-function in Lj(X) for one or more j. We control the “propagation” within L (X) of the
bad L-functions possibly living in the individual sets Lj(X) via the quantitative assumption (6.6).
We see that the size of ∆, and hence of the possible exceptional bad family within L (X) depends
on the largest value of τj with 1 ≤ j ≤ s coming from the condition (6.6), or correspondingly, the
worst redundancy for how many pi ∈ L (X) can have pij = ρ for a fixed ρ ∈ Lj(X). The larger
maxj τj is, the smaller we must take ∆, and the less savings we have for the possible exceptional
family in L (X).
Remark 6.9. We recall that Cho and Kim (e.g. [CK12, Theorem 3.1] and other works) have also
applied Kowalski-Michel to certain families of isobaric representations, say pi = pi1  · · ·  pir of
GLm(Q), with m = m1 + · · ·+mj , and each pij a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLmj (Q).
Let us momentarily call the family of such pi by S(X) and for each j the family of such pij by Sj(X).
In their work, item (iv) of Condition 6.1 is replaced by the requirement that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
for all ρj ∈ Sj(X) the gamma factor of L(s, pij) is of the form
∏mj
i=1 Γ(s + αi), where αi ∈ R are
fixed; this is a special case of the version of (iv) stated here. More importantly, instead of the key
item (6.6) in Condition 6.4, Cho and Kim assume that for any two inequivalent pi, pi′ ∈ S(X) with
pi = pi1  · · · pir and pi′ = pi′1  · · · pi′r, they have pij 6' pi′k for all 1 ≤ j, k ≤ r. Relative to (6.6),
this would be the statement that for each j, for any fixed ρ ∈ Sj(X), precisely one pi ∈ S(X) has
pij ' ρ, which in our notation is even stronger than the case τj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Cho and Kim
used this to deduce that |Sj(X)| = |S(X)| for each j, which was crucial to their proof, but also
limited the types of families S(X) they could consider.
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Remark 6.10. Our current approach has substantially more flexibility. It is reasonable to expect
that the proof of Theorem 6.5 should be able to be adapted to the setting in which there exists
one or more indices j for which |Lj(X)| is a finite family—for example, a family of fields all of
which share one fixed field (roughly corresponding to τj = d). Such a finite family Lj(X) would
contribute only a fixed collection of zeroes to the right of of any line <(s) = α0, and in the setting
of Theorem 6.5 as ∆ is taken closer to 1 (or equivalently in Theorem 7.1 as ε0 is taken closer to
zero), we will eventually work closer to the line <(s) = 1 than any fixed number of zeroes. Thus
even if a “bad factor” with a certain exceptional zero could propagate to a positive proportion of
the Dedekind zeta functions ζK˜ , we would move to the right of such an exceptional zero; see related
remarks on a family of quartic D4-fields in §11.6.
7. Verifying the conditions of the zero density theorem for families of Dedekind
zeta functions
The main result (Theorem 7.1) of this section encapsulates all the results of Theorems 1.4, 1.10,
1.13, 1.15 and 1.16, and is deduced from Theorem 6.5 by verifying that for each family of fields,
Condition 6.4 is satisfied. Importantly, note that this result assumes we work over the base field Q;
see Remark 7.5 on possible generalizations to fields k 6= Q.
For each specific family ZIn (Q, G;X), the quantitative parameters β, d, τ mentioned in Theorem
7.1 are stated explicitly in Theorems 1.4, 1.10, 1.15, 1.13, and 1.16, and we do not explicitly repeat
them here. For each family, the currently best-known upper bound parameter d in equation (7.1)
has been specified in the relevant section in §2; the lower bound parameter β has also been stated
or proved directly in §2. For each family, the best known parameter τ is the smallest τ for which
Multn(G,I ; τ) is proved in §7.4. We recall the notion of a δ-exceptional field from Property 1.3.
Theorem 7.1. Let ZIn (Q, G;X) be one of the following families of degree n extensions K/Q with
Gal(K˜/Q) ' G, and in each case assume any hypothesis noted below:
(1) G a cyclic group of order n ≥ 2, with I comprised of all generators of G (equivalently,
every rational prime that is tamely ramified in K is totally ramified).
(2) n = 3, G ' S3, I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions.
(3) n = 4, G ' S4, I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions.
(4) n = p an odd prime, G = Dp the order 2p dihedral group of symmetries of a regular p-gon,
I being the conjugacy class [(2 p) · · · (p+12 p+32 )] of reflection about a fixed vertex.
(5) n = 4, G ' A4, I comprised of the two conjugacy classes given by the sets
{(1 2 3), (1 3 4), (1 4 2), (2 4 3)}, {(1 3 2), (1 4 3), (1 2 4), (2 3 4)}.
(6) n = 5, G ' S5, I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions. Assume the strong
Artin conjecture in this case.
(7) n ≥ 5, G ' An, with no restriction on inertia type (I = G). Assume the strong Artin
conjecture in this case.
(8) n ≥ 6, G ' Sn, with I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions. Assume the strong
Artin conjecture in this case. Furthermore assume it is known for $n = 1/2 + 1/n − ε∗
for some fixed ε∗ > 0 that for every fixed integer D, for every ε > 0 there are at most
n,ε X$n+ε degree n Sn-extensions K of Q with DK = D.
(9) n ≥ 2, G a fixed transitive simple subgroup of Sn. Assume the strong Artin conjecture in this
case. Furthermore, assume any nontrivial lower bound of the form |ZIn (Q, G;X)| n Xβ0
for some β0 > 0.
Then for each such family, under the hypotheses above, there exist β, d such that for all X ≥ 1,
(7.1) Xβ n,G,I |ZIn (Q, G;X)| n,G,I Xd,
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and τ < β, such that for every 0 < ε0 ≤ min{1/2, d/4}, there exists a constant
D3 = D3(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0)
such that for all X ≥ 1, there are at most D3Xτ+ε0 δ-exceptional fields ZIn (Q, G;X), where
δ = ε0(5m|G|/2 + 2d+ 4ε0)−1,
where m is the maximum dimension of an irreducible representation of G.
Let A ≥ 2 be fixed. For every such ε0 that yields δ ≤ 1/(2A), there exists a constant
D5 = D5(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0, cQ, C1, C2, A)
such that for every X ≥ 1, aside from at most D5Xτ+ε0 exceptions, each field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)
has the property that for every conjugacy class C ⊆ G,
(7.2)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, K˜/Q)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| x(log x)A ,
for all
(7.3) x ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν3L ))5/3(log log log(D2L))1/3},
for the parameters νi = νi(δ, cQ, |G|, C5, C6, A) as specified in Theorem 1.1, with δ as specified above.
7.1. Passage to a family of Galois closures. We begin the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let ZIn (Q, G;X)
be one of the families specified in Theorem 7.1. To eliminate redundancy, we must count those
fields in ZIn (Q, G;X) which share the same Galois closure L over Q, within Q. Suppose that
K,K ′ ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) with K˜ = K˜ ′ = L; then Gal(L/K) and Gal(L/K ′) must both be subgroups
of G of order |G|/n. Let sn(G) denote the number of subgroups of G of order |G|/n; this is a
finite number depending only on G,n, and at most sn(G) fields in ZIn (Q, G;X) could share the
same Galois closure. Thus when we construct from the multi-set {K˜ : K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)} the set
Z˜In (Q, G;X) which contains only one copy of each Galois closure, we have
(7.4) sn(G)−1|ZIn (Q, G;X)| ≤ |Z˜In (Q, G;X)| ≤ |ZIn (Q, G;X)|.
Now, for each choice of ZIn (Q, G;X) in Theorem 7.1, we let L (X) (as in (6.4)) be the set of
L-functions ζL(s)/ζ(s) as L varies over Z˜In (Q, G;X); accordingly define the sets Lj(X) as in §6.2.
Remark 7.2 (Arithmetic equivalence). In general when considering the set of Dedekind zeta functions
ζF obtained from a set of fields F ∈ Zn(Q, G;X), we may encounter the possibility that two fields
F and F ′ are distinct, yet ζF = ζF ′ ; in this case F and F ′ are said to be arithmetically equivalent.
But this concern only arises in the non-Galois setting (see for example the situation encountered in
[CK13]). Arithmetically equivalent fields share the same discriminant, signature, maximal normal
subfield, number of roots of unity, and most importantly for our work, the same Galois closure (see
for example [BdS02]). Thus in our construction, any two fields in the set Z˜In (Q, G;X) have distinct
Dedekind zeta functions.
7.2. Verification of Condition 6.1 (i) – (iv). Now that we have constructed the appropriate
families L (X) and Lj(X) for 1 ≤ j ≤ s, Theorem 7.1 will follow immediately once we verify for
each choice of ZIn (Q, G;X) that Condition 6.4 is satisfied.
We first note that for each choice of ZIn (Q, G;X) specified in Theorem 7.1, either the strong
Artin conjecture is known to apply to all the Galois representations considered (cases 1–5) or it is
explicitly assumed (cases 6–9) (recall the summary of §4.6.4). This guarantees that each Lj(X) is
a set of cuspidal automorphic L-functions.
We next confirm that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, Lj(X) satisfies the four items in Condition 6.1. For
item (i), since the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture holds for automorphic forms associated to Artin
L-functions (Remark 4.5), under the assumption (or known truth) of the strong Artin conjecture,
we acquire Ramanujan-Petersson.
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For item (ii), note that if K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) then by construction DK ≤ X and by Lemma 3.4,
DK˜ n,G D|G|/2K . According to the multiplicativity relation (4.9), for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the conductors
of L(s, ρj , L/Q) are bounded by n,G X |G|/2 and we may take Aj = A = |G|/2 for all j.
For (iii), to control the size of the family of fields Z˜In (Q, G;X) it suffices by (7.4) to control
the sizes of the families ZIn (Q, G;X) (and moreover it suffices to bound from above the sizes of
the families Zn(Q, G;X) without the ramification restriction). Thus we may apply the following
known unconditional upper bounds to show the existence of dj = d for all j: G cyclic, Proposition
2.3; G ' Sn see (2.13); G ' Dp see (2.5); G ' A4 see (2.16); G ⊆ Sn simple, we simply embed
Zn(Q, G;X) in the family of all fields of degree n and apply (2.13).
For item (iv), we recall from Remark 4.6 that the stated convexity bounds have been verified for
Artin L-functions in §4.6.3, under the strong Artin conjecture.
Remark 7.3. Note that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the uniformity of the convexity bounds assumed in
Condition 6.1 (iv) with respect to mj is critically reliant on the fact that our family of fields share
a fixed degree and a fixed Galois group of the Galois closure.
7.3. Verification of condition (6.6): controlling the propagation of bad L-function fac-
tors. Now we turn to the most difficult task: verifying that for each choice of ZIn (Q, G;X) in
Theorem 7.1, condition (6.6) of Condition 6.4 is satisfied. This is the principal instance in which
we use the fact that we are working over Q.
7.3.1. Reframing the question in terms of subfields. Let us fix a transitive group G ⊆ Sn, and recall
that a representation ρ of G is said to be faithful if the kernel of ρ is trivial; accordingly we also
say that the associated character χ = Tr(ρ) is faithful; we will denote by Ker(χ) the (normal)
subgroup of G that is the kernel of ρ. (In a character table, one can note that χ is faithful if and
only if χ(g) = dim(ρ) only for g = Id ∈ G.) We recall from §4.4.2 that we may equivalently write
L(s, ρ, L/Q) and L(s, χ, L/Q) for χ the character associated to ρ.
Suppose now that we fix an irreducible representation ρ of G (not necessarily faithful) with
associated character χ. Supposing we have two Galois extensions L1/Q and L2/Q in Z˜In (Q, G;X),
we will describe a characterization for when L(s, χ, L1/Q) = L(s, χ, L2/Q), which is essentially a
result of Klüners and Nicolae [KN16]:
Lemma 7.4. Let χ be a fixed character of G ⊆ Sn a fixed transitive subgroup. For L1/Q and L2/Q
in Z˜In (Q, G;X),
(7.5) L(s, χ, L1/Q) = L(s, χ, L2/Q)
if and only if LKer(χ)1 = L
Ker(χ)
2 .
First, we reduce to the case where χ is a faithful character, as described in [KN16, p. 162]. Thus
we let H = G/Ker(χ) and for each i = 1, 2, let Fi be the fixed field L
Ker(χ)
i , so that Gal(Fi/Q) ' H.
Then we let φ : H → C be defined by φ(σKer(χ)) := χ(σ) for σ ∈ G. Then
L(s, χ, Li/Q) = L(s, φ, Fi/Q), i = 1, 2,
where now we have the advantage that φ is a faithful character (of H = G/Ker(χ)). (So far this
works for Galois extensions L/k for any fixed number field k, not just k = Q.) Now to detect when
(7.5) occurs, it is equivalent to test for which L1, L2 we have
(7.6) L(s, φ, LKer(χ)1 /Q) = L(s, φ, L
Ker(χ)
2 /Q),
where φ is now a faithful character (of H). By [KN16, Theorem 5] (which now crucially assumes we
work over Q), (7.6) occurs precisely when LKer(χ)1 = L
Ker(χ)
2 , completing the proof of Lemma 7.4.
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Remark 7.5. Klüners and Nicolae present a counterexample to this characterization when working
over k 6= Q [KN16, p. 167], but see their relative version [KN16, Thm. 6]. It is possible that certain
other families ZIn (k,G;X) with k 6= Q and certain choices of G can be treated by an adaptation
of our methods with such a relative result. When working over k 6= Q one would also need to take
into account the more nuanced situation that arises with regards to arithmetic equivalence.
We now apply Lemma 7.4. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, letting χj = Tr(ρj), consider the set
(7.7) {LKer(χj) : L ∈ Z˜In (Q, G;X)}.
(Note that we define this as a set, not a multi-set.) With this definition, it follows from Lemma 7.4
that for each j, the cardinality of Lj(X) is equal to the cardinality of the set (7.7). In particular,
if χj is a faithful character so that Ker(χj) = {id} ⊂ G, then we see that
(7.8) |Lj(X)| = |Z˜In (Q, G;X)| = |L (X)|
and thus for this j we have verified (6.6) of Condition 6.4 with τj = 0, which certainly suffices.
More generally, even if χj is not a faithful character, we have translated the problem of verifying
(6.6) for a particular family Lj(X) to a problem of counting fields. To summarize, we have shown:
Proposition 7.6. Let ZIn (Q, G;X) be a family considered in Theorem 7.1, and define the families
L (X) and Lj(X) for 1 ≤ j ≤ s accordingly, as above. Then L (X) satisfies (6.6) of Condition 6.4
with parameters {τj}1≤j≤s if the following holds: for each irreducible representation ρj of G (with
associated character χj), given any field F ∈ Zm(Q, G/Ker(χj);X) (where m = |G/Ker(χj)|), at
most On,G(Xτj ) fields L ∈ Z˜In (Q, G;X) have LKer(χj) = F .
7.3.2. Rationale for the restriction on ramification types of tamely ramified primes. For G not a
simple group, Proposition 7.6 spurs us to quantify, for each proper normal subgroup H of G that
appears as the kernel of at least one (non-faithful, non-trivial) irreducible representation of G, how
often a particular field occurs as a fixed field LH , as L varies over a relevant family of Galois
extensions of Q with Galois group G.
Remark 7.7. For certain groups G, fixed fields could collide with high repetition. For example,
taking G = Z/4Z, then for any fixed quadratic field such as F = Q(e2pii/3), a positive proportion
of quartic Galois fields K ∈ Z4(Q,Z/4Z;X) have KZ/2Z = F . This can be seen for example via a
counting argument similar to that of §3.2.
To eliminate such possibilities, we will critically use our restrictions on the ramification types
of the tamely ramified primes in the fields in ZIn (Q, G;X). We will also require a quantitative
understanding of Property Dn(G;$), which we recall is the statement that for every D there are
at most n,G,ε D$+ε degree n extensions K/Q with Gal(K˜/Q) ' G such that DK = D.
Roughly speaking, given G, we will select I , which indicates which elements in G are allowed to
be generators of the inertia groups of the tamely ramified primes in K, so that it has two properties:
(1) Recalling Remark 2.2, we need the elements in I to generate G.
(2) We need I to have the property that for each normal subgroup H in G that is the kernel
of a non-faithful irreducible representation of G, given any field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) with
associated Galois closure K˜/Q, then p|DK implies p|DF , where F = K˜H .
This second property will enable us to obtain the information we seek in Proposition 7.6, that
is, to count the number of K˜ ∈ Z˜In (Q, G;X) sharing the same fixed field F = K˜H , by applying
quantitative information about Dn(G;$). This is one of the most novel features of this paper.
7.4. The counting problem. We now define the counting problem that is the heart of the matter.
Property 7.8 (Property Multn(G,I ; τ)). Let Multn(G,I ; τ) denote the property that for every
X ≥ 1, for each irreducible representation ρ of G (with χ = Tr(ρ)), given any particular field
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F ∈ Zm(Q, G/Ker(χ)) (with m = |G/Ker(χ)|) that arises as a fixed field K˜Ker(χ) for at least one
field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X), for every ε > 0, at most On,G,ε(Xτ+ε) fields K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) have
K˜Ker(χ) = F .
Given a family ZIn (Q, G;X), if we can prove Multn(G,I ; τ) holds for a certain τ , then by
Proposition 7.6, Theorem 7.1 will follow. Quantitatively, lowering the size of τ for which we can
prove Multn(G,I ; τ) will allow us to better control the size of the possible exceptional set of fields.
Proposition 7.9 (Counting problem). We can prove the following:
• Multn(G,I ; 0) for G a simple group, I imposing no restriction.
• Multn(G,I ; 0) for G cyclic, I specifying totally ramified.
• Multn(Sn,I ;$n) for n ≥ 3, I being the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions, where
$3 = 1/3, $4 = 1/2, and for n ≥ 5, $n = $ if we assume Property Dn(Sn, $).
• Multp(Dp,I ; τp) holds for τp = 1/(p − 1), p an odd prime, I being the conjugacy class
[(2 p) · · · (p+12 p+32 )].• Mult4(A4,I ; 0.2784...) with I being specified by the following two conjugacy classes in A4:
{(1 2 3), (1 3 4), (1 4 2), (2 4 3)}, {(1 3 2), (1 4 3), (1 2 4), (2 3 4)}.
As observed above, Multn(G,I ; 0) is tautologically true when G is a simple group (I imposing
no restriction), since all the irreducible representations are faithful and (7.8) applies. All the other
cases of the counting problem require work. We first prove the case of Sn, n 6= 4, which is perhaps
the most transparent; we include our argumentation for choosing I = [(1 2)].
7.4.1. Exemplar case: G = Sn, n = 3 or n ≥ 5. Recall that when n = 3 or n ≥ 5, Sn has one
nontrivial, proper normal subgroup, namely An, which certainly appears as the kernel of the sign
representation. Thus we must specify a ramification type I so that the counting problem for fixed
fields K˜An can be handled.
We wish, for a fixed quadratic field F ∈ Z2(Q, C2;X), to count the number of degree n fields
K ∈ Zn(Q, Sn;X) such that K˜An = F .
K˜
K F = K˜An
Q
Gal(K˜/Q) ' Sn
n
Gal(K˜/F ) ' An
2
In the worst case scenario, could a positive proportion of fields K have K˜ containing F as a fixed
field? This could potentially occur if the discriminants of such K˜ can include primes that do not
occur in the discriminant of F . (Of course the primes that appear in DK are the same that appear
in DK˜ but this need not a priori be true of DK˜ and DF .)
Using Lemma 3.1, we can compute for fields K, K˜, F in such a constellation the exact power of
p that appears in the absolute discriminants DK , DK˜ , DF , for each prime p - |G|. (We will always
impose this restriction because any such prime must be tamely ramified in K and K˜ as well as in
F—observe that any prime wildly ramified in F = K˜H would have p||G/H|, hence p||G|.)
We show these exponents in Table 1: the leftmost column specifies the conjugacy class of the
generating element pi of the (cyclic) inertia group for p, while the other columns specify the exact
power of p appearing in the discriminants. (For example, to compute the first row in the table,
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corresponding to a prime with inertia group generated by an element in the conjugacy class of
transpositions, we note that transpositions have n− 1 orbits when acting on a set of n elements (so
that p‖DK); transpositions have order 2 when acting by left multiplication on elements of Sn (so
that pn!/2‖DK˜); transpositions are not in An (so that p‖DF ).) Of course the number of conjugacy
classes of Sn is equal to the number of partitions of n, but we only list a few; below we set εn = 0
if n is odd and εn = 1 if n is even.
Exponent of p appearing in the discriminant of
Inertia type of p K K˜ F = K˜An
[()] 0 0 0
[(1 2)] 1 n!− n!/2 1
[(1 2 3)] = [(1 2)(2 3)] 2 n!− n!/3 0
[(1 2)(3 4)] 2 n!− n!/2 0
...
...
...
...
[(1 2 3 . . . n)] n− 1 n!− n!/n εn
Table 1. Table of exponents for p when Gal(K˜/Q) ' Sn, for each p - n!
From Table 1 we observe that every p - |G| that has inertia group generated by a transposition has
p‖DK , pn!/2‖DK˜ , p‖DF . This will allow us to control how many K can yield such a constellation, for
a fixed field F . Moreover, we recall that transpositions generate Sn, so it is valid to restrict all the
tamely ramified primes in K to have such an inertia generator (cf. Remark 2.2). This observation
from Table 1 motivated our choice for the case of G ' Sn (n = 3, n ≥ 5), that I = [(1 2)].
Now we come to the crux of the argument. Suppose that F is fixed, and hence DF ≥ 1 is fixed.
Now let Ω = {p : p|n!}, and recall the notation that for any field K, D(Ω)K denotes the contribution
to the discriminant from primes p 6∈ Ω. Our discussion above shows that any degree n extension
K ∈ ZIn (Q, Sn;X) such that K˜An = F must have
(7.9) D(Ω)K = D
(Ω)
F .
Assuming Property Dn(Sn, $) is known, then by Lemma 3.3, there are at most n,G,ε DF n,G,ε
X$+ε such K satisfying (7.9), for every ε > 0. Now to obtain the conclusion on Multn(Sn,I ;$n)
of Proposition 7.9 for Sn, n = 3, n ≥ 5, we simply apply the currently best known upper bounds for
Property Dn(Sn, $) in these cases, as stated in §2.6.
Having completed this exemplar case in some detail, we are now more brief with the remaining
cases. We nevertheless include in Appendix B §11 tables analogous to Table 1 in each case, to
motivate our choice for I . In that appendix, we also note certain difficulties encountered in the
cases of G being a non-cyclic abelian group, or G ' D4, to which our main theorem does not apply
at present.
7.4.2. G ' S4. Recall that S4 has four nontrivial irreducible representations (see e.g. [Ser77, p.
43]): two three-dimensional faithful representations (the standard representation and the product
of the standard representation with the sign representation) and two non-faithful representations.
The subgroup A4 is the kernel of the one-dimensional sign representation, and K4 ' C2 × C2 the
Klein four group is the kernel of the irreducible two-dimensional representation of S4.
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Relevant to the counting problem for fixed fields under A4, as seen in Table 2 in §11.1, by choosing
I to be the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions (which as per Remark 2.2 we check generate
S4), we may conclude that triads K, K˜, F = K˜A4 behave exactly as in the case of Sn in §7.4.1, so
that for any p - 4!, p‖DK , p12‖DK˜ , p‖DF , and hence upon setting Ω = {2, 3}, we have
D
(Ω)
K = D
(Ω)
F .
Thus arguing as in §7.4.1, any fixed F corresponds to at most ε D$+εF n,G,ε X$+ε possibilities
for K ∈ ZI4 (Q, S4;X), if Property D4(S4, $) is known.
Relevant to the counting problem for fixed fields under K4, as seen in Table 2 in §11.1, still
choosing I to be the conjugacy class [(1 2)] of transpositions, for triads K, K˜, F = K˜K4 the
exponents are different: for every p - 4! we have p‖DK , p12‖DK˜ , and p3‖DF . Thus upon setting
Ω = {2, 3}, we have
(7.10) D(Ω)K = (D
(Ω)
F )
1/3,
and so by Lemma 3.3, any fixed F corresponds to at most ε D$/3+εF n,G,ε X$+ε possibilities
(for every ε > 0) for K ∈ ZI4 (Q, S4;X), if Property D4(S4, $) is known. (Here we have used the
fact that if K ∈ Zn(Q, G;X) and (7.10) holds, then DF n,G X3.)
We conclude that Mult4(S4,I ; 1/2) holds since Property D4(S4, 1/2) is known.
7.4.3. G ' A4. Recall (see [Ser77, Section 5.7, page 41]) that A4 has four nontrivial irreducible
representations: two faithful representations and two one-dimensional non-faithful representations,
each with kernel K4 ' C2 × C2 the Klein four group. Thus we need only complete the counting
problem for triads K, K˜, F = K˜K4 . Motivated by Table 3 in §11.2, we require all tamely ramified
primes to have inertia type belonging to either of the conjugacy classes
C1 = [(1 2 3)] = {(1 2 3), (1 3 4), (1 4 2), (2 4 3)}
C2 = [(1 3 2)] = {(1 3 2), (1 4 3), (1 2 4), (2 3 4)}.
(Recall that the conjugacy class of even three-cycles of the symmetric group splits into two conjugacy
classes in A4. Moreover, as per Remark 2.2, we check that taking all the elements in C1 and C2
generates A4, as required.)
Suppose we restrict to primes of inertia type in the conjugacy class C1. The image of this inertia
type in A4/K4 ' C3 is nontrivial, and we see that for any p - |A4|, p2‖DK , p8‖K˜, p2‖DF . Thus
upon setting Ω = {2, 3}, within the triad we have
D
(Ω)
K = D
(Ω)
F ,
and so by Lemma 3.3, any fixed F corresponds to at most ε D$+εF n,G,ε X$+ε possibilities for
K ∈ ZI4 (Q, A4;X), if Property D4(A4, $) is known. The computation for primes of inertia type
in the conjugacy class C2 is identical. Recalling our result of Proposition 2.6, we conclude that
Mult4(S4,I ; 0.2784...) holds.
7.4.4. G ' Dp, p an odd prime. We think of Dp (with p an odd prime) as the group of order 2p of
symmetries on a regular p-gon, acting in the usual way. Thus Dp has one nontrivial, proper normal
subgroup, namely Cp; this subgroup certainly appears as the kernel of the (one-dimensional) sign
representation. Thus we must consider the corresponding counting problem for fixed fields K˜Cp .
Motivated by Table 4 in §11.3, we restrict the inertia type I to the conjugacy class [(2 p)(3 (p−
1)) · · · (p+12 p+32 )], that is the conjugacy class of reflections (each with with (p + 1)/2 orbits acting
on p elements). (As per Remark 2.2, we observe that the elements in I generate Dp.)
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For a triad K, K˜, F = K˜Cp we then have for every prime ` - 2p that `(p−1)/2‖DK , `p‖DK˜ , `‖DF .
Thus upon setting Ω = {2, p} we have
(7.11) D(Ω)K = (D
(Ω)
F )
p−1
2 ,
and so by Lemma 3.3, any fixed F corresponds to at mostp,Dp,ε D(p−1)$/2+εF possibilities for K ∈
ZIp (Q, Dp;X), if Property DIp (Dp, $) is known. Now if (7.11) is known and K ∈ ZIp (Q, Dp;X)
then DF p,Dp X2/(p−1), so we have at mostp,Dp,ε X$ choices for such K if PropertyDIp (Dp, $)
is known. We conclude from Proposition 2.5 that Multp(Dp,I ; 1/(p− 1)) holds unconditionally.
7.4.5. G a cyclic group. Finally, for G a cyclic group of order n, note that Zn(Q, G;X) already
is comprised of Galois fields, so we do not need to pass to the Galois closures. As a special case,
if G ' Cp with p prime, then G has no nontrivial proper (normal) subgroups, so all nontrivial
representations are faithful, without the need to artificially impose a ramification restriction. But
in fact in this case, every tamely ramified prime is naturally totally ramified, so we still group this
with the general case below.
In general, consider G an arbitrary cyclic group of order n, say G ' Cpe11 × · · · × Cpekk with
distinct primes p1, . . . , pk. Motivated by the considerations in §11.4 (see e.g. Table 5), we restrict
to I specifying that every tamely ramified prime must be totally ramified, that is, its inertia group
must be generated by an element of full order in G, that is (writing G additively), an element
(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ G where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, pi - ai. In particular, such an element does not belong
to any proper, nontrivial subgroup Cm of Cn. (As per Remark 2.2, we observe that the elements in
I generate G.)
By Lemma 3.1 the following properties hold:
(1) for every prime ` - n we have `n−1‖DK = DK˜ ;
(2) for every nontrivial proper (normal) subgroup Cm of Cn (corresponding to a proper divisor
m|n) there exists an integer 1 ≤ αm ≤ n− 1 (depending on m and Cn) such that `αm‖DF
where F = K˜Cm .
(See §11.4 for these computations in the explicit example of C2p with p an odd prime.) Indeed, the
first property holds since for an element pi generating G, we have |G| − |G|/ord(pi) = |G| − 1. For
the second property, we have αm = |Cn/Cm| − |Cn/Cm|/ord(pi) where ord(pi) represents the order
of (the image in Cn/Cm of) pi acting on Cn/Cm; since by construction pi does not belong to Cm, we
see that 1 ≤ αm ≤ n/m− 1 ≤ n− 1.
As a result, upon setting Ω = {p : p|n}, for each nontrivial proper subgroup Cm ofG, parametrized
by divisors m, we have that
D
(Ω)
K = (D
(Ω)
F )
n−1
αm
when F = KCm = K˜Cm . Thus by Lemma 3.3, any fixed F corresponds to at most n,m,Cn,ε
D
$(n−1)/αm+ε
F n,m,Cn,ε X$+ε possibilities (for any ε > 0) for K ∈ ZIn (Q, Cn;X) if Property
Dn(Cn, $) is known. By Proposition 2.3 we haveDn(Cn, 0), so that we have verified Multn(Cn,I ; 0).
7.5. Deduction of Theorem 7.1 from Theorem 6.5. We have verified that Condition 6.4 is
satisfied for each family ZIn (Q, G;X) considered in Theorem 7.1. Now in order to complete the
proof of Theorem 7.1, we need to apply Theorem 6.5.
Fix a family ZIn (Q, G;X). The family parameters notated in Condition 6.4, namely {M0,M1, A, d}
and {mj , Aj , dj ,M1,j ,M2,j,ε,M3,j,ε} for 1 ≤ j ≤ s, all depend only on n,G,I , and thus in the fol-
lowing statements we can replace any dependence on family parameters by dependence on n,G,I .
We recall the notion of a δ-exceptional field from Property 1.3.
Proposition 7.10. Fix n,G,I . Suppose that Multn(G,I ; τ) is known and that
|ZIn (Q, G;X)| n,G,I Xd
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is known to hold for all X ≥ 1. For any ε0 ≤ min{1/2, d/4}, there exists a constant
D3 = D3(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0)
such that for all X ≥ 1, there are at most D3Xτ+ε0 δ-exceptional fields ZIn (Q, G;X), where
(7.12) δ =
ε0
5m|G|/2 + 2d+ 4ε0 ,
where m is the maximum dimension of an irreducible representation of G.
Let A ≥ 2 be fixed. For every such ε0 that yields δ ≤ 1/(2A), there exists a constant
D5 = D5(n,G,I , τ, d, ε0, cQ, C1, C2, A)
such that for every X ≥ 1, aside from at most D5Xτ+ε0 exceptions, each field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)
has the property that for every conjugacy class C ⊆ G,
(7.13)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, K˜/Q)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| x(log x)A
for all
(7.14) x ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν3L ))5/3(log log log(D2L))1/3}.
for the parameters νi = νi(δ, cQ, |G|, C5, C6, A) as specified in Theorem 1.1.
Let τ, d, ε0, δ be as above, and apply Theorem 6.5 with
(7.15) ∆ = 1− τ
d
− ε0
2d
,
δ chosen as in (6.12) (according to ε2 = ε0), and η = ε0/2d. Then
(1− (1− η)∆)d = τ + ε0
2
+
ε0
2
(1− τ/d− ε0/2d) ≤ τ + ε0.
Then there exists B depending only on n,G,I such that for all X ≥ 1, at most
(7.16) On,G,I ,τ,d,ε0(X
τ+ε0)
members L(s, pi) ∈ L (X) can have (equivalently at mostOn,G,I ,τ,d,ε0(Xτ+ε0) fieldsK ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X)
are such that ζK˜/ζ can have) a zero in the region
(7.17) [1− δ, 1]× [−Xβ, Xβ],
where β = ε0(1− τ/d− ε0/2d)/(2B).
Our goal now is to express this in terms of how many δ-exceptional fields there can be. It is
temporarily convenient to work in terms of families of fields with discriminant in a dyadic range;
thus we set ZI ,]n (Q, G;X) to be the subset of ZIn (Q, G;X) with X/2 < DK ≤ X. We next verify
that for X sufficiently large, for every K ∈ ZI ,#n (Q, G;X) the region (7.17) contains the region
(1.7), which we write now in the notation
(7.18) [1− δ, 1]× [−(logDK˜)2/δ, (logDK˜)2/δ].
If K ∈ ZI ,]n (Q, G;X) then by Lemma 3.4, C1(n,G)(X/2)|G|/n ≤ DK˜ ≤ C2(n,G)X |G|/2, for certain
constants Ci(n,G). Thus it suffices to show that there exists a threshold D3(n,G,I , τ, d, δ, ε0) such
that if X ≥ D3 then
(7.19) (log(C2(n,G)X |G|/2))2/δ ≤ Xβ.
This is the claim that a fixed power of X is larger than any fixed power of logX, as long as X is
sufficiently large; thus an appropriate threshold D3(n,G,I , τ, d, δ, ε0) exists.
We have shown that for every X ≥ 1 there are at most On,G,I ,τ,d,ε0(Xτ+ε0) fields in K ∈
ZIn (Q, G;X) such that ζK˜/ζ can have a zero in (7.17); consequently if X/2 ≥ D3, at most
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On,G,I ,τ,d,ε0(X
τ+ε0) fields in K ∈ ZI ,#n (Q, G;X) are such that ζK˜/ζ can have a zero in (7.18),
that is, that can be δ-exceptional.
Now we suppose that A ≥ 2 has been fixed, and we recall the threshold
D0 = D0(δ, ck, β
(k)
0 , nL, |G|, C1, C2, A)
from Theorem 1.1, which we now simplify to the notation D0(δ, |G|, cQ, C1, C2, A). As long as
(7.20) X/2 ≥ D0(δ, |G|, cQ, C1, C2, A),
any K ∈ ZI ,#n (Q, G;X) that is not δ-exceptional satisfies the hypothesis of that theorem, and
therefore for every conjugacy class C ⊆ G has
(7.21)
∣∣∣∣piC (x, K˜/Q)− |C ||G|Li(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| x(log x)A
for all
(7.22) x ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν3L ))5/3(log log log(D2L))1/3}
for the parameters νi = νi(δ, cQ, |G|, C5, C6, A) specified in the theorem. Upon taking
D4(n,G,I , τ, d, δ, ε0, cQ, C1, C2, A) := max{D0(δ, |G|, cQ, C1, C2, A), D3(n,G,I , τ, d, δ, ε0)}
we have shown that for any X such that X/2 ≥ D4 we have that at most On,G,I ,τ,d,ε0(Xτ+ε0)
fields in K ∈ ZI ,#n (Q, G;X) can be δ-exceptional, and for all remaining fields, (7.21) holds for all
x satisfying (7.22). We may in fact omit the dependence on δ in the notation, as it is defined in
terms of the other parameters.
The final step to complete the proof of Proposition 7.10 is to sum over dyadic ranges of discrim-
inants. Now for any X ≥ 1 (say using log2 temporarily),
ZIn (Q, G;X) ⊆
logX⋃
j=0
ZI ,]n (Q, G; 2j).
We may dissect this into two pieces: those for which j is such that 2j−1 ≥ D4, in which case our
work above applies, and we conclude that the number of δ-exceptional fields in
logX⋃
2j−1≥D4
ZI ,]n (Q, G; 2j)
is at most
(7.23)
logX∑
2j−1≥D4
On,G,I ,τ,d,ε0((2
j)τ+ε0) = On,G,I ,τ,d,ε0(X
τ+ε0).
For those j such that 2j−1 ≤ D4, we count all the fields as possible exceptions, noting that∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
1≤2j−1≤D4
ZI ,]n (Q, G; 2j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |ZIn (Q, G; 2D4)| n,G Dd4 .
We enlarge the implied constant in (7.23) to include this constant, and call the resulting implied
constant D5, as specified in the proposition. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.10. This
completes the proof of Theorem 7.1, from which Theorems 1.4, 1.10, 1.13, 1.15 and 1.16 follow
immediately.
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7.6. Proof of Corollary 1.17.1. We set A = 2. Let ZIn (Q, G;X) be a specified family, with cor-
responding parameters β, τ, d and let ε0 (sufficiently small) be fixed, with corresponding choice δ ≤
1/4. First, we verify that for σ > 0 fixed, there is a threshold D′6 = D′6(n,G,I , d, cQ, C5, C6, ε0, σ)
such that for DK ≥ D′6,
DσK ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν3K˜ ))
5/3(log log log(D2
K˜
))1/3},
where this lower bound is as stated in (1.10), and the parameters νi have the dependencies
νi = νi(n,G, d, cQ, C5, C6, ε0)
(dropping the notational dependence on A = 2). In fact it suffices to compute a threshold above
which
DσK ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(Dν5K˜ ))
2}
where we set ν5 = max{ν3, 2}. By Lemma 3.4, DK˜ ≤ C2(n,G)D|G|/2K for a certain constant C2(n,G),
so that it further suffices to show
DσK ≥ ν1 exp{ν2(log log(ν6Dν7K ))2}
where ν6 = C2(n,G)ν5 and ν7 = ν5|G|/2. This will hold when DK is sufficiently large that
σ ≥ log ν1
logDK
+
ν2(log log(ν6D
ν7
K ))
2
logDK
,
and we denote this threshold by D′6 = D′6(n,G,I , d, cQ, C5, C6, ε0, σ).
Finally, recall the parameter D0 as defined in (1.6) in Theorem 1.1. While this is used as a
constraint DK˜ ≥ D0, we apply Lemma 3.4 to see that DK˜ ≥ C1(n,G)D|G|/nK for a certain constant
C1(n,G). Then DK˜ ≥ D0 is certainly satisfied if DK ≥ D′0 with
(7.24) D′0 := (C1(n,G)
−1D0)n/|G|.
Now for part (1) of Corollary 1.17.1, we may conclude from Theorem 1.1 with A = 2 that for
every X ≥ 1, for every field in ZIn (Q, G;X) that has DK ≥ max{D′0, D′6} and is not δ-exceptional,
(7.25)
∣∣∣∣pi(DσK , K˜/Q)− |C ||G|Li(DσK)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |C ||G| DσK(logDσK)2 .
Finally, we enlarge max{D′0, D′6} if necessary to a parameter D6, so that for all DK ≥ D6, the error
term in (7.25) is, say, at most
(1/2)|G|−1Li(DσK) ≤ (1/2)|C ||G|−1Li(DσK),
so that the main term in the asymptotic dominates and (1.22) holds.
For part (2) of Corollary 1.17.1, we may follow e.g. Vaaler and Widmer [VW13, Lemma 5.1] (now
without assuming GRH). Suppose that K is not δ-exceptional and furthermore that DK ≥ D′0 with
parameter D′0 as above in (7.24). Then for every x satisfying the lower bound (1.10), we apply (1.8)
with A = 2 to both piC (x, K˜/Q) and piC (2x, K˜/Q). If the (non-negative) difference
(7.26) piC (2x, K˜/Q)− piC (x, K˜/Q)
were zero, this in combination with (1.8) would imply that
(7.27) Li(2x)− Li(x) ≤ 2x
(log 2x)2
+
x
(log x)2
≤ 3x
(log x)2
.
Yet certainly for x ≥ 2, ∫ 2x
x
dt
log t
≥ x
log 2x
≥ x
2 log x
.
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Thus (7.27) fails (so the difference in (7.26) must be ≥ 1) as soon as x ≥ max{2, e6}. We apply
this to x = DσK , in which case we require DK ≥ D8 = max{D′0, D′6, 2, e6} with the parameter D′6
as above. This completes the verification of Corollary 1.17.1.
7.6.1. A note on the S5 case. In Theorem 1.10 we stated a result for quintic S5-fields that was
conditional on the strong Artin Conjecture. Here we note an alternative formulation that uses the
work of Calegari [Cal13], recalling the definition of Artin-good fields in §2.6.3. For Artin-good quintic
S5-fields, Calegari verifies the strong Artin conjecture in full for the dimension 4 and 6 irreducible
representations of S5, and reduces the verification for the dimension 5 irreducible representations to
checking that a certain L-function is non-vanishing for s ∈ [0, 1]. Precisely, for K ∈ Y5(Q, S5), let E
be the quadratic subfield of K˜, F be a subfield of K˜ of degree 6 over Q, and H be the compositum
of E and F . Then by [Cal13, Thm. 1.2], the strong Artin conjecture holds for the dimension 5
irreducible representations as long as ζH(s) is nonvanishing for s ∈ [0, 1]. (See [Boo06], [Dwy14] for
computational verification of this nonvanishing, in a finite number of cases with small discriminant.)
This means that we could alternatively state Theorem 1.10 for the family Y I5 (Q, S5), which we
have shown in §2.6.3 has upper and lower bounds analogous to (1.21), replacing condition (i) by
the assumption that for each field K ∈ Y5(Q, S5) considered, the appropriate L-function ζH(s) is
nonvanishing for s ∈ [0, 1].
Part III: Applications and `-torsion in class groups
8. Bounding `-torsion in class groups
8.1. Quantitative motivations for Conjecture 1.2. In this section, we elucidate the quanti-
tative relationship between the `-torsion Conjecture 1.2 with three other conjectures: the Cohen-
Lenstra-Martinet conjectures on the distribution of class groups; the Discriminant Multiplicity
Conjecture 1.1 on counting fields with fixed degree and fixed discriminant; Malle-type conjectures
for counting number fields ordered by other invariants.
8.1.1. Consequences of the Cohen-Lenstra-Martinet moment predictions. We first consider the impli-
cations of the Cohen-Lenstra-Martinet heuristics for Conjecture 1.2. We frame this as a proposition
for a “collection of fields;” we leave the meaning of such a “collection” somewhat vague, but this
could indicate that we have fixed not only the degree, but the Galois group of the Galois closure,
the signature, certain local conditions, and possibly certain ramification restrictions.
Proposition 8.1. Let F denote an infinite collection of fields K/Q of degree n and let F (X)
denote those with 0 < DK ≤ X, F 0(X) those with X/2 < DK ≤ X. We suppose that it is known
that there exist constants C,B (not necessarily sharp) such that |F (X)| ≤ CXB for all X ≥ 1.
Consider for any fixed real number k ≥ 1, integer ` ≥ 1, and real number α ≥ 1 the statement
that there exists a finite positive constant cn,`,k,α such that for all X ≥ 1,
(8.1)
∑
K∈F (X)
|ClK [`]|k ≤ cn,`,k,α|F (X)|α.
Let n, ` be fixed.
(1) Suppose that for one fixed value k0 ≥ 1, (8.1) is known for every α = 1 + ε0 with ε0 > 0
arbitrarily small. Then for every fixed real ∆ > 0, we must have |ClK [`]| ≤ D∆K for every
field K ∈ F except for at most a zero density subset, that is, for every X ≥ 1, the set of
possible exceptions in F (X) is of cardinality at most O∆,n,`,k0,ε0(|F (X)|1+ε0X−∆k0+ε0), for
all ε0 > 0 arbitrarily small.
(2) Suppose that for one fixed value α ≥ 1, (8.1) is known for an infinite increasing sequence of
values k that grows arbitrarily large. Then for every ε1 > 0 there exists a constant cε1 such
that every field K ∈ F satisfies |ClK [`]| ≤ cε1Dε1K .
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In particular, knowing (8.1) for arbitrarily large moments, for the collection of all degree n fields
K/Q, would imply Conjecture 1.2.
Remark 8.2. This proposition demonstrates how powerful it is to know upper bounds not for a
single moment but for an infinite collection of arbitrarily high moments. The Cohen-Lenstra [CL84]
heuristics for imaginary quadratic fields imply the following type of moment asymptotic for each
odd prime `: for every positive integer k ≥ 1
(8.2)
∑
K∈F (X)
|ClK [`]|k ∼ c`,k
∑
K∈F (X)
1,
where c`,k is the number of Z/`Z subspaces of the vector space (Z/`Z)k (see, e.g. [Woo15, Lemma
3.2]). For real quadratic fields, the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics imply similar moment asymptotics with
different values of c`,k. In both cases, these moments certainly imply the weaker bound (8.1) we
assume in Proposition 8.1, with α = 1. In principle, given a permutation group G, it is reasonable to
expect that, for “good” primes (expected to include all ` - |G|), the Cohen-Martinet heuristics would
imply moment asymptotics for the family of fields with Galois group G and fixed signature, again
with different values of c`,k. Making this precise would be an interesting question to pursue. In
analogy with the quadratic case, we might also guess that for bad primes (8.1) holds with α = 1+ε,
and that a proof of this in the case of bad primes is probably much more accessible than for good
primes (see, e.g., [Kly16]).
We now prove Proposition 8.1. Suppose that n, `, k0 ≥ 1 and ε0 > 0 have been fixed. For every
real ∆ > 0, we let BF (X,∆) denote the set of fields K ∈ F (X) such that
|ClK [`]| > D∆K .
(Similarly let B0F (X,∆) restrict to discriminants in (X/2, X].) Then for every X ≥ 1, (8.1) implies
that
|B0F (X,∆)|(X/2)∆k0 <
∑
B0F (X,∆)
D∆k0K <
∑
B0F (X,∆)
|ClK [`]|k0 ≤
∑
K∈F0(X)
|ClK [`]|k0 ≤ cn,`,k0,ε0 |F (X)|1+ε0 ,
so that for every X ≥ 1,
(8.3) |B0F (X,∆)| ≤ 2∆k0cn,`,k0,ε0 |F (X)|1+ε0X−∆k0 .
Summing over at most logX + 1 ≤ 2 logX dyadic regions (using log2 for precision, say), we may
conclude that for every X ≥ 1,
|BF (X,∆)| ≤ 2∆k0+1cn,`,k0,ε0 |F (X)|1+ε0X−∆k0 logX.
We may conclude that for every arbitrarily small ε0 > 0, there exists a constant c′∆,n,`,k0,ε0 such
that
|BF (X,∆)| ≤ c′∆,n,`,k0,ε0 |F (X)|1+ε0X−∆k0+ε0 ,
and this shows that except for a possible zero density subcollection ofF (X), every field must satisfy
|ClK [`]| ≤ D∆K .
Let n, ` ≥ 1 again be fixed. Next, we assume that for a fixed α ≥ 1, (8.1) is known for an
increasing sequence {kj} that grows arbitrarily large. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that we
know there exists ε1 > 0 such that for every constant c there exists a field K in F such that
|ClK [`]| > cDε1K . From this we can deduce that for this ε1 there exists a constant cε1 such that
for infinitely many K ∈ F , we have |ClK [`]| > cε1Dε1K . For every ∆ > 0 and constant c > 0, let
B
(c)
F (∆) denote the set of fields in F such that |ClK [`]| > cD∆K . Setting ∆1 = ε1, we have shown
that the set B(cε1 )F (∆1) is infinite.
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On the other hand, arguing as in (8.3), for each fixed kj ≥ 1 in our sequence we have that for
every X ≥ 1,
|B(cε1 )F (X,∆1)| ≤ 2∆1kj+1cn,`,kj ,α|F (X)|αX−∆1kj logX ≤ c′∆1,n,`,kj ,αXBα+1−∆1kj ,
say, where we have used the crude upper bound logX ≤ X. Applying this for a value kj in our
sequence that is sufficiently large that Bα + 1 − ∆1kj < 0, we conclude that |B(cε1 )F (X,∆1)| ≤
c′∆1,n,`,kj ,α for every X ≥ 1, that is to say B
(cε1 )
F (∆1) is a finite set, a contradiction. In this manner
we see that if (8.1) is known for arbitrarily large k then for every ε1 > 0 there must be a constant
cε1 such that |ClK [`]| ≤ cε1Dε1K for all K ∈ F .
8.1.2. Counting fields with fixed discriminant. Our Chebotarev theorem for families, leading to ap-
plications on `-torsion, relied heavily on quantitative counts for number fields with fixed or bounded
discriminant. In this section, we briefly sketch reasons why a relationship between `-torsion and
field counting exists at a much deeper level. This also provides a complementary motivation for
Conjecture 1.2, from the perspective of the Discriminant Multiplicity Conjecture 1.1.
It is convenient to define a notation for a quantitative result toward Conjecture 1.2, analogous to
the Property Dn(∆) relevant to Conjecture 1.1.
Property 8.3 (Cn,`(∆)). Given integers n, ` ≥ 1 and a fixed real number ∆ ≥ 0, we say that
property Cn,`(∆) holds if it is known that for every ε > 0 there is a constant C∆,n,`,ε such that for
all fields K/Q of degree n,
|ClK [`]| ≤ C∆,n,`,εD∆+εK .
Thus in particular, (1.25) shows that Cn,`(1/2) is trivially true for all n, ` ≥ 1. We may now
make the implication of Conjecture 1.1 for Conjecture 1.2 quantitatively precise.
Proposition 8.4. Fix an integer n ≥ 2 and any prime `. If Property Dn`(∆) holds for a real
number ∆ ≥ 0, then Property Cn,`(`∆) holds. As a result, if property Dm(0) holds for all integers
m ≥ 2, then property Cn,`(0) holds for all integers n and all primes `.
Such an implication has been stated in non-quantitative form in [EV05, p. 164]. To prove this
quantitative version, let K/Q be a degree n extension with Hilbert class field HK , and let ` be a
fixed prime. Writing ClK additively, we have ClK [`] ' ClK/`ClK and a corresponding extension
K ⊂ L ⊂ HK given by the fixed field L = H`ClKK .
HK
L
K
Q
M
ClK
n
ClK [`] ' ClK/`ClK`
Suppose |ClK [`]| = `r. Consider for each surjection φ : ClK [`] → Z/`Z the corresponding
extension K ⊂M ⊂ L with M/K of degree `. There are N(`, r) := (`r− 1)/(`− 1) such extensions
M/K, each of which is degree n` over Q and naturally satisfies
DiscM/Q = (NmK/QDiscM/K) · (DiscK/Q)`.
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But since M/K lives inside the unramified extension HK/K, the first factor on the right-hand side
is 1, so that DM = D`K .
Now supposing we have assumed Property Dn`(∆) holds, we know that for every ε > 0 there
exists a constant Cn`,ε such that the number of degree n` extensions of Q with discriminant D`K is
≤ Cn`,ε(D`K)∆+ε. Then we can conclude that
|ClK [`]| = (`− 1)N(`, r) + 1 ≤ (`− 1)Cn`,ε(D`K)∆+ε + 1.
Thus for this fixed pair n, `, PropertyCn,`(∆′) holds with ∆′ = `∆, proving our claim. Note that the
exponent we gain for the `-torsion bound is significantly weaker (that is, larger) than the exponent
we assume for counting fields with fixed discriminant; as ` increases, we need to be increasingly
good at counting such fields, to preserve the same quality of bound on `-torsion!
8.1.3. Pointwise bounds from average bounds. Proposition 8.4 highlights the fact that `-torsion in
class groups is controlled by counting fields with fixed discriminant. It is interesting to note that in
turn, counting fields with fixed discriminant is controlled by (or in fact is equivalent to) counting
fields with an invariant lying in a bounded range (not necessarily the usual discriminant). This is
made precise by Ellenberg and Venkatesh [EV05, Remark 4.7, Prop. 4.8], so we only loosely sketch
one aspect of this relationship here, to draw attention to the similarity of this argument to the
moment bounds of Proposition 8.1.
Ellenberg and Venkatesh work with a field invariant called an f -discriminant, with f a rational
class function (see [EV05, p. 163 Eqn. (11)] for a definition). They then propose a generalization
of Malle’s conjecture for f -discriminants, both in a stronger asymptotic form [EV05, Question 4.3]
and a weaker upper bound form [EV05, Eqn. 13], namely the conjecture that there is a specific
constant aG(f), determined by f , such that Z
f
n(Q, G;X) (the analogue of Zn(Q, G;X) according
to the f -discriminant) satisfies
(8.4) |Zfn(Q, G;X)| n,G,f,ε XaG(f)+ε.
Ellenberg and Venkatesh then show that such an upper bound would imply that Property Dn(0)
must hold.
In order to convey the general idea of their argument, fix a degree n and suppose (roughly
speaking) that we may define an f -discriminant Df (K/Q) of an extension K/Q by∏
p|DK , p-|G|
p
(thus only containing tamely ramified primes). Let D ≥ 1 be a fixed integer and suppose that we
have m(D) degree n G-fields K1, . . . ,Km(D) with DKi = D for each i. Then for any fixed k ≤ m(D)
we could generate on the order of
(m(D)
k
) k m(D)k composite fields L = Kj1 · · ·Kjk each with
Df (L/Q) ≤ D (and of degree nk and Galois group of the Galois closure isomorphic to Gk). Now
suppose that there exists some α > 0 such that for a sequence of arbitrarily large D, we have
m(D) ≥ Dα in the above setting. Then for a sequence of arbitrarily large D we would obtain at
least k Dαk elements in Zfnk(Q, Gk;D). Applying the conjecture (8.4) with n replaced by nk and
G by Gk, we see that we must have αk ≤ aG(f); since k could be taken arbitrarily large, we would
conclude that α must be arbitrarily small, implying Property Dn(0) must hold.
As a final remark, in the other direction, Ellenberg and Venkatesh [EV05, p. 164] have noted
that genus theory shows that the number of degree extensions K/Q with a fixed Galois group and
fixed discriminant D can be as large as Dc/ log logD.
8.2. Previous results toward Conjecture 1.2. We summarize previously known results on `-
torsion using the notation of Property 8.3.
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Gauss [Gau01] genus theory shows C2,2(0) holds; more precisely, it shows that for a fundamental
discriminant DK , |ClK [2]| = 2ν(DK)−1 − 1, where ν(DK) denotes the number of distinct prime
divisors of DK . This is the only case in which Conjecture 1.2 is known to hold, for a certain prime
`, for all fields of a fixed degree. The only other known pointwise bounds are:
• n = 2 and ` = 3, where initial progress occurred in [HV06], [Pie05], [Pie06], and [EV07]
holds the record C2,3(1/3);
• C3,3(1/3) due to [EV07]
• C4,3(1/2− δ) due to [EV07] where δ = 1/168 if K is non-D4;
• Cn,2(0.2784...) for n = 3, 4 and Cn,2(1/2− 1/2n) where n ≥ 5, due to [BST+17].
Conditional on the Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture and GRH, Wong [Won99a] has observed that
C2,3(1/4) holds.
Another type of result for `-torsion takes the form of an asymptotic for the average of |ClK [`]|
over a family of fields; in this area there have been several spectacular successes, in the form of
asymptotics for averages of |ClK [3]| when K is quadratic (Davenport and Heilbronn [DH71]), for
4-torsion when K is quadratic (Fouvry and Klüners [FK06]), and for |ClK [2]| when K is cubic
(Bhargava [Bha05]). Recent work of Klys [Kly16] gives certain asymptotic results on 3-torsion in
cyclic cubic fields; see also the recent work of Milovic on 16-rank in quadratic fields, e.g. [Mil15]. See
also results of Klys [Kly16] on moments of p-torsion in cyclic degree p fields (conditional on GRH
for p ≥ 5) and of Smith [Smi16, Smi17] on the distribution of the 2k+1-class groups in imaginary
quadratic fields.
Most relevant to the work of the present paper are upper bound results for averages, or equiv-
alently results that hold for “almost all” fields in a certain family. For imaginary quadratic fields,
Soundararajan [Sou00] has shown that for each prime `, the nontrivial bound |ClK [`]| `,ε D1/2−1/2`+εK
holds for all but a possible zero-density family of exceptional fields. Heath-Brown and and the first
author [HBP17] recently obtained for each prime ` ≥ 5 the unconditional bound
(8.5) |ClK [`]| `,ε D1/2−3/(2`+2)+εK
for all but a possible zero-density family of imaginary quadratic fields; their methods also yield
upper bounds for higher moments of `-torsion for all ` ≥ 3. Recently, for each degree n ≤ 5,
Ellenberg and the first and third author [EPW17] proved unconditional bounds as strong as
(8.6) ClK [`]| `,ε D1/2−1/(2`(n−1))+εK
for all but a possible zero-density exceptional family of degree n extensions of Q. (In the case n = 4,
this work had the additional requirement that the fields be non-D4 quartic fields, that is, that the
Galois group of the associated Galois closure over Q is 6' D4.) In both [HBP17] and [EPW17], the
upper bound for the possible exceptional family becomes weaker as ` increases (e.g. in [EPW17]
the number of exceptional fields grows at most as fast as On,ε(X1−1/(2n(`−1))+ε) for ` large); this
is noticeably different from the bound for the exceptional set we will deduce in Theorem 1.19 from
the effective Chebotarev density theorem.
The philosophy underlying each of these works is that the presence of many small rational primes
that split completely in a field give a means to bound the `-torsion subgroup for every ` ≥ 1. This
has been quantified in full generality by Ellenberg and Venkatesh; we state the relevant special case
here.
Theorem P ([EV07, Lemma 2.3]). Suppose K/Q is an extension of degree n, and let ` be a positive
integer. Set δ < 12`(n−1) and suppose that there are at least M rational primes with p ≤ DδK that are
unramified and split completely in K. Then
|ClK [`]| n,`,ε D
1
2
+ε
K M
−1,
for any ε > 0.
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Of course, there are no more thanδ DδK/ logDK such primes in K; the expectation is that this
is also the correct order for the number of such primes, and this is known under GRH via the condi-
tional effective Chebotarev density Theorem A §1.1, leading to the upper bound D1/2−1/2`(n−1)+εK ,
as stated in Theorem C, §1.4.1.
While the method of [HBP17] relies on the presence of small split primes in the fields, it beats
the bound (1.26) by capitalizing on the restriction to imaginary quadratic fields by translating the
problem into one of counting integral points on a certain surface.
The strategy of [EPW17] is to show (unconditionally) that most fields have on the order of
DδK/ logDK small primes that split completely in the field, and then to apply Theorem P directly.
This is achieved via a probabilistic sieve, with the deep input of asymptotics for the number of
degree n fields with local conditions at finitely many places, with power saving error terms that
have explicit dependence on the specified places. At present, such information is not readily available
for fields of degree n > 5.
Now, in our present results, we will also apply Theorem P directly, but now with the input that
most fields in appropriate families satisfy an effective Chebotarev density theorem.
8.3. Proof of Theorem 1.19. Our result for `-torsion in class groups, Theorem 1.19, is an imme-
diate consequence of Corollary 1.17.1. We provide the details for completeness. We suppose that
a family ZIn (Q, G;X) and a sufficiently small ε0 > 0 has been fixed. We set C = {id}, in which
case we are counting primes that split completely in K˜ and hence split completely in K. For any
integer ` ≥ 1 of our choice, we take a sufficiently small ε1 > 0 and we set σ = 1/(2`(n − 1)) − ε1.
Then for every X ≥ 1, for any field K ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) with DK ≥ D6 that is not one of the at most
D3X
τ+ε0 δ-exceptional fields in ZIn (Q, G;X), there are G,n,`,ε1 D1/2(`(n−1))−ε1K / logDK primes
p  D1/2(`(n−1))−ε1K that split completely in K. Thus for such a K that is not δ-exceptional, by
Theorem P,
(8.7) |ClK [`]| n,G,`,ε1,ε2 D
1
2
− 1
2`(n−1)−ε1+ε2
K ,
for all sufficiently small ε1, ε2 > 0. Now we count all those fields that are δ-exceptional and all
those fields in ZIn (Q, G;X) that have discriminant smaller than D6, of which there are at most
n,G,I Dd6 , by the definition of the parameter d. Defining D7 to be an appropriate maximum of
D3 and the above multiple of Dd6 , we see that for every X ≥ 1 we may say that (8.7) holds for each
field in ZIn (Q, G;X), apart from at most D7Xτ+ε0 fields. This completes the proof of Theorem
1.19.
8.4. Averages of `-torsion. The results of Theorem 1.19 can alternatively be stated in terms of
averages of `-torsion over a fixed family. If ZIn (Q, G;X) is a family for which we know that for all
X ≥ 1,
(8.8) |ZIn (Q, G;X)| n,G,I Xd
and we have proved in Theorem 1.19 the existence, for any ε0, of a certain exponent τ+ε0 controlling
the number of possible exceptional fields, we can deduce immediately that for all X ≥ 1 and all
integers ` ≥ 1, ∑
K∈ZIn (Q,G;X)
|ClK [`]|  Xd+
1
2
− 1
2`(n−1) +ε +Xτ+
1
2
+ε0+ε,
for every ε > 0, with an implied constant depending on n, `,G,I , d, cQ, C5, C6, ε0, ε. In the case
that it is known that τ < d is sufficiently small relative to d, `, n (in particular we will obtain
τ < d− 1/(2`(n− 1)) for ` sufficiently large), this can be reduced to∑
K∈ZIn (Q,G;X)
|ClK [`]|  Xd+
1
2
− 1
2`(n−1) +ε
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for every ε > 0. The “trivial bound,” using the presumably best-known upper bound (8.8) for the
total number of such fields, would be∑
K∈ZIn (Q,G;X)
|ClK [`]| n,G,I ,ε Xd+
1
2
+ε,
for every ε > 0.
9. Number fields with small generators
9.1. Proof of Theorem 1.21. Theorem 1.21 is a direct application of Corollary 1.17.1, following
the strategy of Vaaler and Widmer [VW13, Thm. 1.3]. Let K/Q be an extension of degree n. We
recall the absolute multiplicative Weil height of an element α ∈ K,
H(α) =
∏
v
max{1, |α|v}
dv
n ,
in which v runs over the places of K and for each place v, |·|v is the unique representative that either
extends the Archimedean absolute value on Q or a p-adic absolute value on Q, while dv = [Kv : Qv]
denotes the local degree at v, where Kv is the completion of K with respect to v, and Qv is the
complection with respect to the place of Q lying below v.
We now apply part (2) of Corollary 1.17.1 with the choices C = {1} and σ = 1/2, in place of
[VW13, Lemma 5.1]. Then [VW13, Thm. 4.1] shows that for each field K to which the conclusion
(1.23) applies, there exists an element α ∈ K with K = Q(α) and
H(α) ≤ p1/d ≤ 2D1/2dK .
Using the trivial upper bound |ZIn (Q, G;D8)| n,G,I Dd8 for the number of fields in the family
with discriminant smaller than the threshold D8, and setting D9 to be an appropriate maximum of
D3 and the above multiple of Dd8 , we may then conclude Theorem 1.21 holds.
Part IV: Appendices
10. Appendix A: Proof of preliminary lemmas on number fields in §3.1
The material of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 is familiar to experts. Nevertheless, we briefly indi-
cate proofs for the sake of accessibility and completeness. In particular, for the sake of accessibility
we describe elementary approaches, sometimes at the cost of obtaining optimal results.
As usual, we work in the context of a degree n extension K/Q with Galois closure K˜/Q with
Gal(K˜/Q) ' G, a transitive subgroup of Sn. We are ultimately interested in comparing
(10.1) DK =
∏
p|Dk
pαp , and DK˜ =
∏
p|DK˜
pβp ,
in which the product (over primes ramified in K, K˜ respectively) is over the same primes in each
case (see for example [Nar80, Cor. 2 of Prop. 4.13]). For example, Lemma 3.4 asks upper and lower
bounds on the ratios βp/αp.
In general for a field F/Q, let DF/Q denote the different, so that DF = NmF/QDF/Q. Suppose a
rational prime p splits as (p) = Pe11 · · ·Pegg in OF . Then if for each Pi we let PS be the maximal
power of P dividing DF/Q, then by [Neu99, Ch. III, Thm. 2.6],
S = 0 if P is unramified,
S = e− 1 if P is tamely ramified,
e ≤ S ≤ e− 1 + vP(e) if P is wildly ramified,(10.2)
in which vP(e) is the normalized exponential valuation which is normalized by the condition that
vP(F
∗) = Z; that is, for α ∈ F ∗, vP(α) is the precise power of P that divides α. Suppose that
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Pβ||(e), so that Pβa = (e) for some ideal a, which we may assume is integral in OF . Then upon
setting f = f(P, p) to be the inertia degree and taking norms, we see that pβfNmF/Qa = e[F :Q], so
that pβf |e[F :Q]. From this we certainly have the crude upper bound
(10.3) β ≤ [F : Q] log e/(f log p) ≤ [F : Q] log e.
In total, letting fi denote the inertia degree for Pi, we have ps‖DF with
(10.4) s =
g∑
i=1
fiSi.
10.1. Proof of Lemma 3.2 on the contribution of wild primes. We now consider our specific
setting of K/Q and its Galois closure K˜/Q with Galois group G = Gal(K˜/Q), and treat wildly
ramified primes. We first observe that if p is wildly ramified in K then it is wildly ramified in
K˜ and p| |G|; this is since ramification indices multiply in towers. Precisely, if p splits in K into
P1, . . . ,Pg each with ramification index ei = e(Pi, p), and furthermore each Pi splits in K˜ into qij
with ramification index e(qij ,Pi), then we have for every i, j,
e(qij , p) = e(qij ,Pi)e(Pi, p).
Since K˜/Q is Galois, the ramification indices e(qij , p) are equal for all i, j, say we call this e (and
we know that e| |G|). Similarly, since K˜/K is Galois, once i is fixed, we have e(qij ,Pi) are equal
to e/ei for all j. In particular, if p is wildly ramified in K, then for some ei we have p|ei and hence
p|e (so that it is wildly ramified in K˜) and p is a divisor of |G|.
It remains to control the power to which a wildly ramified prime can divide the discriminant.
Recalling the general setting of (10.3), for p wildly ramified in an extension F/Q with p =
∏
Peii
in OF , then for each i we have PSii ‖DF/Q where
(10.5) ei ≤ Si ≤ ei − 1 + [F : Q] log(ei) ≤ ei − 1 + [F : Q] log |G|,
where we let G denote the Galois group of the Galois closure of F/Q. Hence by (10.4), ps‖DF
where
[F : Q] =
∑
i
fiei ≤ s ≤
∑
i
fi(ei − 1 + [F : Q] log |G|) ≤ 2[F : Q]2 log |G|.
Applying this to the setting of K/Q in Lemma 3.2, we have the crude, but sufficient, bound
Cn,G =
∏
p| |G|
p2n
2 log |G| ≤ |G|2n2 log |G|.
Remark 10.1. We will later use the following variant: given any fixed finite set Ω of rational primes
we may define a constant Cn,G(Ω) so that for any degree n G-extension K/Q, the contribution to
DK from all p ∈ Ω is at most Cn,G(Ω). For p ∈ Ω that are wildly ramified in K we apply the
argument above; for p ∈ Ω that are tamely ramified in K we replace (10.5) with Si = ei − 1 to
control their contribution.
10.2. Proof of Lemma 3.1 on powers of primes dividing discriminants. Consider a prime
p that is tamely ramified in both K and K˜ and suppose that
(10.6) p =
∏
i
Peii in OK , p =
∏
i,j
(qEiij )
ei in OK˜ ,
set fi to be the inertia degree f(Pi, p) and similarly f = fij = f(qij , p), which is independent of
i, j. Note Eiei = e for all i, where e is the size of the inertia group I(qij) for any prime ideal qij in
K˜ above p. Finally, set g to stand for the total number of factors qi,j .
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To prove (3.2) on the discriminant of K˜, for p tamely ramified in K˜, we have for each qi,j that
qSi,j‖DK˜/Q with S = e− 1, and as a consequence, ps‖DK˜ with
s =
∑
i,j
fij(e− 1) = gf(e− 1) = |G| − |G|/e.
Since qij is tamely ramified above p by assumption, I(qij) is cyclic so we have e = |I(qij)| =
ord(pi) for some generator pi of I(qij). To unify this with the other claims of the lemma, note that
|G|−|G|/ord(pi) is the order of G minus the number of orbits of pi when pi acts on G as a permutation
group G ⊂ S|G| in its regular representation (i.e. acting on elements of G by left multiplication).
To prove (3.3), we apply this again to F = K˜H forH ⊂ G a normal subgroup, so that Gal(F/Q) ∼
G/H. Here we see it suffices to consider the image of the element pi in the quotient G/H, via the
following general remark.
Remark 10.2. Suppose that L/F/Q is an extension of number fields with L/Q normal and Gal(L/Q) '
G and Gal(L/F ) ' H; we in particular encounter the case where H is a normal subgroup of G.
Suppose furthermore that p is a rational prime and P is a prime ideal in OF lying above p. Let
I(p) be an inertia group for the inertia of p in L/Q; then I(p)∩H is an inertia group for P in L/F ,
and the image of I(p) in G/H is an inertia group for the inertia of P over F/Q.
Finally, to prove (3.1) on the discriminant of K, in the above notation we have ps‖DK where
s =
∑
i
fi(ei − 1) = n−
∑
i
fi.
All that remains is to show
∑
i fi = k, where k is the number of cycles of pi as a permutation acting
on n elements (and pi is a generator of I(qij) as above). (Note that no matter which qij lying in K˜
above p we choose, they are all conjugate within G and hence have the same number of cycles when
acting on n elements.) Let H be the subgroup of G (not necessarily normal) so that K = K˜H . We
can consider the action of G on H \ G by right multiplication, that is σ : Hτ 7→ Hτσ for σ ∈ G.
If we fix a particular prime q in OK˜ above p, then we can consider the action of the decomposition
group G(q) on H\G (or similarly of I(q)) just by using the fact that G(q) ⊆ G, and we know the
action of G on H\G. The following four facts for any q in OK˜ over p then follow from [Jan96,
Ch. III §2], and from regarding the set of orbits of G(q) acting on H\G as the set of double cosets
H\G/G(q) (see [Neu99, pp. 54–55]):
(i) k is the number of orbits of 〈pi〉 = I(q) acting on the cosets H\G (not necessarily a group,
since we have not assumed that H is normal in G).
(ii) The orbits of the decomposition group G(q) on H\G are in one-to-one correspondence with
primes Pi in K above p.
(iii) A fixed orbit of the decomposition group G(q) on H\G, corresponding say to the prime Pi,
has size eifi.
(iv) Within such a fixed orbit of G(q), ei is the size of an orbit of I(q). (Note that all orbits of
I(q) within an orbit of G(q) are the same size, since I(q) is a normal subgroup in G(q).)
With these facts in hand, we see that each orbit of G(q) contains fi orbits of I(q), so summing over
the orbits of G(q), we see that
∑
i fi is the total number of orbits of I(q) acting on H \G, namely
k, completing the proof.
10.3. Proof of Lemma 3.4 on comparing discriminants. Letting Pw denote the (finite) set
of primes that are wildly ramified in K˜ (which includes all primes that are wildly ramified in K),
Remark 10.1 shows that the contribution from p ∈ Pw to DK is bounded below by 1 and above
by Cn,G(Pw), and the contribution to DK˜ is bounded below by 1 and above by C|G|,G(Pw); these
factors contribute the constants C1(n,G), C2(n,G) in Lemma 3.4.
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We need now only consider the set of primes Pt that are tamely ramified in both K and K˜. For
each such prime, Lemma 3.1 provides the exact power of p dividing DK and DK˜ , so that Lemma
3.4 thus follows immediately from the subsequent observation.
Lemma 10.3. Let G ⊆ Sn be a permutation group and g ∈ G be an element with k cycles when
acting on n elements. Then
|G|
n
≤ |G| − |G|/ord(g)
n− k ≤
|G|
2
.
For the first inequality, suppose that the cycles of g have length c1, . . . , ck. Then since each
ci|ord(g), it follows that ci ≤ ord(g) so that n = c1 + · · ·+ ck ≤ k · ord(g), from which the left hand
inequality follows. For the second inequality, supposing first that n− k = 1, this means that g has
n − 1 cycles and hence is a transposition, which is of order 2, and the inequality follows. Next, if
n− k ≥ 2, then the right-hand inequality trivially holds.
Remark 10.4. The right-hand inequality is tight if G contains a transposition. The left-hand in-
equality is tight if G contains an n-cycle, or a product of n/2 transpositions, or more generally the
product of n/m m-cycles for any m|n. Otherwise, given a specific G, one could potentially improve
the lemma by computing appropriate upper and lower bounds for that particular case. Incidentally,
for every group G for which we provide a table in Appendix B §11, optimal such upper and lower
bounds will be apparent from studying the maximum and minimum ratios of elements in the second
vs. the first column of the table.
10.4. Proof of Lemma 3.3. Recall from Remark 10.1 that there is a constant Cn,G(Ω) so that the
contribution from primes in Ω to DK , for any degree n G-extension K/Q, is at most Cn,G(Ω). We
first assume Property Dn(G;$): suppose we know that for some $ ≥ 0, for every ε > 0 there exists
a constant C(n,G,$, ε) such that for every D ≥ 1 there are at most C(n,G,$, ε)D$+ε degree n
G-extensions K/Q with DK = D. Then
#{degree n G-extensions K/Q : D(Ω)K = D}
≤
∑
1≤w≤Cn,G(Ω)
#{degree n G-extensions K/Q : DK = wD}
≤
∑
1≤w≤Cn,G(Ω)
C(n,G,$, ε)(wD)$+ε
≤ C(n,G,$, ε)(Cn,G(Ω))$+1+εD$+ε.
As a consequence, Property D(Ω)n (G;$) follows from Property Dn(G;$) (with a different implied
constant). Summing, for n fixed, over the finite number of relevant transitive subgroups G ⊆ Sn
shows that Property D(Ω)n ($) follows from Property Dn($).
In the other direction, suppose we know that for some $ ≥ 0, for every ε > 0 there exists a
constant C(n,G,Ω, $, ε) such that for every D ≥ 1 there are at most C(n,G,Ω, $, ε)D$+ε degree
n G-extensions K/Q with D(Ω)K = D. Then for each D,
#{degree n G-extensions K/Q : DK = D}
≤
∑
1≤w≤Cn,G(Ω)
w|D
#{degree n G-extensions K/Q : D(Ω)K = D/w}
≤
∑
1≤w≤Cn,G(Ω)
w|D
C(n,G,Ω, $, ε)(D/w)$+ε
≤ C(n,G,Ω, $, ε)Cn,g(Ω)D$+ε.
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Hence Property Dn(G;$) follows from Property D
(Ω)
n (G;$); consequently Property Dn($) follows
from Property D(Ω)n ($).
10.5. Inertia types must generate G. To explain Remark 2.2, recall from Lemma 3.2 that we
may reduce our consideration to tamely ramified primes; suppose for simplicity that K is such that
every prime is tamely ramified with ramification type lying in a certain normal subgroup H ⊂ G.
Then there can exist such a field K with K 6= Q only if H = G. Indeed, suppose we have such a
K 6= Q; then upon examining K˜/Q we see it has a subfield F = K˜H , and since H is normal in G
then F/Q is Galois with Galois group G/H. Since for all p|DK we have p with its inertia group
generated by an element in H, when we look at the image of this element in G/H it is trivial, so
that p is unramified in F ; if on the other hand p were unramified in K then p has trivial inertia
group in G so of course trivial inertia group in G/H (see Remark 10.2). In particular F/Q is an
unramified extension, so that F = Q, and we may conclude that H = G.
11. Appendix B: Tables of tame ramification types in field extensions
Recall that the general set-up is that for a fixed Galois group G, we have a “counting problem”
for each (proper, normal) subgroup H of G that arises as the kernel of a (nontrivial, non-faithful)
representation ofG: how many K˜/Q withK ∈ ZIn (Q, G;X) can share the same fixed field F = K˜H?
To impose that such fields are sparse, we aim to specify the ramification types I so that every
(tamely ramified) prime that appears in the discriminant of K (and hence in the discriminant of
K˜) must also appear in the discriminant of F . To motivate our choice of I for each of the groups
we consider in our main theorems, we compute a table of the powers to which primes can divide
DK , DK˜ and DF , analogous to that computed for Sn (n = 3 or n ≥ 5) in §7.4.1. These tables are
based on Lemma 3.1 and a few facts from the representation theory of finite groups, all of which
may be found in [Ser77].
11.1. Symmetric group Gal(K˜/Q) ' S4. Recall that S4 has two nontrivial normal proper sub-
groups, A4 and the Klein four group K4; the first is the kernel of the sign representation and the
second is the kernel of the two-dimensional representation ϕ, and thus we must consider the counting
problem for two types of fixed fields:
K˜
KF1 = K˜
K4 F2 = K˜
A4
Q
4
Gal(K˜/F1) ' K4
6
Gal(K˜/F2) ' A4
2
We may compute the following table of exponents:
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Exponent of p appearing in the discriminant of the field
Inertia type of p K K˜ F1 = K˜K4 F2 = K˜A4
[()] 0 0 0 0
[(12)] 1 12 3 1
[(123)] 2 16 4 0
[(12)(34)] 2 12 0 0
[(1234)] 3 18 3 1
Table 2. Table of exponents for p - |S4| when Gal(K˜/Q) ' S4
This shows that we can set I = [(1 2)] in the case of S4, just as we did for Sn with n 6= 4.
11.2. Alternating group Gal(K˜/Q) ' A4. The group A4 has two irreducible non-faithful repre-
sentations, ϕ1, ϕ2, each one-dimensional and with kernel K4 ' Z/2Z×Z/2Z. (Note that K4 appears
as a subgroup of A4 once, thus we may consider either ϕ1 or ϕ2 in the following calculations.) Thus
if Gal(K˜/Q) ' A4, we are led to consider the following counting problem:
K˜
K F = K˜K4
Q
Gal(K˜/Q) ' A4
4
Gal(K˜/F ) ' K4
3
We may compute the following table of exponents:
Exponent of p appearing in the discriminant of the field
Inertia type of p K K˜ F = K˜K4
[()] 0 0 0
[(123)] 2 8 2
[(132)] 2 8 2
[(12)(34)] 2 6 0
Table 3. Table of exponents for p - |A4| when Gal(K˜/Q) ' A4
This table motivates us to choose the ramification type I to be the conjugacy classes [(123)] and
[(132)], so that every tamely ramified prime appearing in DK and DK˜ must appear in DF . Note
that these conjugacy classes generate A4, so this is an allowable restriction.
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11.3. Dihedral group Gal(K˜/Q) ' Dp, where p is an odd prime. Recall that Dp has one
nontrivial, proper normal subgroup, namely Cp; this subgroup certainly appears as the kernel of the
(one-dimensional) sign representation. Thus we must consider the counting problem for fixed fields
K˜Cp :
K˜
K F = K˜Cp
Q
Gal(K˜/Q) ' Dp
p
Gal(K˜/F ) ' Cp
2
There are 2 + (p− 1)/2 conjugacy classes within Dp: the trivial conjugacy class [()], the conjugacy
class [(2p)(3(p− 1)) · · · (p+12 p+32 )] of order 2, which contains p elements (reflections), and (p− 1)/2
conjugacy classes of order p (rotations) each containing two elements, which we may denote as
[(123 · · · p)], [(13 · · · )], · · · , [(1p+12 · · · )].
Exponent of ` appearing in the discriminant of
Inertia type of ` K K˜ F = K˜Cp
[()] 0 0 0
[(2p)(3(p−1)) · · · (p+12 p+32 )] p− p+12 = p−12 2p− 2p2 = p 1
[(123 · · · p)] p− 1 2p− 2pp = 2(p− 1) 0
...
...
...
...
[(1p+12 · · · )] p− 1 2p− 2pp = 2(p− 1) 0
Table 4. Table of exponents for ` - |Dp| when Gal(K˜/Q) ' Dp, p an odd prime
This table motivates us to choose the ramification type [(2p)(3(p − 1)) · · · (p+12 p+32 )] for each
tamely ramified prime, so that every prime appearing in DK and DK˜ must appear in DF . Note
that these conjugacy class generates Dp, so this is an allowable restriction.
11.4. Cyclic group Gal(K˜/Q) ' Cn. Consider a cyclic group Cn ' Zpe11 ×· · ·×Zpekk with distinct
primes pi, which we may consider either multiplicatively as Cn = {1, r, . . . , rn−1} or additively as
k-tuples of residues (a1, . . . , ak) with 1 ≤ ai ≤ peii modulo pei for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. There are n irreducible
representations of Cn, each one-dimensional. For each proper divisor m|n with 1 < m < n, we
may exhibit a one-dimensional representation χm defined by χm(r`) = e2piim`/n for 1 ≤ ` ≤ n, with
kernel ' Cm and image ' Cn/m. Thus if Gal(K˜/Q) ' Cn, we must consider the counting problem
for K˜Cm for every m|n, 1 < m < n, with the corresponding constellation of fields:
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K = K˜
F = K˜Cm
Q
Gal(K/Q) ' Cn n
Gal(K˜/F ) ' Cm
Gal(F/Q) ' Cn/m
We must find an inertia type for tamely ramified primes ` in K = K˜ so that for every m|n,
the exponent αm such that `αm‖DF , where F = K˜Cm , is nonzero; by Lemma 3.1, it suffices that
the inertia group of ` is generated by an element in Cn such that for every proper divisor m|n its
image in Cn/Cm ' Cn/m has order > 1. As a result, we restrict the inertia groups to be generated
by elements that do not lie in any proper subgroup of Cn, that is, elements that generate Cn, or
equivalently are of the form (a1, . . . , ak) with pi - ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
As a concrete example, we exhibit a table for the simple case C2p = Z/2Z × Z/pZ, written
additively, for p an odd prime, in which case we must consider the counting problem for K˜C2 and
for K˜Cp . In the left-hand column, we use the short-hand of letting (1, 0) denote all elements (a1, a2)
of C2p with 2 - a1, (0, 1) denote all elements (a1, a2) of C2p with p - a2, and finally (1, 1) denote all
elements (a1, a2) of C2p with 2 - a1, p - a2.
Exponent of ` appearing in the discriminant of
Inertia type of ` K = K˜ F = K˜C2 F = K˜Cp
(0, 0) 0 0 0
(1, 0) p = 2p− 2p2 0 1
(0, 1) 2p− 2 = 2p− 2pp p− 1 0
(1, 1) 2p− 1 = 2p− 2p2p p− 1 1
Table 5. Table of exponents for ` - |C2p| when Gal(K˜/Q) ' C2p
A similar table could be generated for any other cyclic group Cn, considering the counting problem
K˜Cm for every m|n. Motivated by this, for any cyclic group Cn we let I impose the ramification
restriction that ` is totally ramified, that is I restricts to generators of G. With this restriction, we
see that there exists a nonzero exponent α = n− 1 such that for every prime ` - n we have `α‖DK
and that for every proper divisor m|n there exists a nonzero exponent αm such that `αm‖DF
where F = K˜Cm . As a result, upon setting Ω = {p : p|n}, for each such m, we may write
D
(Ω)
K = (D
(Ω)
F )
α/αm , and from here apply the Property Dn(Cn, 0) from Proposition 2.3.
11.5. Remarks on non-cyclic abelian group Gal(K˜/Q) = G. We are able to pick an appropriate
ramification restriction to control the propagation of bad L-function factors only if there exists a
set of generators of G such that none of them lies in any (nontrivial, proper, normal) subgroup H of
G that appears as the kernel of at least one nontrivial irreducible representation of G. (For if one of
the generators, say pi, does lie in such an H, then |G/H|−|G/H|/ord(pi) = 0 and the corresponding
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entry in the table will be zero, meaning that the `-part of the discriminant of F = K˜H does not
control the `-part of the discriminant of K˜ at primes ` with inertia group generated by pi.)
We may already observe the difficulty of adapting this general strategy to a non-cyclic abelian
group by considering the simple case of G ' Cpe × Cpf for a prime p. Consider an element in the
generating set of the form (a, b) with a 6= 0. Let pk be the highest power of p that divides both a
and b. Then for ζp = e2pii/p, the map Cpe × Cpf → C given by (i, j) 7→ ζib/p
k−ja/pk
p is a non-trivial
irreducible representation of Cep × Cfp , and our generator is in the kernel of this map.
11.6. Remarks on dihedral Gal(K˜/Q) ' D4. We make a few observations on the challenges of
treating the case of quartic D4-fields. We may write D4 = {1, r, r2, r3, s, sr, sr2, sr3}, where r4 = 1
and s2 = 1. As permutations of {1, 2, 3, 4}, we may identify r with (1 2 3 4) and s with (1 3).
Recall that D4 has four nontrivial, proper normal subgroups, namely C2, two occurrences K4, K ′4
of the Klein-four group, and C4. The center of D4, which is C2, does not appear as the kernel
of a representation, however K4 = {(), (1 3), (1 3)(2 4), (2 4)} appears as the kernel of a (one-
dimensional) sign representation, K ′4 = {(), (1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4)(2 3)} appears as the kernel
of a second (one-dimensional) sign representation, and C4 = {(), (1 2 3 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4 3 2)}
appears as the kernel of a third (one-dimensional) sign representation. Thus to apply the approach
of §7.4 to Z4(Q, D4;X) we must consider the corresponding counting problem for fixed fields K˜K4 ,
K˜K
′
4 , and K˜C4 .
K˜
KF1 = K˜
C4 F2 = K˜
K4 F3 = K˜
K′4
Q
4
Gal(K˜/F1) ' C4
2
Gal(K˜/F2) ' K4
2
Gal(K˜/F3) ' K ′4
2
There are 5 conjugacy classes within D4: the trivial conjugacy class [()], the conjugacy class
[(1 3)(2 4)] of order 2, which contains 1 element, 2 conjugacy classes of order 2 each containing
two elements, which we may denote as [(1 3)] and [(1 2)(3 4)], and one conjugacy class of order 4
containing two elements, which we will denote as [(1 2 3 4)].
Table 6 indicates that there is no appropriate ramification restriction to conjugacy classes that
(i) generate D4 and such that (ii) any (tamely ramified) prime appearing in DK and DK˜ must also
appear to a positive power in each of DF1 , DF2 , and DF3 . It is also apparent from the table that
counting quartic D4-fields with any one of the Fi fixed is insufficient.
Incidentally, Table 6 furthermore illustrates that the set of all quartic D4-fields behaves rather
strangely relative to the set of all quartic fields. In particular, there can be no quartic D4-field
with square-free discriminant. (Any such field would have all primes being tamely ramified and
with inertia group generated by an element pi ∈ S4 with 3 orbits acting on a set of 4 elements, that
is, generated by a transposition in the D4-conjugacy class of [(13)]. But by Remark 2.2, any field
K ∈ Zn(Q, D4) such that all primes p|DK have inertia group generated by elements that together
generate a proper subgroup of D4 must in fact be K = Q.) This is surprising, when combined
with the additional facts that (i) quartic D4-fields comprise a positive proportion of quartic fields
(compare [CDyDO02] to [Bha05]), and (ii) a positive proportion of quartic fields have square-free
discriminant ([Bha14, Thm. 1.1]).
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Exponent of p appearing in the discriminant of
Inertia type of p K K˜ F1 = K˜C4 F2 = K˜K4 F3 = K˜K
′
4
[()] 0 0 0 0 0
[(13)(24)] 2 4 0 0 0
[(13)] 1 4 1 0 1
[(12)(34)] 2 4 1 1 0
[(1234)] 3 6 0 1 1
Table 6. Table of exponents for p - |D4| when Gal(K˜/Q) ' D4
A possible alternative approach, which we do not pursue here, is to fix a biquadratic field Q, say
Q = Q(
√
a,
√
b), and consider a family F of quartic D4-fields K such that in each case K˜H = Q,
with H ⊂ D4 the subgroup generated by (1 3)(2 4). Once Q is fixed, each of the quadratic fields
F1, F2, F3 is then also fixed (and contained in Q and hence K˜). The first task, apparently nontrivial,
is to show that the collection of such K with DK ≤ X, call it F (X), grows like some positive power
of X. The next task is to consider the factorization for each K ∈ F (X) of
ζK˜(s) = ζ(s)
4∏
j=1
L(s, ρj , K˜/Q)
where we let ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 be the three (non-faithful) 1-dimensional nontrivial irreducible representations
such that Fj = H˜Ker(ρj) and ρ4 be the fourth and final (faithful) nontrivial irreducible representation
of D4, which is 2-dimensional. Since F1, F2, F3 are fixed, the first three Artin L-functions in the
product over j are fixed once and for all. Each of them may have an exceptional (real) zero, but
(recalling Remark 6.10) one would consider zero-free regions strictly to the right of these three fixed
zeroes. The aim would then be to apply Kowalski-Michel to the factors L(s, ρ4, K˜/Q) as K varies
over F (X); as ρ4 is faithful, the resulting exceptional family should be O(Xε) for any sufficiently
small ε > 0.
12. Appendix C: Technical verifications for Theorem 1.1
In this appendix we verify the size of remainder terms in the proof of Theorem 1.1. For conve-
nience, within each section below, we will start indexing the constants again by c1, but the choice
of constants in different calculations is independent, except as specified.
12.1. Verification of (5.9). Setting y = (log x)1/2, the claim (5.9) is equivalent to verifying (upon
setting c1 = |C ||G|−1C−11 ), what lower bound on DL guarantees that for y ≥ (10nL)1/2 logDL we
have
C2n
−1/2
L y ≥ log(c−11 y2A).
Note that if κeκ′y0 ≥ y0 for positive constants κ, κ′, then this inequality remains true for all y ≥ y0.
Thus it is enough to check the inequality at the lower endpoint of y, that is, to require that
C2n
−1/2
L (10nL)
1/2 logDL ≥ (2A) log(c−1/(2A)1 (10nL)1/2 logDL).
Defining c2 = (c
−1/(2A)
1 (10nL)
1/2)(2A)C
−1
2 10
−1/2
, this is equivalent to requiring that
(12.1) DL ≥ c2(logDL)2AC
−1
2 10
−1/2
.
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This will be true for all DL ≥ D′1(C1, C2, nL, A) for a certain parameter depending only on
C1, C2, nL, A, verifying the claim (5.9).
12.2. Verification of Lemma 5.5. We verify that each term E3, E4, E5 in (5.20) is at most
c1x(log x)
−(A−1) so that |S(x, T )| satisfies (5.21) in the claimed region of x.
12.2.1. The term E5, for any field k. The most significant term in (5.20) is E5, those zeroes T0 <
|γ| < T , and thus we treat it first, for a general field k (see §12.2.2 for k = Q). We seek a lower
bound on x such that
x
1− ck
n2
k
logDk(T+3)
nk log T log(DLT
nL) ≤ c1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1),
or equivalently
x
ck
n2
k
logDk(T+3)
nk ≥ c−11 |G||C |−1(log x)A−1 log T log(DLTnL),
for all DL ≥ D1(δ0). Using T = (logDL)2/δ and recalling that x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2), it suffices
to have
x
ck
n2
k
logDk(T+3)
nk ≥ c−11 |G||C |−1(10nL)A−1
2
δ
(logDL)
2(A−1)(log logDL)(log(DL(logDL)2nL/δ))
or equivalently
x
ck
n2
k
logDk(T+3)
nk ≥ 2(10nL)A−1c−11 |G||C |−1δ−1(logDL)(2A−1)(log logDL)
+ 4(10nL)
A−1nLc−11 |G||C |−1δ−2(logDL)2(A−1)(log logDL)2.
This will be satisfied if
x
ck
n2
k
logDk(T+3)
nk ≥ c2δ−2(logDL)2A
where c2 = 6c−11 (10)
A−1nAL |G|; equivalently we require
x ≥ exp{c−1k n2k(logDk + nk log((logDL)2/δ + 3)) log[c2δ−2(logDL)2A]}
= exp{2Ac−1k n2k(logDk + nk log((logDL)2/δ + 3)) log[c1/(2A)2 δ−1/A(logDL)]}.
In particular, upon recalling δ ≤ 1/4, if
(12.2) DL ≥ 4 > exp(3δ/2)
it will suffice to have
x ≥ exp{2Ac−1k n2k(logDk + nk log(2(logDL)2/δ)) log[c1/(2A)2 δ−1/A(logDL)]}.
Note that
logDk + nk log(2(logDL)
2/δ) = nk log
(
2D
1/nk
k (logDL)
2/δ
)
= nk log
(
2δ/2D
δ/(2nk)
k (logDL)
)2/δ
=
2nk
δ
log
(
2δ/2D
δ/(2nk)
k (logDL)
)
=
2nk
δ
log log
(
D
2δ/2D
δ/(2nk)
k
L
)
.
Thus for DL ≥ D1(δ0) (here we recall D1(δ0) ≥ 4 by construction), it would suffice to have
(12.3) x ≥ exp
{
4Ac−1k δ
−1n3k
(
log log
(
D
2δ/2D
δ/(2nk)
k
L
))(
log log
(
D
c
1/(2A)
2 δ
−1/A
L
))}
.
We will return to the relationship of this lower bound and that claimed in Lemma 5.5 in §12.2.5.
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12.2.2. The term E5 for k = Q. We now treat the case k = Q, this time seeking a lower bound on
x such that
x
1− cQ
(log(T+2))2/3(log log(T+3))1/3 log T log(DLT
nL) ≤ c1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1),
or equivalently
x
cQ
(log(T+2))2/3(log log(T+3))1/3 ≥ c−11 |G||C |−1(log x)A−1 log T log(DLTnL),
for all DL ≥ D1(δ0). Computing as in §12.2.1, we see that the desired inequality will be satisfied if
x
cQ
(log(T+2))2/3(log log(T+3))1/3 ≥ c2δ−2(logDL)2A
where c2 = 6c−11 (10)
A−1nAL |G|; equivalently we require
x ≥ exp{c−1Q (log((logDL)2/δ + 2))2/3(log log((logDL)2/δ + 3))1/3 log[c2δ−2(logDL)2A]}
= exp{2Ac−1Q (log((logDL)2/δ + 2))2/3(log log((logDL)2/δ + 3))1/3 log[c1/(2A)2 δ−1/A(logDL)]}.
By (12.2) it will suffice to have
x ≥ exp{2Ac−1Q (log(2(logDL)2/δ))2/3(log log(2(logDL)2/δ))1/3 log[c1/(2A)2 δ−1/A(logDL)]}.
Since log(2(logDL)2/δ) = 2δ−1 log log(D2
δ/2
L ), for DL ≥ D1(δ0) it would suffice to have
x ≥ exp
{
4Ac−1Q δ
−2/3
(
log logD2
δ/2
L
)2/3 (
log 2δ−1 log logD2
δ/2
L
)1/3(
log log
(
D
c
1/(2A)
2 δ
−1/A
L
))}
.
This is satisfied if x is at least
(12.4)
exp
{
4Ac−1Q δ
−2/3(log(2δ−1) + 1)1/3
(
log logD
max{2δ/2,c1/(2A)2 δ−1/A}
L
)5/3 (
log log logD2
δ/2
L
)1/3}
.
12.2.3. The term E3. We verify for which x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2) we have
E3 := nLx
1/2(logDL)
2 ≤ c1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1),
or equivalently
x1/2 ≥ c−11 |G||C |−1nL(log x)A−1(logDL)2;
it would suffice to have
(12.5) x ≥ c−21 |G|2(10)2(A−1)n2AL (logDL)4A ≥ c−21 |G|2|C |−2(10)2(A−1)n2AL (logDL)4A.
12.2.4. The term E4. We will verify for which x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2) we have
x1−δ0 log T log(DLTnL) ≤ c1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1);
that is
xδ0 ≥ c−11 |G||C |−1(log x)A−1 log T log(DLTnL).
Given the upper bound on x, and the choice of T = (logDL)2/δ, it would suffice to have
xδ0 ≥ c−11 |G||C |−1(10nL)A−1(logDL)2(A−1) · 2δ−1 log logDL · log(DL(logDL)2nL/δ).
This will be satisfied if
xδ0 ≥ c2δ−1(logDL)2A−1 log logDL + c3δ−2(logDL)2(A−1)(log logDL)2
for explicit constants c2 = c−11 |G||C |−12(10nL)A−1 and c3 = c−11 |G||C |−14(10)A−1nAL . This will
certainly be satisfied if
(12.6) x ≥ c1/δ04 δ−2/δ0(logDL)2A/δ0 ,
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with c4 = c−11 |G|6(10)A−1nAL .
12.2.5. The lower bound for x required by E3, E4, E5 for general k. Since δ0 ≤ δ ≤ 1/4, we see that
x ≥ (6c−11 |G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0(logDL)2A/δ0
= (6c−11 |G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0 exp{2Aδ−10 log logDL}(12.7)
suffices for the inequalities (12.5), (12.6). Upon setting
c5 := 6c
−1/(2A)
1 DknLδ
−1/A
≥ 2δ/261/(2A)10(A−1)/(2A)c−1/(2A)1 Dkn(A+1)/(2A)L δ−1/A
≥ max{2δ/2Dδ/(2nk)k , (6c−11 10A−1nAL |G|)1/(2A)δ−1/A},
the inequality (12.3) is satisfied if
x ≥ exp{4Ac−1k n3kδ−1(log log(Dc5L ))2}.
Setting
κ′′1 := (6c
−1
1 |G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0
κ′′2 := max{2Aδ−10 , 4Ac−1k n3kδ−1}
κ′′3 := 6c
−1/(2A)
1 DknLδ
−1/A,
we see that
x ≥ κ′′1 exp{κ′′2(log log(Dκ
′′
3
L ))
2}
suffices for E3, E4, E5, as claimed in Lemma 5.5; we note that DL must be sufficiently large to
satisfy DL ≥ D1(δ0).
12.2.6. The lower bound for x required by E3, E4, E5 for k = Q. The terms E3, E4 are unchanged
in the case that k = Q, so that (12.7) continues to suffice for the inequalities (12.5), (12.6). The
inequality (12.4) is satisfied if
x ≥ exp
{
c6
(
log logDc7L
)5/3 (
log log logDc8L
)1/3}
.
with
c6 := 4Ac
−1
Q δ
−2/3(log(2δ−1) + 1)1/3
c7 := 6c
−1/(2A)
1 nLδ
−1/A ≥ (6c−11 (10)A−1nAL |G|)1/(2A)δ−1/A ≥ max{2δ/2, c1/(2A)2 δ−1/A}
c8 := 2 ≥ 2δ/2,
upon recalling that 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1/4. (One could leave the choice of c8 slightly more refined, but it will
not affect our application.) Now upon setting
ν ′′1 := (6c
−1
1 |G|10A−1nAL)1/δ0δ−2/δ0
ν ′′2 := max{2Aδ−10 , c6}
ν ′′3 := c7,
it suffices to control E3, E4, E5 if DL ≥ D1(δ0) and we take
x ≥ ν ′′1 exp
{
ν ′′2
(
log log(D
ν′′3
L )
)5/3(
log log log(D2L)
)1/3}
as claimed in Lemma 5.5.
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12.3. Verification of Lemma 5.7 for E1. We recall the definition of E1 in (5.13), and check each
term, which we will denote by E1,a through E1,d.
For a fixed constant c′1 ≤ 1, the bound E1,a := xT−1 log x logDL ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1) is
satisfied if
(log x)A ≤ c2(logDL)2/δ−1
with c2 = c′1|G|−1 ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1. Note that we are in the range x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2), so it would
suffice to have (10nL(logDL)2)A ≤ c2(logDL)2/δ−1, that is,
(logDL)
2/δ−2A−1 ≥ c−12 (10nL)A,
which will occur for all sufficiently large DL only if the exponent is positive, or equivalently δ <
2/(2A+ 1). Proceeding under this assumption, it suffices to take
(12.8) DL ≥ exp{(c−12 (10nL)A)(2/δ−2A−1)
−1} = exp{(c′−11 |G|(10nL)A)(1/δ−2A−1)
−1}.
For the next term, we check that E1,b := logDL ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1) will certainly be
satisfied (for x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2)) if
(12.9) x ≥ c′−11 |G|(10nL)A−1(logDL)2A−1 ≥ c′−11 |G||C |−1(10nL)A−1(logDL)2A−1.
Similarly, E1,c := nL log x ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1) is equivalent to x ≥ c′−11 |G||C |−1nL(log x)A
so that in the range x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2) it suffices to have
(12.10) x ≥ c′−11 |G|10AnA+1L (logDL)2A ≥ c′−11 |G||C |−110AnA+1L (logDL)2A.
For the final term, to obtain E1,d := nLxT−1 log x log T ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1), we require
(log x)A ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1n−1L T (log T )−1 = (δ/2)c′1|C ||G|−1n−1L (logDL)2/δ(log logDL)−1.
This will certainly be satisfied if
(log x)A ≤ (δ/2)c′1|C ||G|−1n−1L (logDL)2/δ−1.
Since x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2), it is sufficient to have
10AnAL(logDL)
2A ≤ (δ/2)c′1|G|−1n−1L (logDL)2/δ−1,
which will hold if
(2/δ)10AnA+1L c
′−1
1 |G| ≤ (logDL)2/δ−2A−1.
This will only hold for all sufficiently large DL if δ < 2/(2A + 1); under this assumption, it is
sufficient to take
(12.11) DL ≥ exp{(2δ−1 · 10AδnA+1L c′−11 |G|)(2/δ−2A−1)
−1}.
12.4. Verification of Lemma 5.7 for E2. To verify Lemma 5.7 for E2 = E2,a + E2,b, we first
verify for which x we have E2,a := log x logDL ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1). Equivalently we require
(log x)A logDL ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x, which for x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2) it suffices to have
(12.12) x ≥ c′−11 |G|10AnAL(logDL)2A+1.
For E2,b, we see that E2,b := nLxT−1(log x)2 ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1x(log x)−(A−1) will hold when
nL(log x)
A+1 ≤ c′1|C ||G|−1T = c′1|C ||G|−1(logDL)2/δ.
Thus for x ≤ exp(10nL(logDL)2) (recalling δ ≤ 1/4), it suffices to have
10A+1nA+2L c
′−1
1 |G||C |−1 ≤ (logDL)2/δ−2(A+1),
which will hold for all sufficiently large DL only if δ < 1/(A+ 1). Under this assumption, it suffices
to take
(12.13)
DL ≥ exp{(10A+1nA+2L c′−11 |G|)(2/δ−2(A+1))
−1} ≥ exp{(10A+1nA+2L c′−11 |G||C |−1)(2/δ−2(A+1))
−1}.
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Lemma 5.7 then holds for both E1 and E2, as long asDL is sufficiently large to satisfy (12.8), (12.11),
and (12.13). We denote the maximum of the three conditions by DL ≥ D2(c′1, δ, |G|, nL, A). The
lower bound for x in the lemma satisfies all three bounds (12.9), (12.10), (12.12). We may satisfy all
three upper bounds for δ encountered in the error terms E1 and E2 by specifying that δ ≤ 1/(2A).
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